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CHAPTER I
by Paul Cullinan

I 4

PROCESSES AND PROBLEMS IN TAXONOMIC STUDIES

An attempt to classify and order concepts about organiza-

tional behavior in education may look to taxonomic efforts in several

sciences for processes and direction. But the adoption of such

models means that the problems and issues associated with them are

also inherited. Nevertheless, taxonomic inquiry is a sine gua non
;

if knowledge and theory development of o4anizational behavior in

education is to progress. Griffiths has noted that

Taxonomies have served useful purpoSes in

practically all the sciences. In fact one could

probably make a very good argument to support

the contention that any science begins with a

taxonomy.1

It is to the problems involved in such inquiry and the pro:spects

of deriving new ways of classifying organizational behavior that this

study is addressed. Research aimed at discerning relations is in-

dispensable to scientific advance in the social sciences but often

such research efforts are exploratory incursions into areas that are

relatively unchartered.
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Katz notes that exploratory studies haye three purposes: "to

discover significant variables in the field situation, to discover rela-

tions among variables, and to lay a ground work for later, more

systematic and rigorous testinu of hyPotheses."2 Certainly, in this

sense, the work undertaken here is exploratory in nature.

Taxonomic

In developing taxonomies of organizational behavior in educa-.

tion, the major operations involved broadly parallel those employed

in the physical and biological scierices. However, the problems re-

lated to classification of behavioral rather than physical phenomena

are certainly distinctive. As a framework for discussing these

distinct problems, as well as the perennial issues of taxonomic

studies, the functions, procedures and their purposes of the TOBE

approach are outlined in Table 1. Although the sequence of opera-

tions indicates a logical order of development, the relative

independence of the first and second set of functions permitted

theit to be undertaken simultaneously. In subsequent chapters more

complete description of each of these operational phases will be

given.
4

But it is first necessaro consider genera; problems asso-

ciated with the major functions as they pertain to the approach used

in the overall plan of this study. Thus, classifications and tax-

onomies deal only with aggregations of entities or units being
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studied. And in the behavior sciences there are various viewpoints

abolt the constitution of units for analysis arid claisification. For

this rea6on some preliminary consideration must be given to the issues

related to observing and recording behavioral units although "The Field

Study" chapter will give detailed treatment to the methods employed in

this project.

'Observation, classification, and conceptualization are in-

tegrally related and for subsequent Clarity some 'attention must be here

given to their fundamental relationships. These relationships are in-

clir.:at-3d by the several phases through which a classification process

is carried out. This process has been vieWed by Coombs as illustrated

in Figure 1.3

Universe of
Potential
Observations

Scientist

Recorded
4 Observations

6

Phase 1 Phase 2

Inferential
N, Classification

Data , of Individuals
11 and Stimuli

Phase 3

Flow diagram from the real world to inferences

According to this conception the scientist must select some few

things to record from the richness of the "real" world. However,

thezie v2ccdd. r...bs.:-.rvations from Thi- first phase are not yet data. in



Coombs' sense of "a theory of data;" an interpretive step on the part

of the scientist is necessary for the cOnversion.

The seCond phase involves describing and labeling.the recorded

entities which are roughly grouped in terms of a relation of some kind

between individuals and stimuli or perhaps just between stimuli. (In

the TOBE study this grouping on the basis of relationships between

individuals and stimuli folldws the criteria set down for OTU's

described in the iollowing chapter.)

Then, giventhis prior classification, phase 3

involves the detection of relations, order, and

structure which follow as a logical consequence

. oi the data and the model used for analysis.

The scientist enters each of these three phases

. in a creative way in the sense that alternatives

. are open to him and his decisions will determine

in a significant way the results that will be ob-

tained from the analysis. 4 (Italics added)

It is at the juncture of observation and recording in phase 1

that the first basic question in classification studies is met. As

'Coombs has commented "the observations may frequently be inter-

preted as one of two or more different kinds of data."5 What the ob-

servPr chooses t.) notice and rc:corri. is an optional decision }pia the



choices made and the protocols used have fundamental implications for

what happens thereafter..in the study.

There are two principal methodologies from which a.recording

1technique may be chosen for this initial phase of research. One is

the so-called "primary record" approach which seeks to preserve as

much of the observed actiVity as possible through written. records ,

video or audio tapings, or combinations of these. The recorded ob-

servations are then submitted for analysis according to suitable

schemes or models.

A second set of methods involves observation through predefined

categories or codification schemes. Medley and Mitzels review
is

numerous classroom behavior studies that have been based on such

systematic observation schemes.6 By way of extreme examples, they

cite one study in which the observer tallied only the times the teacher

smiled during the period of observation; they note another inVestiga-

tion which recorded pupil use of handkerchiefs when sneezing in

English classes.7 Units of behavior, observed through codification

schemes are usually determined by either event sampling or time

sampling procedures. Event sampling notes the number of occurrences

of a .elected behavior, such as smiling, during the total observation;

time sampling uses systematic or random periods of time to record

behavioral occurrences.



7

Beyond the many economies of observation methods which

codify through predefined categories there are benefits of definitional

accuracy and ease of data analysis. But the fundamental questions

to be raised about these methods concern the initial conceptualiza-

tions for defining the categories of what is to be observed. It is

around these questions that controversies of defining and dividing Lie-

havioral phenomena ensue.

Use of the "primary record" method tends to bp less frequent

in the classification of behavior although some modified forms of

this approach have been used in systematic classroom observations

Despite its economic constraints it has certain advantages especially

for exploratory investigations and for studies using multiple modes

of analysis. Extensive research using "comprehensive behavior"

observation and recording techniques of the primary record type has

been done by Roger Barker and his associates . 8 Barker has em-

phasized the differences between conventional psychological re-

.,9search studies and what he calls "Ecological Psychology. Certain

parallels between his concepts-of behavioral settings and behavioral

units and the approach used in the TOBE study warrant further con-

sideration of his work at the Midwest Psychological Field Station

of the University of Kansas.



Barker contends that.the identification and description .of the
-

natural entities or events of a science in their releVant context or

environment and the incorporation of these into a unified system of

concepts constitutes the ecological side of science. The relevant

context for human behavior must take into account the physical.-

biosocial world (the nonpsychological milieu) in which a person is

immersed. In this way wE can understand how it is transformed into

a psychological environment for determining what behavior shall and

shall not be possible for all who live within it. Hence, it is

essential that we study behavior in situ in order to identify the en-

vironmental as well as the personality variables associated with

behavior.10

Barker suagests that certain methods of psychology (such as

some clinical techniques). tend to distupt the continuity of behavior

although they are thought to be analytical and noninterfering ob-

. servational methods. Their use of time intervals and number-of-

occurrences is artificial. The ecological approach, on the other

hand, is "naturaP' in the sense that behavioral units occur without

intervention by the investigator and are not disruptive of the "stream

of behavior.. 1111

Barker and his aSsociates employ a verbal-narrative method

of o 3 erving and rec:ording wbich they contend has many advantages



9

as a system for preserving the stream of behavior phenomena on the

level of molar behamioral units.

Like museums and like other archives, its ob-

jective is to present its "specimens" with only

such modifications as may be required to pre-

serve them and to increase their usability. The

data of the publication are related to the original

behavior much as a pressed and mounted plant

in an herbarium is related to the living plant, or

a stained and mounted section of tissue to living

tissue. 12

1

A tremendous amount of time has been spent in sustained ob-

servation by this group, and the records of observation so produced

have been submitted to various modes of analysis. This, of course,

was included in the rationale for such an approach.

Derivative advantages include making it possible

for different persons to approach identical

phenomena at different times, with different

methodologies and within different contexts, of

reducing field work where the materials in the

archives are adequate for particular problems,

and of providiag.the primary evidence upon which



published summaries and conclusions can be

based. 13

These "derivative advantages" of reducing. field work and

allowing several people to approach the same recorded phenomena

'through different frames-of-reference were also considered ad-

vantageous for the strategy adopted by the TOBE Project.

Moreover, there are other features of "behavioral ecology"

for which comparisons may be found in the rationale of the TORE

study. These include 1) consideration of the behavioral setting,

2) discrimination of general patterns of behavior, and 3) criteria

important in identifying operational units.

1. The behavioral setting_.. According to Barker and

Wright" a behavior setting always has two sides. On the one

side, there is always a part of the nonpsychological milieu, which

may be physical, social, or both, as in the respective instances of

a doctor's office or a vacant. lot, a traffic law or a social clique,

and a writ of habeas corpus or a school classroom. On the other

side, there is always a social norm or a shared 4-ame of reference
t.

that defines the setting as one which is appropriate for particular

kinds of behavior. In the Field Study of the TORE Project sufficient

background material was provided wIth the recorded observations to.

permit the taxonomists to take into account the relevant character-

istics of the sf..f.jn.:1 Which the behaviOr occurred. Subse.quent

chapters illustro.t....: thi3 point.



2. Discrimination of patterns. Lewin has noted that "the

first prerequisite of a successful observation in any science is a. ,..
. . ...

definite understanding about what size of unit one is' ,ciing to'observe
' ,

. . .
.

. . .

s. ..

. . . ..

. . ,

at a given time, "15
. He points out that.iri spcipl psychology we haVe.. , ,.

!.

pIten misinterpreted the.:SOientific requireMents ot a.nallisis:a.nd have

tried to observe as sm'All.units As passible and, in So'doing, we

have frecoently torn the observed units from their context.
. .. .

' -;

The fallacy in such an approach is that there

is frequently no way to distinguish among

different possibilities of classifying an, actiop

if the observation ?lasts only a few seconds.

Thus, if two persons A and B are running one.be-

hind the other, it may mean that either A is

leading B or that B is chasing A. Only by obser-

vation which is sufficiently comprehensive to

include both A and B and to cxtend through a

period sufficiently long does the meaning .of the

activity become clear.16 . .

Consequent to the resolution of this latter question is the prob-

lem of different observers reliably identifying the "same" unite- of be-

havior. Training observers can produce high levels of agreement for

. dividing the behavior strort into units or epj 17sodes. However,

-systematic in unit selection among untrained observers

..



;

12

confronts the antecedent question of the "natural pattern" of perceived

behavioral episodes. Dickman's investigation of this problem con-

(dudes that

Behavior attains orderliness in the eyes of ob-

servers to the extent-that goals.and motives

are imputed to the behavior. Independent ob-

servers of such a behavior continuum demon-

strated significant agreement on general

patterning and specifically on the points at

which units "oegan or ended. . . un-

trained observers agreed very poorly on identical

incidence of units, yet they were able to agree

on the general meaning of the sequence. This

latter paradox is understood in terms of the

differences in the inclusiveness of the goal or

behavior perspective.18

Stich conclusions are supportive of the approach adopted in the

present inquiry into organizational behavior in education. That is,

the field observers in this study recorded units of behavior which

followed a general pattern; these observers indicated beginning and

ending points as well as a general r.eaning of the sequence. How-

ever, subsequent classification proceeded from different conceptual

-frameworks; 1. "goals or behavior perspectives" were imposed
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by taxonomists according to the theoretical conceptUalizations they

had adapted for this purpose.

3.. Criteria for operational units. Even granting'the cOntingenciy
7

of uniformly discriminating general patterns of behavior, there remains

the problem of operational criteria for rev-ording observed-behavioral

units. Among several unit methods proposed by the Barker team are.

the "Environmental Force Unit"9 and the Social Contact Unit,
26

This latter unit Dyck specifies "as a unit of social interaction Which

contains within its boundaries (1) one subject, (2) one agent, (3) one

raison d' etre, and (4) one continuous topic. n 21

The operational usefulness of this unit, including data On re-

liability is presented by Dyck.22 Moreover, its specifications are

similar to the Operational Taxonomic Unit (OTU) employed by the

-observation team of the present study as presented in the Field Study

chapter.

The issue of behavioral units

.Some of the problems associated with observing and recording

units of behavior have been pointed out in these preceding sections:

The advantages of selecting an approach from either set of methods

are attended by various conceptual or procedural difficulties. The

problem of units of behavior remains an unsettled one, and as

Kedinger obseivc?s



One can attempt to define behavior quite opera-

tionally by listing a large number of behavioral

acts, and can thus ordinarily obtain a high degree

of precision and reliability. Yet in so doing one

may also have so reduced the-behavior that it

no longer bears much resemblance to the be-.

havior one intended to observe. Thus validity

14

has beep lost.23

Converoely, observation that seeks to record behavior more com-

prehensively permits certain vagueness arid ambiguity of the observers'

perceptions to decrease reliability. Training of obserVers can

eliminate some of the ambiguity but the problem remains'and must

be recognized. The approach adopted in the present study has attempted

to maximize the validity of observed and recorded specimens of organi-

zational behavior in education. Such a position does not avoid the

problems of _c_lautryI in9._ behavior, it merely delays them. These prob-

leins ar6 taken up in the following sections.

Bases for classification
e

Systematic observation of behavior using predefined categories

implies a prior solution to the problem of how classes shall be

formed. Hence, through whatever conceptual scheme is chosen,

successive cpc:.a:ions izIrs: guided in recording , grouping, and analyzing



the units of behavior. On the other hand, the decision to use

"primary records" techniques involves the application of classifi-

catory methods after the behavior'has b.een recorded. Yet once

again, there are differences in the advocated procedures for

this phase of developing classifications. As mentioned previously,

the TOBE Project adopted a method whereby several conceptual

frameworks were 'applied to the same recorded field observations.

The rationale for this approach will be treated more fully in the

next section of this chapter. But other procedures for developing

classes have their proponents. For example, Schoggen asserts

that an "atheoretical" position permits fhe emergence of more

meaningful empirical groupings.

Otir aim here was to let the data guide us

in establishing meaningfully distinct group-

ings rather than to impose some arbitrary

. system of classification on the data.24

Although Schoggen's work may be relatively less theoretically-

oriented than other studies it is at least imi5licitly guided by

some theoretical conceptions. In the same sense that Hanson

maintains that even observations are "theory-laden, H25 the

classification of behavior can never be truly "atheoretical."
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The issues of theoretical versus empirical approaches to

classification are not unique to the behavioral sciences but

have a long tradition in the biological and physical sciences,

Some-of these issues are examined in the following section in

order to illustrate the basic problems underlying the development

of taxonomies of organizational behavior in education and the pro-

cesses employed .in the TOBE Project, Before turning to these

issues, however, some preliminary comments about the purpose

of classification studies are in order.

The terms of any ,science result from a conceptualization

of the subject-matter by which the things studied are classified

and analyzed. Kaplan.notes that "the function of scientific con-

cepts is to mark the categories which will tell us more about our

subject-matter than any other categorical sets.

Hence, classification usually proceeds by grouping together

entities according to some system of relationships or associations

among them. It is the way in which these relationships or aSsocia-

tions are conceived that forms the conceptual boundaries of the

categories of the system. And, the factors that influence how

relationships among phenomena are conceived Ile in the purposes

and kinds of generaltzationq that are 'ultimately ,envisioned.
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According to Simpson,
27 the purposes and intended goner-

alizations provide the bases for classification.

1. A major function of classification is to

conStiuct classes about which generalizations

can be made.

2. Classes are constructed in connection

with a particular purpose which depends upon

the kind of generalizations that.are considered

pertinent..

3. Some classifications pertain to E.', wider range

of phenomena and permit more meaningful gener-

alizations than others and are in that sense more

useful, or more powerful.

4. There is not an ideal or absolute scheme of

classification for any particular field of phenomena

but there are always a numbpr of classifications

possible. These will differ according to the pur-

pose -for which they have been constructed.

5. Even clasifications in the same form, with

tho :::cs , acte based op the same criteria

or princ5.ples are not unique or uniform .
28
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Although classifications are founded Upon relationships

among phenomena it is Possible to have relations.hips of

Innumerable different kinds. It would seem to follow, therefore,

that there may be many different classifications as well as many

different bases for classification of the same phenomenal field.

Krathwohl and others suggest that this difficulty is inherent to

classification:

We should note that any classification scheme

represents an attempt to abstract and order

phenomena and as such probably does some

violence to the phenomena as commonly ob-

served in natural settings. The value of these

attempts to abstract. and classify is in their

greater power for organizing and controlling

the phenomena .29

The "power" of a classification whether seen in terms of organ7

izing and controlling phenomena or in terms of information yield

Is the quality by which "naturalness" is predicated of a classi-

fication. As Kaplan observes

Every classification serves some purpose or

other. . . It is artificial when we cannot do

more v:ith it th:zn we firbt intended. A natural
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grouping is one which allows the discovery of

many more, and more important, resemblances

than originally recogniied.30

A classification whose purpose is restricted is usually re-

*. ferred to as a "special" or..arbitrary one. Sokol and Sneath

distinguish that

Such a classification conveys less informa-

tion than a general or "natural" one. For

example, we can divide mammals into carni-

vores and herbivores for the purpose of

ecology; then the designation "carnivore"

only tells *us the kind of food they eat.31

They add that

A natural classification is a "general arrange--;

ment intended for general use by all scientists"
32

The inductive approach

Even granting substantial agreement on the purposes for

classification, there are disparate views of how these purposes

are better achieved. On one hand there is*the school of thought

which espouses the empirical approach through inductive and

numerical rilathods. Opposed to this is the theoretical school

...



which advocates a more classical or de.ductive position. While

the controversy is manifested chiefly Etrnong biological taxonomists

the implications are similar for classification in every field.

The procedure's advanced by the strict empiricist school are

quite"simp-le; viz. , Observe and record as many characteristics

as possible and then form classes according to a majority of

*shared characteristics. Hence, a species is constituted of indi-

viduals with a maximum number of shared characteristics, while

a genus consists of those species with a maximum number of

shared characteristics, etc.

The advent of high-.speed computers has given new impetus
. -

to this approach and such methods of numerical taxonomy are con-

siderably detailed by Sokol and Sneath who state these basic

principles:

1 .. The ideal taxonomy is that in which the taxa

have the greatest content of information and which

is based on as many characters as pOssible.

2. A priori, every charaCter is of equal Weight

in creating natural taxa.

3. Overall similarity (or affinity) between any two

entitits is a function of th,- similarity of the many

ch;)rar.tr.rz in whioh they are beina comoFired.
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4. Distinct taxa can be 6onstructed because

of diverse character correlations in the groups

under study.

5. Taxonomy as conceived by us is therefore

a strictly empirical science.

6. Affinity is estimated independently of phylo-

genetic considerations .33

The rejection of phylogenetic considerations implies opposi-

tion to the use of traditional theory in biological taxonomy. Carried

to its logical extreme this position would assert that more "natural"

taxonomies can be developed through stringently empirical.pro-

cedures, i.e. , according to grouping by statistical correlation

of Ob Served characteristics. But here again, choices must be

made about which initial characteristics shall be considered since

some preliminary grouping is necessary for a starting point. Such

choices are implicitly theoretical. Moreover, the correlational

process tends to produce classifications of characteristics rather

than of whole britities.

The most vulnerable tenets of the inductive approach are,

first, that chzo:acteristics'are tabulated according to theoretical
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formulations that are not explicit and second, that classes are

formed solely on the basis of inductive logic (applied probability

theory). These tenets are rooted in an inadequate view of the

nature and formulation of classes.

The nature and formulation
Of classes

What is proposed here as being a more adequate view of

the nature of classes rests chiefly on three propositions:

1. Classes are theoretical entities explicated

by categorical logic.

2. Classes are empirically checked and modi-

fled by statistical methods.

3. Classes are operationally specified although

not operationally defined.34

The first of these propositions asserts.that classes are properly

formulated through expliCit conceptualizations; the second empha-

sizes that statistical procedures are necessary but not sufficient

guides for developing classes; and the third statement denotes

the nature of the bridging operations for making theoretical cate-

gories tractable to empiricEil checking.
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For the first proposition, the issues are basically centered

on the radical idea of classes. That is,'whether classes are

natural entities waiting there in anature" to be discovered or

whether classes are man-made formulations. If the supposed

logic of induction is followed one notes characteristics and their

occurrences and then infers generalizations (for arriving at

classes) from this process. Most efforts are thereby devoted to

Improving observation and correlation techniques to the neglect

of theoretical formulations. Yet observation and correlation are

made in terms of at least implicit theoretical frames-of-reference;

theories that are not explicit suffer the shortcomings of not being

scientifically delimited. A theory that is not explicated is a poor

theory and poor theories lead to poor classifications. For example 8

one could not begin to develop social classifications based on

characteristics of unemployment and delinquency without explicit

concepts about what constitutes unemployment (economic theory)

and delinquency (social behavior theory). Or again, a characteris-

tic such as color indicates differences of structilre and function

in algae but not in mushrooms (or humans). In these instances

to include color equally among the characteristics for making

classes implies certain hypotheses about the data. Characteriza-

tion is tho of n acLive thoocotical choice, not merely
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passive reception of what is "out there'." To the extent that

theories determine data our theories need to be.explicitly stated

for Marking off what is tO be observed and characterized.,

Although it is necessary to view classes as theoretical

entities explicated by categorical logic, it is not sufficient to

do so. To assume that classes can be formulated solely in terms

of categorical logic whereby "clean-cut" classes are deduced is

to err at the other extreme. The deduction of classes so that the

phenomena to be classified fall into one and only one class is

to rely on theory alone for delineating classifications. In that

case, science would be rlierely the formal way of carrying out

theoretical deduction of classes which Would complete the in-

quiry. Theoretical categories that are not,empirically corroborated

become matters of sheer speculation. Thus, classes are formu-

lated not by ideational structures (theory) only but by theoretical

categories whose probabilities are tested through empirical in-

stances.

The second proposition stated earlier contrasts the strictly

inductive approach with the position taken in this study, viz. ,

that classes are checked out empirically--and modifications are

made in the.crIginal theoretical categories on the basis of these

experlo:tc,-:,s. Statistical methods az-: employed to assess the
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strength. of possible generalizations (distribution of. samples, popu-

lations, etc.) and to analyze the range of similarities among the

phenomena being studied (correlational and factorial techniques).

In fact, classes are necessarily statistical in nature since the

phenomena being investigated can rarely be characterized directly

and in a complete universe. But, contrary to the numerical taxono-

mists, statistical procedures are not sufficient for the development

of classes.

The third proposition distinguishes operational specifica-

tion from operational definition as an adequate view about formu-

lating classes. This proP'osition warrants closer examination

not only because of the distinction between operational "definition"

and "specification" but, especially because of the impor t it holds

for the major function in the TOBE study of "formulating conceptual

schemata."

Specification and conceptual schemes

The issue of operational definition versus operation speci-

fication of classes is more than a mere semantic distinction; it

represents a radical demarcation between positions held about

the philosophy of science. Without becoming deeply embroiled

in the polemics of this question a rationale for operational specifi-

cation will be outlined below. Although there is a certain "matter
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of degree" tolerable here, classes are concepts that can only, in

principle, be operationally specified and not operationally defined.

Classes, it has been noted, are theoretical entities that

are formulated for purposes of grouping observations, Since they

are to distinguish what is to be observed they cannot be con-

structed or defined in terms of observational techniques. For ex-
.

ample, in psychiatric studies classes of personality disorders

such as "paranoid," "cycloid," etc., are theoretical formulations.

But, delusions of persecution, hearing voices, and associated

functional disorders do not mark off one behavior disorder from

another. Rather, the theoretical formulation allows specificaticin

in terms of symptoms, much as Freud's classes of disorders in

terms of inborn forces, environmental influences, and the means

of mental adjustment between t:Lem permit the specification of

what behavioral aberrations might be observed. The operations

do not define the classes, then, hut the theoretical "definition

of terms" contains the distinctions between variables which must

be then checked out empirically.

What the preceding implies, of course, is a negation

of strict definition in the sense of operationism without denying

the necessity of assigntng conditions-of meaning to theoretical

terms. 1:: aplar s ts thFlt

This term is:efinitioQ has a loose sense in

'which i apt:lies to any procedure for specifying



Meaning . . . theoretical terms--and in

practice, most constructsare not .capable

of definition in the strict sense: . . I must

emphasize that I am not saying that such

terms cannot or do not have their meanings

specified; I am saying only that, because of

the openness of their meaning, the specifica-

tion.is not by way of definition in the strict

sense.35

The theoretical formulations used in the "conceptual

schemata" of the TOBE Project generate classes that are operation-

ally specified yet not operationally defined in the strict sense.

However, in the sense of "open" or successive definition each of

the major terms in the four conceptual schemata are assigned mean-

ing through "definition of terms." Moreover, these terms are

categorically subdivided and specified to provide referents for the

phenomena recorded in the observations.

Nevertheless, the conceptual schemata are derived from

theoretical formulations and theoretical terms cannot, in principle,

be fully defined by observables. These terms possess a systemic

quality that binds them together in such a fashion that the content

of a single conc..)pt :-.annot he fixed apart'from the meaning of the

whole theory. Thus terms like "necjentropy," or "castration complex"
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are devoid of meaning when dissociated from their theoretical con-
.

texts..

I The bridge from theoretical terms to empirical data can,

and must, of course, be made. Hypothesized categories are con-

firmable (or contrariwise) through instances of observations. To

illustrate the procedures and purposes of what Table I encompasses

under the function of Formulating Conceptual Schemata consider

the following example.

Suppose a series of propositions concerning the in-

fluences on eye coloring were formulated to explain inherited

.variations of dominant-reeessive colors (as in fact, is the case).

The terms of such a conceptual framework would operationally

specify the classes of constructs for dominant (BB, Bb) and re-

cessive (bb) factors along with postulations about their observa-

tional predictiveness. These classes (Bb, etc.) characterize the

gene pairings that are the indirect or genotypic observables to

be empirically checked out. The application of this scheme to

..0.

recorded observations on eye coloration (phenotypes) would provide

the empirical corroboration of a genetic theory of eye-coloration;

In effect, this illustration indicates the sequence of pro-

c dures through which theoretical terms--sometimes called

explan5:5rli tr"-- cz: hypothetical constructsare made operationally
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useful by deriving intervening variables or constructs that may be

applied to the world of observables. The observations do not, of

course, give meaning to the theoretical terms but only mark the

occasion for their application. In the present study terms such, as

"compliance" or "incentives" are theoretical concepts which con-.

stitute explanations about certain aspects of organizational be-

havior in education. Through sub-categories of these terms postu-

lations are made about the observational predictiveness of various

kinds of organizational behavior. The characteristics of these sub-

categories are then checked against the recorded specimens

(observational protocols) to test the applicability of the conceptual

scheme to empirical instances of organizational behavior in educa-

tion.

In summary, what has been said about the bridging between

theoretical terms and empirical instances is meant to emphasize

the procedure of operationally specifying classes. The systemic

property of a theoretical term demands some openness of meanings

since the theory as a whole is needed to give full meaning to its

terms. Again, Abraham Kaplan states:

Notice that a term may have systemic mean-

ing even though it is apparently explicitly

defined somewhere. . . The chances are, in-

deed that a key term of this kind is "defined"
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several times and in several different ways.

This diversity does not necessarily mark a

lapse either of logic or of memory, but the

occurrence, rather of systemic meaning. 36

Classifying tinits

The function of placing units of observed organizational

behavior (OTU's) follows the procedures outlined in Table 1. The

methods employed in this phase of the study are described in

the respective chuters of the four conceptual schemata formulated

for purposes, of classifying these behaviors. The statistical treat-

ment of the data was made according to a computer program ex-

pressly written for showing degrees of the 6TU's affinities across

the various categories of the classification schemes. The inter-

pretations of these analyses are described in the individual

chapters dealing with each scheme.

Classification and taxonomy

The terms "taxonomy" and "classification" have been used

frequently in the considerations that preceded and that will follow.

Definitionally they may be distinguished as follows:

Classification is the ordering of phenomena

into (or sets) on the basis Of their

relationships, that is, of association by.con-

tiguity: siiidlarity, or both.
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Taxonomy is the theoretical study of classi-

fication, including its bases, principles,

procedures, and rules.37

This distinction can be further highlighted by paraphrasing Gregg38

In stating that the subjects of classification are the phenomena

and the subjects of taxonomy are classifications. This use of

the word "taxonomy" is more restrictive than others but in the pre-
,

sent context is more fitting.

Classification usually proceeds by grouping together indi-

yidual objects or concepts by some system of relationships or

associations among them. But scientific classification also needs

different levels of generality for inclusion of groups. This may be

accomplished in either of two ways: (I) by overlapping or coin-

cidence of non-identical classes; chemistry, for esample, deals

with classes that do not admit of subordination, or (2) by subordina-

tion of some classes to others for inclusion of the former in the

latter as found in the biological sciences.

Classification by subordination may continue for a large

number of levels or steps usually termed a hierarchy. A hierarchy

is a systematic framework with a sequence of classes (or sets)

at different levels in which each class (except the lowest) includes

one or more sul.,ordlneAc classes.
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An arrangement of phenomena into classes 'which, in turn,

are hierarchically ordered forms a system of classes called

"taxonomic categories" arranged in serial order. The operations

then consist of the conceptual aggregation of phenomena into taxa

of lowest rank and aggregating these lower ranked classes into

taxonOmic categories of successively higher rank. Regardless of

how the grouping is performed, these operations involve two kinds

of relationships. The first, a relatiL.nship of priority, is exempli-

fied by the relationship between genus and species, i.e. , a vertical

or stepwise including-included arrangement; the second, a relation-

ship of equivalence, is exemplified by the relationship between

genus and genus within one family, i.e. , a horizontal type of

ordering.

Theoretical science is concerned with ordering and taxonomy

Is a branch of science that is exclusively and explicitly devoted

to the ordering of complex phenomena. However, the ways of

achieving this ordering differ and lead to misconceptions about

the nature of the taxonomic process. Krathwohl, Bloom and Masia

have stated this point quite insightfully:

A true taxonomy is a set of classifications

which are ordered and arranged on the basis

of a single principle or on the basis of a
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consistent set of principle. Such a true

taxonomy may be tested by determining whether

it Is in agreement with empirical evidence and

whether the way in which the classifications

are ordered corresponds to a real order among

the relevant phenomena. The taxonomy mist

also be consistent with sound theoretical views

in the field. Where it is inconsistent, a way

should be developed of demonstrating orde-:

termining which alternatiVe is the most adequate

one. Finally; a true taxonomy should be of value

in pointing fo phenomena yei to be discovered.39

33

pimlo

With the preceding ideas in mind, it is possible to list some

of the principal features of taxonomic inquiry:

1. Classes or aggregations of phenomena, not individuals,
,

are the basic units of taxoncmy and are the things to be classified.

Classes of phenomena vary, for variation is an essential part of

their nature and their definition, i.e. , classes do not have single

fixed patterns or types.

2. Observations of properties and characteristics are

essential, buE not defirdtive in taxonomic studies. Observations
fr
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and empirical checking provide eviderice that the theoretical defini-

tion of class is met by a particular aggregation of phenomena.

3. Taxonomic studies are always statistical in nature.

The objects of inquiry are classes of phenomena as they occur,

and they can rarely be observed directly and in a complete uni-

verse. Procedures, therefore, must necessarily be by inference

from statistical samples and classes are checked by means of

statistical methods.

4. Classes at all levels of a taxonomy are not in

principle defined by their membership but by their relatiOnships.

That is, classes cannot be defined solely by induction, viz

by specifying the individuals that belong to them or by listing

the characteristics of those individuals but only by implicit or

explicit specification of relationships among those individuals.

Common characteristics and overall similarity do not have

primary-roles in classification. Characteristics in common are

viewed as evidence of the theoretically derived relationships,

which are primary.

5. The construction of formal classifications of particu-

lar groups is an essential part and a useful outcome of taxonomic

effort. However, it is not the total ger even the controlling

. purpose. Rzlther, of taxonomy is.to understand the group-

ings and tho relationships of phenomena in conceptual terms in
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order to make generalizations and extend knowledge of the field

being studied.

6. The guiding principles in developing classifications

should be based on the most significant theoretical relationships

among phenomena and include as many of these as possible.

sis
A Synthetic of Taxonomic Operations

The purpose of taxonomic inquiry is to obtain an arrangement

or ordering of phenomena into a readily understandable classifica-

tion system according to evidence supporting theoretical relation-

ships. To achieve the best possible approximation to this organi-

zation, the process of inquiry depends upon theories, principles

and procedures that are, strictly speaking, the "science" of

taxonomy. Formulating and testing theories and applyina -L.:Lese

principles are the most basic things a taxonomist does. But he

does them by means of a set of proccres such as outlined in

Table 1 of this chapter.

Some of these procedures are more directly related than

others to the principles outlined previously. With respect to taxo-

nomic inquiry, the most critical steps in the series are those of

synthe.sizing relationships, arranging.similarity matrices, and

applying teci7riquc.:. of clu::ter analysis.. These three operations

are concerned with the conceplual aggregation of phenomena into
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classes of lowest rank which affects all ordering that follows.

Secondary in importance are the operations of grouping

these classes of lowest rank into*successively higher rank, i.e. ,

ordering classes from Ci up to C.,Li . These latter operations in-

volve the previously mentioned criteria of relationships, viz. ,

equivalence and priority.

If the characteristics of relationships among classes can

be associated with various taxonomic levels or ranks, the con-

sequent operation of ordering is a relatively simple matter.

Unfortunately, such a priori determination of rank-associated

ch'aracteristics is not the sole acceptable basis for hierarchical

ordering even where there is some affinity between characteristics

and taxonomic levels. Moreover, groups or aggregations of

phenomena are classified, not their characteristics although

characteristics are essential in defining and describing classes.

However, the crucial activities 'of comparing, interPreting re-

lationships, and making inferences are carried on more consist-

ently through criteria based on theoretical formulations.

In light of the conceptual bases of taxonomic inquiry out-

lined earlier, as well as the purposes and procedures guiding

classification, the following synthesis of a*taxonomic mode of

inquiry seems to be th order:
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1. Purposes and criteria. The major purpose of taxonomic

inquiry is to construct classes about which generalizations can

be made. These classes are developed in accordance with a purpose

by means of theories yielding classification systems for a certain

range of phenomena. Although a number of classification schemes

may be possible, one form of classification should be applied to

all phenomena with which the taxonomy is concerned.

2. Conceptual bases. In taxonomic inquiry classifica-

tions are conceived as theoretical entities, operationally specified,

explicable in terms of categorical logic and utilizing statistical

methods.

3. Principles and procedures. Classes or aggregations

of phenomena are the basic units of taxonomy. Taxonomic studies

are always statistical in nature which provides evidence that

theoretical specifications of classes are met. The classes at all

levels of a taxonomy are defined by their relationships expressed

in conceptual terms. The most significeat relationships, consist-

ent with theory, guide the development of classifications and

hierarchical ordering.

The principles and procedures outlined here have served

to guide the empirical processes of investigation of organizational

behavior in education that fzfflows. However, numerous problems

occur no matter how tractable the phenomena are for taxonomic
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inquiry. Benson asserts that taxonomid conclusions are alway-z.

tentative and the taxonomist may develop a better, more readily

understandable explanation of the nature and status of taxa,

but, he can only revise and improve, never complete, the

taxonomic system. No matter how long he may search or how

many experiments he may conduct, he still does nofdiscover

all that can be learned about the classification of any taxon. He

must draw tentative conClusions from incomplete data or draw none

at all. He is forever approaching the truth but he never reaches

it in all particulars.°

Problems that need solution or evoke only tentative answers

are inherent in the application of taxonoinic processes in every

field.
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CHAPTER II

THE FIELD STUDY

by

Frani.: W. Lutz

The need for field data:

The development of a taxonomy may begin with theory and move to-

ward the development of schemata for classification and end with that

classification. Or it can begin with the collection of sprecimens and then

order the specimens empirically and attempt to develop a theoretical_no-

tion about the ordering. In either case the journey into the field to

collect specimens or units that are to be classified and ordered is essen-

tial. Each of the approaches has its pitfalls. If one begins with

theory he is predisposed toward what he collects. He is likely to accept

this as a unit and reject that, based on whether the unit fits his part-

icular theory. Such a practice is self confirming. On the other hand,

moving entirely empirically, one may be left with an atheoretical system

which will be of no use in predicting what has not been specifically

observed. This project worked from both ends. While taxonomists developed

schemata based on selected theories, a field study was conducted by

separate personnel. The schemata were modified and tested islith these

field data.

As the job of field work emerged, it became obvious that it was

a more complex task than originally thought. The existing literature

was examined in a search for samples of behavior which were not confined

to a particular framework developed for a specific and limited purpose
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and detailed enough to be a complete specimen of behavior. A search

revealed that the material the project needed was not available in

the literature. This is not an indictment of the literature. Anthro-

pological studies in education, as in other areas, should begin with

.,,

theory and attempt to modify that theory as data are deviant, thus

ending with a more sophisticated theory that accounts for the data. Thus

the data "fits" a particular theory. Data which can be accounted for

within a single theory would probabl:i not prove satisfactory for classi-

ficatory purposes when attempting to develop a taxonomy derived on the

basis of several theories.

Short case studies, as differentiated from anthropological

studies, usually tell a particular story and arbitrarily leave out

many samples of behavior which are of no interest to that specific case.

Some are incomplete or deliberately fictionalized to stress a particular

point. Apin, this literature was not useful to the TOBE Project purpose.

It was necessary to go into the field in quest of "field samples"

of organizational behavior. The task was complicated by the fact that i

no one had clearly described the parameters of a single sample or speci-

men of organizational behavior.1 If we are classifying dinosaurs, we

1Others have found it difficult to define a unit of human behavior.

While this presents difficulties similar to the one of defining a unit

of organizational behavior, the work related to units of human interaction

was helpful to us only as it assured us others had wrestled with.%the prbblem.

See: Robert F. Boles; Interaction Process Analyses: A, Method for the

Study of Small Groups (Cainrival-r."r7Margrib7i-MWITFETTriF771931)
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know where one animal begins and ends. From head to tail we have bne

dinosaur. But what about a'specimen of organizational behavior? Where

does one start and stop?

Definition of analmIzational Taxonomic Unit (ou)

After trial and error in the field, the research team decided

that at least the following must be present in order for a particular

"thing" to qualify as an OTU or unit of behavior: (1) the purpose of

OM,

the behavior must be clearly definable; (2) there must beedentifiable

0^ANft9.- actory;
(3) there must be some history; (4) a description of what happen-

ed during the lapsed time must be included; and finally, (5) we must be

able to state what hapPened as a result of the action. Further it was

determined that the actual dialogue which occurredi-e4tlatast=tgzpoet.i.

should be included in some of the specimens in order to give the OTU or

unit enough detail..

eTintit6.4s-logloaa-and-heuristiopt
It is logical

because it follows a logical procedure for organizational behavior. In

order to behave, one has a need or purpose for behavior; these -:e indi-

viduals or actors; one considers the history of the behavior; something

is done which can be described; and finally, something happens as a

result of the behavior. This procedure of defining a unit proved useful

in that it provided units which could be classified by all taxonomists.

Other attempts to define units did not permit all taxonomists to classify

each OTU. Thus, our present-defInItioh is heuristic. Such a procedure

is not different from the procedure used in defining a specimen in

biology. A case in point would be where one must decide whether to

include one-celled specimens or require that one or more cells comprise



a specimen. If the latter decision was made, one-celled bacteria and

one-celled protozoa would defy classification. The definition of a unit

must be logical and also heuristic. It must produce a, unit which is

capable of consistent classification within the taxonomy.

IlLeasTa_cl: behavior:

The selection of OTUS from the total behavioral sequence in an

educational organization could be arbitrary and not representative.

In order to avoid being arbitrary, the following atheoreticat

.classificatory grid was developed and samples of organizational behavior

in each cell were collected, examined, and then classified.

FIGURE

ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR'GRID

Administrative'
Level Task Business Curriculum Community Personnel

Top .

(Superintendent or A = 3 A = 3 A = 3 A = 3.

Board) B = 2 B = 2 B = 2 B = 2

C = 1 C = 1 C = 1 C = 1

Middle
(Assistant A = 3

MI~I~I.ORM.~01.181.04.1.41Nearea100.11~01=illkeim~imamMari

A:= 3 A = 3 A = 3

Superintendent or B = 2 B = 2 B = 2 B = 2

Central Office) C = 1 C = 1 C = C =

Lower
(Principal or A = '3

Assistant Princilial) B = 2
C = 1

A =
B = 2
C = 1

A = 3
B = 2
C =

A = 3
B = 2
C = 1

Key.: A.- First public education units, B - Higher education units,

C - Second public education units

nA = 36 nB = 24 nC ='12 )IT = 72

Note: Actually ninety OTUs were developed and classified. All of these

appear in Appendix A.



A brief description of jobs which might be subsumed under the

four categories is necessary to prevent confusion. Narrowly-friterpreted.,

the-task-areas-would-leave-much-of-admini
strati:Ye-behavior-unassigned-to

4w-category. ,This.was.'not-our,intention. For instance, the operation

of closing school:, storing textbooks, scrubbing the floors, etc., was

placed under the task of business. Budgets, bondn, buildings and buses

ilere all placed under the broadly interpreted category of business.

Likewise, the categories of personnel, curriculum and community, were

broadly interpreted in order that all specimens of behavior could be

placed in one or the other category. Such a procedure could have been

disastrous for the development of the classificatory schemes used in the

taxonomy. .Szt-must-be....remembered-that-thesZour-categories.in,rigure-I---,

wer,atheoretical,:and,chosen-because"they-hadiff5-dIYM"Taaiddehip"Vith

the-axonomyitself. The only usefulness of these categories was to make

sure that there was some range of behavior represented in the OTUs

selected by the field study personnel for classification by the taxonomists.

a
In each cell several OTUs were required. These are described in

Figure I as Classes A4,0 B, and C. Class A OTUs are samples of behavior

from a pane school district that were used to test the individual frame-

works and revise them. Class B OTUs are samples of behavior collected

in a university and used after a modilication of frameworks. Class C

OTUs are from the same district as Class A OTUs and 'were used to demon-

strate the usefulness of the taxonomy in its final form. Thus, there

were seventy-two required OTUs of organizational behavior, thirty-six in'

Class A, twenty-four in Class B, and twelve in Class C. It should be

noted that a single specimen could often be classified in more than one



cell. In order to get the seventy-two cell entries, it was not necessary

to obtain seventy-two specimens of behavior. However, ninety separate

OTUs were developed and classified. These have been placed in our Task-

Administrative Level grid for the reader's edification.
.7 5

FIGURE II
CHART OF OTUS INCLUDED IN &PPEN)IX A

Adninistrative
Level Task Business *Community Curriculum Personnel

Top
(Superintendent ori

University Head)

.

5**
I 9**

17
i 27

129
,

70**
71* *;.

3 75** 23 72**
26 /b**
28 .87
'52*

1

2* 48* 74**
4 49* 13 5

7 51
,

8**53*

16 73** 1

.

6 77*

-§B.

..Y

13 90
21
22 h

1
30

Middle .

(Central Office CT;

Dean of a School
. 1

1

i

15
! 19

20
32

58*
VS

el

14 57*
34 EV
36
47*

24**83

33
35
55*

,

1 86
18
25**
50*

3

.

I I

Low
(Principals or 1..
Bead of a Depart-:
nent or Professort

1

12**

39
42
45

61*
r5*
77

.

10**69*
44 Tri

46
62* 6

11**79
37 66*
38 n*

31 67*
40 U3
43 82
64* *-A41 I1

.

*These OTUs are on film
**These OTUs are on tape
Underlining indicates OTUs from higher education

OTUs versus Total Behavior:

It is obvious that the OTUs alone might be insufficient for.

classification or specification of certain relationships. When classi-

fying a dinosaur, it is helpful for the taxonomist to know whether

or not it lived in the Mesozoic Era. Likewise, in the organization
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it may sometimes be necessary to determine the relationship between the

single OTU and the entire or continuous behavior of the organization.

Pim this reason a study encompassing
observations over a seven month

period was conducted in a public school district. OTUs fram this total
3

description of behavior were nmounted" (biological sense) in the tom

described. The background data were always available to the taxonomist.

In addition, some OTUs mere accompanied by magnetic tapes or by

sound motion picture film of the OTU. Thus, written narrative OTUrs,

supplemented by tapes or films, were available from a larger description

of organizational behavior mhich itself was made up of descriptive cases.

Perhaps some explanation of the differoace.betmeen an OTU, a case and

a total description of behavior would be useful tn the. reader.

ZIEWLSELTALs (OTUs):

The following definitions are essential to the understanding of

cases and OTUs.

1. Central actor - the person within the organization upon mhom

the observation is focused.

2. Topic of behavior - the theme around which the observed

.behavior takes place.

FIGURE III

THE STRUCTURE OF ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR

Unit Ai)
Unit A2)
Uhit
Unit An

Units B1.-Bn

Units Cl-Cn

Units Dl-Dn

Units Ni-Nn

Case A )

)

Case B )

Case C )

Case D )

,Case N )

Total Description of Behavior
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Figure III defines the relationship between unitslcases and the

total description of behavior of the organization owr a comparatively

long period of time (i.e., several months).

A, unit is the occurrence of a topic of behavior in the life of a
t

central actor. The unit begins when the topic is introduded and contin-

ues until that topic is terminated and another topic is introduced. Even

though the same topic may be introduced again at a later time, the termina-

tion at a given point in time ends the unit. The unit is composed of the

five characteristics discussed earlier in this chapter.1

Example: The principal is the central character. He is working

at his desk as a teacher enters with a boy and informs the principal that

the boy has torn the shirt of another boy in her class. (This introduces

a unit.) All the behavior that is recorded until the principal dismisses

the topic of the "torn shirt" is now included in the unit. The teacher

may leave, the child may leave, a phone call maybe placed; as long as

the principal's activity is centered on the topic of the "torn shirt,"

the unit continues. Finally the principal may trun to another topic.

Then the "torn shirt" unit ends and another unit begins.

We will illustrate the ending of the unit in two ways. The

principal may reprimand the boy, send him home, and4tell him to return

with his mother. The principal may then buzz his secretary for dictation

which is not concerned with the "torn shirt." Then a new unit begins.

4.01.0111

lat is possible for 'Dionnting" purposes to indicate some inter-

ruption, such as a phone call not on the topic, and continue .the same

unit, thus getting to the outcome in order to coi4plete the unit as re-

quired by definition.
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Another nethod of ending the unit serves to illustrate that the unit does

not center on the boy. The principal nay reprimand the boy and explain

that he will have to pay for the shirt. He nay say that as a student

council member, the boy should be,ashamed of his action. The principal

may then drop the topic of the "torn shirt" and discuss the school carnival

with the boy. As he does this)._ a new unit begins. ihe unit is "topic"

centered and "central actor" centered. It is not secondary actor centered.

When the topic or the central actor changes, no longer appears in the

Observation, the unit changes. If the boy leaves the office with the

'teacher who continues to chide him as they go down the hall toward the

classroom while the principal begins a task related to another topic,

"the torn shirt" unit ends and a new unit begins. However, if the central

actor of the observation vas the teadher of the pupil, the unit would

continue until that central actor behaved in terms Of another topic

stimulus,

A case refers to the initiation of a stimulus which requires the

attention of the central actor of the Observation and continues until

actions are taken which include that topic for the entire description

of behavior. Other "units" and/or actors may intervene but "the case"

is not completed until it fails to appear again in the total description

of behavior. A case may include several units which ara linked by the

specific topic but divided by intervals of time during which other

units intervene. It is not always possible to distinguish a unit from

a case at the noment of observation. It is necessary to observe at a

later point in time to determine whether another unit related to the

same topic takes p/ace. On the other hand, in our example of a unit



we noted that the principal might terminate the unit by sending the boy

home and instructing him to return with one of his parents. We are,

therefore, made aware that we have seen only one unit in a series of at

least two units which will comprise a case. Such cases, continuing over
%

varging periods of time, comprise the total description of behavior.

Example: Units #1-!14 (4/2/65) have been recorded.

Unit #15 - 412/65

1. Boy is brought in by teacher for tearing shirt.

2. Ptincipal reprimands.

3. Ptincipal tends boy home to return with parent.

Unit #16 . 4/2/65

1.. Phone call about principals' moeting.

Unit #17...Unit #n . 4/2/65

Unit #1 - 4/5/65

1. Principal walks into office at 8:30 a.m.

2. Nbther and son are waiting and principal shows them into his

office.

3. Discussion takes place.

a) Boy to.stay in school.

b) Mother says she won't pay for shirt and her lawyer will

call in afternoon.

4. Mother and boy leave.

Unit #2...10

Unit #1.1

1. Secret-ary buzzes with call.from lawyer.

2. Ditcussion.

t

3. Decide to allaiq boy to pay 500 from allownace but not entire

cost.
A:



Unit 412...16

Uait 417

1. Principal dictates letter to parents of boy outlining agree-.

nent with a copy to the lawyer.

In this series, unit #15 . 4/2/65 and units 41, 11 and 17

comprise a case. At this point we are not sure the case has ended but

we have no data which indicates it will continue. If no other unit in

the total description of behavior is related to the topic of the torn

shirt clearly enough so that no inference on the part of the observer is

necessary to make the relationship, then the case is complete.

Figure IV illustrates the recording of behavior of a single actor

in terms of units and cases.

FIGURE Es/

TBE RELATICUSHIP OF EVENTS, CASES AND ONE WEEK'S BEHAVIOR

Days

4...erwee.pmvailweirloy.V.1.4.0. *. )No 141.......1... 0......,......10........r..,...................... ...
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4/6/65 1 4/7/65 4/8/65 i 4/9.165
..... ........._..,..._,......... }.0.4nr ....11041..............4,* 0.1011.1...., ...............1.0.8.M.*............ WV .1......~. .......007 .1.

/
....11 1//101.......1......

..4~001
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Note: Arabic number indicates unit number 1)y days.

Letter indicates case reference.

In Figure IV we see a five day week sample of behavior of one

central actor. The total behavior is recorded in columns which corres-
b

pond to days. The height of the column indicates the day's behavior

and is broken into unequal segments numbered 1, 2, 3, etc., mhich

correspond to the topics to which the central actor responds. They are

unequal in length because the amount of behavior varies from topic to

topic. Such segments are called units.

Following the arabic numeral is's. letter arA Sometimes a sdb-

script. The letter designatea the case and the subscript the unit in

the case. 'Subscripts are nuMbered in descending order so that the exact

nuMber of units comprising the cases are immediately known. When no

subscript appears, the single unit comprises a total case. An eXample

of case Aq composed of A5, A4, A3, A2, and Ai, may be seen in the shaded

units bf Figure IV. This case is composed of units of 5 and 4 on 4/5/0,

unit' 3 on 4/6/65, no unit on 4/7/65, unit 2 on 4/8/65, and unit 1 on

4/9/65. Thus it can be seen that a case can be composed of more than

one unit in a single day; units which skip days, or a single unit whose

topic is not introduced again.

If we agree that Figure IV represents the behavior of a single

actor who is central to that figure, we will see that other actors in

the organization may also display observable behavior. As such they also

may be depicted on a similar figure. If Figure IV is the two way matrix

of behavior for Actor A, and actors B and C also have two way matrices,

then if we put the matrices of actors A, B, and C together, we obtain

Figure V, a three way matrix.



FIGURE V.

THRSEWAY NATRDC OF RELATIONSHIP OF BEHAVIOR OF ACTORS

Note: For convenience we have coded only those units of actors C and

D which are part of case B.

loit now nbmber themnits.1, 2,.3, etc., by days for each actor,

we then identify each actor A, or C and each case A, B, C etc. This

makes it possible for various actors to become part of the same case;

We therefore, identify each segment by three digits. The units of a

day remain in the same followed by a dash with the letter identifying

the actor. This is followed bli'tWe'.letter identifying the case subSalpted

as indicated before.

We can trace case B as it is seen in Figure V. The second unit

in actor A's behavior in column 4/5 introduces case B. Subscript 8 in-

dicates that there are eight units in the case. Actor A is the central



actor in the first five units concerned with case B. The case then shifts

to actor B then to actor C, and finally back to act'or A. This can be

seen on the visible side.of Figure V. Thus, we can .describe case B as

AB8, AB6, AB51 ABio BB31 CB2,,and AB1. We see the sixth unit in

case B shifts to actor B. (2-BB3).0 The seventh unit in case B shifts to

actor C (3CB2) and the..final unit in case B shifts back to actor A (5A131).

In the above example we may have been describing the development

of an item on the agenda of the administrative cabinet. The superinten-

dent:, actor Al had- been working on it (ABIB to AN). He now calls the

assistant superintendent, actor BA who works on it for a time (BB3)

and turns it over to the high school principal, actor C (CB2). The

principal completes the assignment (CB2) and returns it to the super-

intendent who places the item on the agenda (AB1), thus completing the

case. If we were to observe the cabinet meeting, the case would not

be completed, however. This item on the agenda and its discussion

would be another unit in the case.

It is important to understand.the definition of units and cases

in order to be able to understand the descriptive material which is avail-

able in field researdh. It is important to understand that an OTU or

unit of behavior is not confined by cases. Although unlikely, an OTU

could be a cue of behavior. More likely, it is a part of a case.

Perhaps it may seem to some readers that me have belabored our

topic by developing what we believe to be the relationship between the

totardescription of behavior, the cases, and units of behavior. It

was, however, the very lack of such a detailed description which caused

us the greatest difficulty in organizing the field data. We hope that
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our discussion mill prove useful to the field worker in the educational

field setting in the future, and therefore, we have presented this de-

tailed discussion.

112Egm.cLizjaLaahropolagical data collection:

In his loccliti4he Human Group, George C. Homansl describes the

three basic elements of behavior as activity, interaction and sentiment.

1) Aetivity is the task in which people engage. It could be answering

the phone, fishing, going to church. By task me do not mean physical

labor necessarily, but rather a task activity. 2) Interaction is the

exchanging of a stimulus mith another person. Thus the action of person

A becomes the stimulus for the action of person B. Although communica-

tion is usually thought of as encompassing the term interaction, com-

munication, in its usual sense, is only a portion or a type of inter-

action. 3) Sentiment in the Bbmanian sense includes all "inner states"

of the individual such as love, hate, friendliness, fear, anger, etc.

Mhny times sentiment is exhibited by words, gesture, or facial expression.

If we agree upon these as the three basic elements of human

behavior, and if we know the activity, interaction and sentiment which

has.taken place, me have a reasonable des=iption of the behavior which

took.place. In additiOn, we have a description which, to a large extent,

is void of a framework of what should take place. It will be recalled

that this was our objection to Many field studies. When data are col-

lected under the assumption6 of a particular theory of behavior (i.e.,

1Harcourt Brace, 1960.



*general systems or stimu2ns-response learning), it ia sometimes diffi-

cult to analyze the data without the concepts which exist within that

particular theory. We do not believe this is true of our data collec-

tion framework. Our assumption is merely that human behavior is com.-

5

posed of activity, interaction, and sentiment and that a description

of these provides an adequate description of .behavior. One can analyze

this description of behavior' without referring to the original frame-

work. We may categorize the sentiments as outputs, or unanticipated

.consequences, or responses, or as normative statements, etc. The

framework of data collection doet. not mandate the framework of analysis.

We should hasten to retreat soniewhat from so positive a posi-

tion of neutrality. There are some things which probably_coUld not

be used as a framework for analyais within our system of collection. It

is necessary that the item be recognized as one of tl-e three components

of behavior before it can be recorded.

We understand,the Indians of nothwest United States had no

name for the giant sequoias. They had no use for the hugh trees as,

within their implementation, they could find no way to utilize them.

Their behavior was not affected by the existence of the trees. Had the

trees been used for food, as were the coconut palms by the South Sea

cultures, or thought of as gods or the residence of gods, as the moun-

tains were to some American trfbes, they would have entered the descrip-

. .

tion of events within the behavior of the culture. But to them the

trees mere useless and devoid of description within the culture. They .

concerned neither the activity, interaction or sentiment of the tribe.

Mile some maybe amazed that so large an object in the environment of



the IndAans was not even named, we are not. The treest_injaPt,....were

no part of their lives and to describe them when describing their

culture is meaningless.

To use another example which is more commonplace in oulculture,

if a certain statistic is of no cOdsequenee to the cultural system,

(i.e., the height of the grass in a subdivision)lit is not dedcribed.

If a resident allowed the grass to grow all summer without cutting it

and the community became incensed about this fact, the height of the

grass would be stated and the sentiment about it would be described.

It is interesting to note that while the normal height of the grass,

as related to sentiment, night have no meaning and therefcre not enter

into the description of the behavior of a suburban community, the act-

ivity of cutting grass and the interactions betweenneighbors engaging

in this activity might be critical to a description of behavior of

the community.
MD

Nbw we have come to the area where all sociaitcultural anthro-

pologists are vulnerable. It is'impossible to Observe the totality of

behavior. An observer can only record what he sees, and he records this .

through his five senses which are not always as truthful reporters as

we would hope. This shou3d not durprise us. Rather, the surprising

fact is that'we tend to think that the physical sciences and experimental

research in general are not subject to the same inadequacy. The totality

of behavior of any object under observation is never actually observed. :

So the atom, once pronounced the soalest particle of natter which could

be isolated, upon further examination is being rediscovered in terms of

the "new" behavior of the atom. The discovery of new observation instru-
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menbs usually is followed by the discovery of some new behavior related

to the old phenomenon. The most a researcher can be expected to do is

describe the instrument he is using, the object of his observation, what

he observes in behavioral terms, and how he checked the reliability of his
$

observations. An improved science may discover additional information

which sheds new light pa the phenomenon. Thus, the scientist may make

some small contribution toward a more ctimplete science. Finally, an im-

proved science will indicate that he has been wrong, in same aspectss at

least under new conditions, but only because the original scientist made

such an observation possEble.

To summarize the work of our field study, seven separate observers

worked in the field collecting data concerning the activities, inter-

c,

actions and sentiments of individuals within the school distxIct.

Observers also collected data within an institution of higher education.

It was planned that although two observers would not be assigned to

observe the same behavior at the same time, their observations would

overlap in two ways. They would independently, at different times and

on different occasions, record sentiments end reports of interactions

which sho.ad validate the data collected by other observers. Secondly,

the course of events would on occasion bring two or more observers

together. The reports transcribed by separate observers would offer a

chance to check the reliability of the observations. Finally, through

the field study, films and tapes of actual behavior were made in conjunc.

tion with the narrative reporting. Thus, a review of the behavior vas

possible. In addition, the number of observed events number in the

hundreds. Each OTU is an example of behavior which is representative of



behavior seen many times in the field study, not just once. Thus, each

OTU gains validity in terms of the fact that it is demonstrably typical

-of the organizational behavior of Central District.

The OTUs operationally defined the unit of behavior a taxonOmist

6

was required to classify. They were developed from the total description

of behavior, developed fram the field notes and determined by the field

study staff. In this manner eadh taxonomist focused on the same behavior.

This is an essential step for those who attempt to classify behrwioral

descriptions of administrative activity. It is possEble to place the

behavior into manageable units. As indicated earlier, the TOBE pi6ject

defined such a classification as an OTU, the smallest possible unit having:

1) a purpose; 2) actors; 3) history; 4) behavior and dialogue; and 5) an out-

come. Th*ft OTUs comprise cases in the life of actors. As the OTUs

chain and are cen,.,-red on the same topic of behavior (i.e.ierthe passing

of a board issue) a caseevelops. Finally, vile. passes in the history

of a school district, nany cases evglo usually simultaneously. The

interweaving of these case --forms the tota scription of behavior

through the period of history observed. We, therefbre hve what might

be 1 ed a "taxonomy of field data."

The Public School Distridt:

The following criteria, modified fram the D.C.S. Study,
1 were

.011101.1.0.1.1..111..V.11.00.

1This stlidy is described in Administrative Performance and

Personality by Hemphill, Frederiksen, and GriflITITTeachers College,

Columbia University), 1962.
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used in selectins a school district for the field study in the TOM study.
'7.,"`

1. The school system should provide a possibility for presenting a

wide range of typical problems. At a more detailed level:

a. The school astrict should have an edueational program en-
., 0

compassing at least grades 1-12 housed in separate buildings

according to sore educational plan such as 6:3-3, 8.4, 4.4-4, etc.

b. The community should contain families from a variety of socio-

economic backgrounds.

c. Tbe school system should participate in state and federal

imolgrams.

d. The community should be one which is growing in population

with a school building program in progress or being considered.

e. The population of the community should be heterogeneous with

respect to religion.

f. Many members of the community should actively participate in

educational issues.

g. The community should be a relatively autonomous unit (i.e.,

not a suburb or a large city).

h. The community should be urban rather than rural.

i. The population should be in excess of 10,000.

j. The school district itself should be at least a semi-

autonomous unit.

k. The school system should carry on some form of pupil trans-

portation:

1. The organization of the school system should be relatively

"flat," with few levels of authority structure.

fs

1



m. The school system should be a reasonably good school system.

2. Convenience shouldL be considered:

a. The system should be readily accessible to the research staff

at the School of Education, New York University, New York City.

b. The community should be relatively easy to disguise.

c. The school system should. be one which has.been surveyed with-

in the last few years in order to avoid the necessity of repeat-

ing this work.

3. Research staff members should have full freedom to observe and

ask questions.

a. The Board of Education chief school administrative officer,

and school staff should be willing to participate in the study

and to cooperate with the research staff.

b. There should be no focal community conflicts.

c. Members of the school system staff should have a relatively

bigh level of morale and a feeling of security in the system and

in their schools.

Based on the belief that '.)rganizational behavior centers around

organizational roles, the following roles were selected as focal points

of observation: 1. The School Board, 2. The Superintendent, 3. The

Elementary Curriculum Director, 4. The Senior High Principal, 5. The

Junior High Principal, 6. An Elementary School Principal.

Individual events and sequences of events were recorded while

observing each individual in the above list. By placing the individual

observations together, several cases within the organization emerged in-

volving several actors (e.g., recruitment of teachers, policy making,



special curriculum areas, etc.). From the total description of behavior,
1

OTUs were "mounted" as described earlier.

Neither the field study nor the OTUa are intended to be descriptive

of the universe of organizational behavior. Ve have not developed, nor

was it our intention to develop s:Picture of a "typical" public school

4" I

district. Central District is not a sterotype school district. It will'

differ from other school districts no more nor no less than any district

differs from another. Our purpose was to develop a representative picture

of a single school district. The OTUs are actual behavior in this district.

The study, therefore, has classified all the samples of behavior gathered

in an extensive study of organizational behavior in a single district.

The fact that all samples vere classifiable, as well as some samples

gathered from a totally different organizational situation, leads us to

believe that the taxonomies will prove useful in classifying behavior

in other educational organizations.

The district called Central District vas less that fifty miles

from Urban City and was located in a county noted for its conservative

philosophy. The area was rich in Anerican tradition and dated from

Colonial days. The first public school was established in the mid 1800's.

Through a series of consolidations and population growth the district

had grown to include six elementary schools housing approximately 2,280

pupils, and one junior and senior high school building housing approx-

imately 1,420 pupils.

It was estimated that the district would double in size within

the following ten years. In addition to the public schools, several

parochial schools were operated within the boundaries of Central District.
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Good rapport was maintained between the parochial schools and the public

schools as demonstrated by the remark made by the local Monsignor to the

efgect that he hoped the superintendent.would not leave because he and

Central District's superintendent got along well and, "I would not want

to have to break in a n'ew superintendent."

The Central School District was comprised of three small commu-

nities. While the communities were separate, they all were in the same

township. There was a feeling of oneness in the school district as

demonstrated. by the concern over the situation related to the superin-

tendent's job that will be described. Some of the residents worked in

Urban City but Central District was not a ilDiatiNDOe district. There were

several large industries in Central District. U. S. Oats was in Central

District and had grown from a small family owned operation to a large

nationally known cereal manufacturer, a sponsor of nationally televised

shows. There were other industries in Central District including a large

scientific corporation. An indication of the loyalty of the residents

to the District and the fact that it was not a community of commuters

can be illustrated. One of the board members, a Ph.D. in chemistry, who

worked for the scientific corporation was to be transferred. Be refused

the transfer and offered to take a cut in order to stay. If the corpora-

tion had not complied with his request to remain in Central, he stated

he would have sought a position with another firm. "I won't leave this

community!" he had declared. There are other instances. The district

attorney of Central at the time of the study had given up his job in

Urban City so he could spend more time in the area. While other instances

could be cited, these should suffice to demonstrate the community spirit
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which existed in Central District.

The eaucation program in Central District was a good one as illus-

trated by the fact that of the twenty-two participating schools in a

nationally known survey of American High Schools, only one ranked above

Central District. Dr. Circle had been in the district for twenty-one

years. He had served in the capacities of teacher, high school principal,

and for the last fourteen years as the district superintendent. During

this time he had established a good reputation in the area and was known

among the other superintendents in the county as "The Old Philosopher."

There had been controversy In the District, however. During the

year prior to the study, a segment of the board had challenged Circle's

leadership. This controversy centered around Monroe, the board president.

At one time Circle described Monroe as "...the S.O.B. who started this

business to fire me." 'According to Circle the trouble started over the

buildings and grounds area of administration. Monroe, who had been in

the construction business, thought he knew more about tile area than did

the assistant superintendent. Circle'supported the assistant superin-

tendent and even :ciecommended him for a raise. This fact so irritated

Mbnroe Circle stated, that he decided to cause Circle trolible. The

assistant superintendent left Central District because Of the controversy

and Mbnroe then focused his attention on Circle.

AS an administrator, Circle was almost completely ideographic.

There was little formalized structure in the org-anization. Circle was

perhaps the best example one could find of an informal leader running a

fornal organization. The board had never established a written policy

book. They operated without written by-laws for governing their own
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operation. For fourteen years this had worked fine so far as Circle

was concerned. The informal manner in which the District operated

left many areas which coull be criticized from the formal organization-,

al standpoint. Circle srmetimes moved ahead with an idea without
.)

formal board approVal. The fact of the matter was that even when

Circle asked the Board they would often simply says "That sounds all right,

go ahead," and took no formal aCtion. They balked at taking formal

action as when Circle asked that the Board approve an architect and

a specific fee to perform certain work in the Edstrict. It took three

'meetings to get formal approval, it came only over some objection ind

after a motion to direct the architect without specifically hiring him

orsetting his fee. Only after objection by the clerk did a motion

to hire the architect and set his fee receive positive board action.

As stated earlier, Circle was quite willing to operate in this

informal fashion. He preferred it. But he was vulnerable and when the

time came there were areas where those mho wanted to make an issue cc-mid

point in order to create trouble for Circle. This time came during

the year prior to the study. The problem over buildings and grounds

has already been described. TroUble was precipitated when W. Dodson

died. He was Circle's close friend and the owner of a local bank

and had been a board member for twenty years. He was replaced by

W. Logan. In short order, Circle's new contract did not receive

approval by the Board. Five members voted against and one vot d for

the new contract. It appeared as if Monroe would succeed in fulfilling

his promise. According to numerous' accounts by Central District faculty,

Monroe had bragged "downtown" that he would "get rid" of Circle and even



stated the name of the person he would choose to replace Circle.

It was mt unusual when it was transmitted formally. News

',Mich was detrimental to the administration was always "leaked" to the

local newspaper. The news of the forthcoming negative vote on Circle's

contract had gotten to the Monsignor in Central township. The day before

the vote he called Circle ind cautioned him not to resign and told

Circle that he had his support and everything would work out. Additional

support for Circle was obtained when a small group of local businessmen

organized to support Circle. These men mere dubbed by Circle as

"Sons of Freedom." He frequently referred to them in this manner. A

Petition was circulated by the "Sons of Freedam" requesting that the

Board reconsider their action. Seventy-twb hours after the Bcard's

vote, three thoUsand signatures were obtained on this petition.

It was clear that whatever may have been Ci2:cle's shortcomings,

informal leadership was not cne of them. Other administrators in the
(-

District, teachers.and pupils as well, sought Circle's advice on both

personal and professional matters. SOmetimes it appeared as if lines

Of communciation and decisionmaking existed only informally. Immediate

superiors were often bypassed in favor of going directly to "the boss,"

as Circle affectionately was referred to by some. In a case study of

seven months, however, no one within the system, with one exception,

was heard to complain of this. Those members of the professional staff

who may not have been strong supporters of Circle were in such a small

minority so as to go unnoticed.

Early in the spring a local university proposed Central District



as a site for a study. In requesting permission to use the District for

the collection of data, a very flattering letter was sent to Circle.

This letter "leaked" to the pro-Circle newspaper the day before the

school board saw the letter. Board members read it in the newspaper.

Within a week Moore indicated that he would not run for re-election,

and the Board approved a one year contract for Circle by a vote of four

in favor, two opposed and Long, the newest member, abstaining. The

vacated seat on the Board was won, unopposed;.by Dr. Cox, a strong suppor-

ter of Circle.

Moore's antagoniam for Circle continued. Before he left the

Board, a firm of business consultants was hired to pake a study of the

district. Their preliminary report was given to the Board when Circle

was not present, the week before Moore's term expired. By the following

day the worst phases of the report, all unflattering to the administra-

tion, were "leaked" to the anti-Circle newspaper and were in print. The

business consultant firm told Circle and the Board that the headline on
-/

the article had Imisquoted them." They further indicated that they had

not given the information to the newspaper.

Moore's term expired and he was replaced by Coty. Only one of

the men who had oppcsed the co.tract under which Circle was serving re-

mained on the Board. The new president had voted for Circle's last con-

tract and the vice-president, mho emerged as the informal leader of the

Board, had voted for the first contract whiCh had been defeated. So it

was in this setting that the OTUs presented in Appendix A took place.

This setting is essential to the classification of these OTUs. Rather



than burden the reader at this point with the vast amount of data con-

tained in the OTUs, it was decided to present these in Appendix A.

So that the reader maybe familiar with the form of the OTUs

used in this study, the OTUs from Central District that were used by

the taxonomists to illustrate their schemata are included here.

MhalEJAIDLIME20.1tRa

Level - Middle and ToP\

Task - Personnel
Purpose - To interview a prospective teacher

Actors - Trotter, Elementary Curriculum Director
James, Assistant Elementary Curriculum Director

Circle, Superintendent
Candidate being interviewed

History - The candidate had an appointment to see Circle. She had

talked with Trotter and James briefly:before the conference began.

Abstract of Behavior - An interview vas conducted with the can-

didate regarding the possibility of her teaching.in Central District.

Circle vas interrupted several times and the interview continued

without him.
Outcome - Circle told the candidate he mould let her know if she

was hired within one week after the candidate let him know if she

definitely wanted to teach in Central District.
Description of Behavior - Circle returned to his office with Miss

Trotter, Director of Elementary Education, her assistant, Mr. James,

cnd a candidate for a teaching position. Wood left the office and

said he would return to continue his report.

Circle asked the candidate, 'How did you hear about us?'

She responded that a girl in her dormitory was from Central

and always spoke highly of it.
Circle questioned the candidate regarding her high school act-

ivities (i.e. preferences, honors, etc.)

The girl said that she had not been in the honor society in

high school and Circle asked, 'How did you get into Rangeland?'

He then asked her about her experiences working with children.

'While the candidate was responding, Circle returned to his

desk to receive a phone call. He discussed what appeared to be per-

sonal business, his recruiting trip, some church activities and

some school board business. Thecall lasted for about fifteen min-

utes. Meanwhile, Trotter and James continued the interview and .

the conversation turned to the topic of Rangeland graduates'who

mere'teaching in the Central District.
Circle rejoined the group stating, 'That was one of the three

who led the revolution to save me. .a son of liberty.' He then

turned to the candidate and said, 'You 're more important than the
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other people here---teachers make a school system click.' He sug-

gested she visit the Peach Lane School.
Circle was again interrupted by a phone call. This time it was

a candidate from Towne College. He made an appointment and gave her

traveling directions.
Circle once again returned to the group and, calling the can-

didate by her first name, asked if she was considering other offers.

He said, Te must leave it this way, let us know after seeing the

school whether you are definitely interested and we'll let you know

at school of our decision. Miss Trotter suggested that they let

her know by the next Monday. Circle responded, 'We will let you

knaw within a week after hearing from you.' He then complimented

her for not having asked about salary. He told her the starting

salary at the D.A. and M.A. levels and asked her if she planned to

do graduate work. She said she was considering doing graduate

work. Circle raised the question about attending Ellsworth
College or Urban University. This began a discourse on mental

health which led to Circle giving his philosophic position on crime

in the big city.1

&c.232.1rt

Level - Top
Task - Community
basse - To exchange ideas with other superintendents in the county

and maintain relations between districts.
Actors - Circle and other superintendents in the county.

History - A notice of the meeting had been sent with a tentative

agenda for the meetthg. The meeting of this group was regularly

held during the school year.
Abstract of Behavior - Circle attended a County Superintendents.

Meeting at which various topics of interest were discussed (e.g.

the Community College, special B.O.C.E.S. program, pupil transpor-

tation, income tax laws, the next meeting, surplus property, school

budgets, a 'thinking period,' and Circle's board problems).

Outcome - Everyone had a good time but no group decisions were made.

Description of Behavior - On arrival at the Steak House where the

meeting was to be held, Dr. Circle remarked, 'I will get a lot of

kidding.' He said, 'Among other things, they kid me a lot about

my feet. I wear a size 14 shoe.' Several members of the County

School Executives were seated around a table in one of the private

conference rooms. Ten school superintendents were in attendance at

this meeting. There was a lot of joking at the County Executives'

Meeting. They referred to Dr. Circle as 'the old philosopher.'

Expressions of sentiment at the meeting indicated that those in at

1Daniel E. Griffiths, et al., Operational Taxonomic Units, U.S.

Office of Education Contract 1/5-0792T2-12-1 New York: New York

'University, 1966), OTU 1, p. A1-3.
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tendance were long time friends.
The neeting lasted from 10:30 until 3:00 P.M.* Business was

conducted during the cocktail hour, as well as during a luncheon.

The first agenda item was a discussion as to whether Community

College should accept a $110,000 grant for technical eqAtement.

The reason for the discussion was that the president of the college

bad indicated that this equipment woUld take up several class-

rooms,. and the.college was already overcrowded and there was a

shortage of general classroom space. The philosophy of the presi-

dent was to develop a master plan in order to establish what he

perceived would be a model community college. Dr. Circle and a

majority of the school executives believed that the immediate need

should be net, even if nobile classrooms had to be used. It was

also proposed that enrollment of students from other states should

be curtailed or eliminated so that the college could meet the needs

of students from the local county and state. Dr. Circle made a

long speeda defending his position regarding the junior college.

He stated that thr college should neet its immediate needs and that

he thought a junice: college should be for 'the common man' and should

act as a terminal college for certain technical people, such as

'medical technicians.' He said the president was in favor of

establishing the college as a tell known transfer college. Dr.

Circle explained the difference of philosophy between himself and

the president of a junior college. Dr. Circle believed that the

junior college should be a 'little Amherst,' Circle said.**

Two other items covered on the agenda were: a special program

for.children with significant hearing loss, a program sponsored by

B.O.C.E.S., and minimum and maximum distances that students should

be transported to scraool.
The county was near the state line and there was considerable

discussion as to whether certain districts should continue to provide

transportation for students who lived in another state.

A lengthly discussion of pdrsonal Federal Income Tax took place

among the school executives. They all stated the various methods

that they had used to reduce their income taxes. Several of the

methods mentioned were: use of the home as an office, placing monies

in tax free annuities, and working out a rather complicated procedure

'
on giving gifts to children for college education. The younger

membert of the group were more knowledgeable in this area than the

olaer members. Dr. Circle thought it would be wise to call in an

accountant to help them with their personal income tax next year. It

was stated by the president that since most of them made $22,500

to $27,500, and since about 30% of their income

*Dr. Circle was second in the initiation of structure in this group.

**Dr. Circle was the only person at the meeting with any authority

since he was a trustee of the Community College. The rest of the

school executives could only make recommendations to the president

of the junior college.
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in this case would go for taxes, it would be well to work out tax
savings procedures which would be beneficial to the group.

The next item on the agenda was salary schedule. Salary sche-
dules were discussed extensively, not only teachers' salary sche-
dules but also administrative salary schedules, and each admin-
istrator related his aalary to the exact dollar.

The next item on the agenda was a progress report on a leaxn-
ing and cultural center which was administered by 13,0,C.E.S.

The next item vas surplus property, automobiles, tools, fencing,
etc. The nembers agreed that they should keep in closer touch
with the surplus property board in Albany and keep their eyes open
for 'good buys' for the districts in the county.

There was some discussion about state legislation and the fact
that everyone present should write a letter to theiT respective
legislators indicating the tjpe of legislation that school men
supported.

The next item on the agenda was a lengthly discussion of the
school budgets for next year. This included the raise in budgets
and why.the raises were necessary. Dr. Circle was less knowledge-
able in the area of finance than any member of the group and he
admitted it. He constantly said, 'Well, I don't understand all
of this,' and he certainly did not consider finance one of his
strong points. He stated his strong points were public relations
and instruction.

The final agenda item wascethinking period/'It was Dr. Circle's
prerogative to introduce a topic. The topic he introduced was,
'Where do we get history and. English teachers?' It seemed that
all of the superintendents in attendance wanted teachers who would
teach social issues. One superintendent said that he had an
English teacher who was sending students to interview him biweekly
on topics such as, 'What do you think of unwed mothers?' A younger
superintendent jokingly said, 'Does this teacher have tenure?'
The superintendent replied, 'No, do yau need a good English teacher?
This one is going to be needing a job.'

Just before the meeting adjourned, Dr. Circle asked the other
members of the school executive group what they would do if they
were in his position, referring to the fact his contract had not
been renewed. He said, "You know that the people in the community
are behind me. Do you think I should go for a one year, a three
year or should I go for a four year contract because I can retire

in four years?' All of the members were very understanding. They
hesitated to make a recommendation, however, except to say they
thought Dr. Circle was in the be'st position to analyze the struggle
in the community, and that he should make a decision regarding his
position as superintendent in the district on the basis of the know-
ledge and the data that he had on hand.2

2Ibid., OTU 3, p. A8-12.
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. Hbw We Hire A Teacher

Level -Top and Middle
Task . Personnel
Purpose - To recruit a teacher
Aetors Circle, Superintendent

Sampson, High School Principal
Mary Long, prospective teacher

History -Maxy Long was interviewed during the Christmas Holidays
regarding a position in Central District. She decided at that time
that she would rather teabh in another location but.had since changed
her nind. Therefore, she had made another appointment with Circle.
Abstract of Behavior - Sampson and the candidate entered Circle's
office. Circle asked the girl if she vas really interested in
teaching in Central District. He told her tha salary she could
expect. The girl was sent with Sampson to see the building and
neet same teachers. Meanwhile Circle called to obtain a recommen-
dation. Circle and Sampson discussed the candidate privately upon
returning from the tour. Circle offered the candidate a job at one
figure provided she received a good recommendation or $200 less if
she did not.
Outcome - The girl vas offered a job in Central District. The
highest salary figure offered was contingent upon a good recommenda-
tion. The recommendation vas received. (Although not in this spew
cimen, the girl signed a contract for $5,700 two days later.)
Dericriylian of Behavior - At about 1:15 Sampson, the high school
principals entered with Mary. Long. Circle 'began interviewing the

candidate by asking about her scholarship, honors and schooling.
Sampson left the conference for a feu' minutes and went into DeVoto's
office to see what the District's specific needs in the area cf
mathematics would beitora the coming year. Circle asked the
candidate 'what levels of mathematics she would be willing to teach.
Circle then said to her, 'What is your pleasure---eager or just
looking?' The girl replied, 'Eager.' Circle then asked Sampson,
'Is Joe Biehause back yet?' Then he said, 'Well, Mary, I'm in the
nood to do business. Are you?' He then suggested to Sampson, 'Have
her neet a few people,' indicating that Sampson should take her
on a tour of the school. He indicated that she had a 2:00 o'clock
appointment in a neighboring district. Circle then said, 'I've

made up my mind. Ybu have to click mith the department head and
the principals. Salary is $5,500 but there is a possibility that
wecould pay you for your applied experience and semi-teadhing
experience.' (The experience he was referring to mas that of being
an undergraduate assistant at the college she was attending.)

While the candidate was out visiting the mathematics teachers,
Circle called the superintendent in the adjoining district where the
girl had attended high school and asked him about the candidate.
The superinteftdent said that he didn't remeMber her, that he would
look up the Information and call Circle back.

When Sampson returned with Mary Long, Circle asked that they be
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excused. He and Sampson went into DeVoto's office. When they

returned to Circle's office they told her that they were interested
in hiring her and that after she had her other interview, she
should let them know what her decision was between the two positions.

Circle told her that she would have a choice of two positions in

Central District. He also told her of the call that he had made to

her former superintendent. He said that if the report was good he
would offer her $5,700, otherwise $5,500. However, he cautioned
her to decide on the people that she would work with and not on
the money. He then asked her as he had done with other candidates,
what the percentages were that she would accept' the Ce;tral District

position. C"t42..
After Sampson and the girl left, Rounds resumed the task of read-

ing his mail. (His secretary was out this day.) The superintendent
wham he had called earlier returned his call and said that Mary
Long was a good leader and that he would hire her. He said that

she had been tenth in a class of 180. Be stated that she vas among
the top students the high school had produced the last few years.3

Who Shauld Teach Health?

Level - Low
Task - Curriculum
Purpose - To decide whether the teaching of health should be assigned
to the physical education departeent or the school nurses.
Actors - Sampson, High School Principal

Hiehouse, Junior High School Principal
alum . No specific department in the school was officially res-

ponsible for teaching health.
Sampson and Niehouse were in Sampson's office discussing the

health curriculum and possible changes which should he made for the

next year.
Abstract of Behavior - Discussion between the two principals regard-
ing the assignment of health teaching in the school.
Outcome - A general agreement that physical education teachert would
be more qualified to teach health than the school nurses.
Description of Behavior - Niehouse and Sampson were discussing the
health program for the next year when the following behavior takes

place.
Sampson: We should decide who is going to teach health next year.

What is your opinion? Do you believe the teaching of
health should be the duty of the physical education
teachers, or do you believe the school nurses should
teach health?

Niehouse: When I was a coach teaching physical education, I felt
there was a close relationship between the two subjects.
I always combined health teaching with the physical educa-

44.0

3Ibid., OTU 4,*p. A13-25.
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tion program.
Circle was passing Sampson's office and Sampson asked Circle

to come into the office. Sampson asked Circle his opinion regard-

ing the matter.
Circle: I feel the physical education teachers should be better

qualified to teach health than the school nurses.

At this point there was agreement 14 Sampson, Circle and

Niel-louse that the teaching of hplalth should be in conjunction with

the physical education program.4

It will be recalled that a two-week field itudy was conducted

in a settiftg of higher education. Mile this period of time did not pro-
. .

vide a vieWthat was as comprehensive and detailed of this educational

organization as did our field study in Central District, it did provide

specimens from a different setting. A. brief background and two OTUs

from higher education are provided here SO. that taxonomists may use

them to illustrate their schemata and the reader can understand the

nature of the twenty-four.specimens that were collected in this setting.

Urban University was located in the heart of a lar6e urban

center. It had a history of more than fifty years and vas comprised of

the usual complement of schools, including graduate and undergraduate

divisions. The School of Education was MATE accredited and offered B.A.,

M.A., Ed.D. and Ph.D. degrees. Our two week field study took place in

the summer and centered on the University's Summer School. As the School

of Education accounted for a large portion of the Summer School's

activity, a large segment of the data relates to the activity of this

school of the university. Thus, the position of Dean of the School of

Education was vacated and a department head from the School of Education

was appointed as)Dean of the School of Education's Summer School. Our

MIONIIPMMNImma.......1710011rwairsolawmaya

4Ibid., OTU 41, p.A103-104.

1
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field study focused on these two positiohs, the Dean of the Summer

School and the Dean of the 'School 9f Education's Summer School.

Many of Wban University's policies were enacted by faculty

action and recorded in minutes of faculty meetings. A complete set of

policies governing the operation of the Summer School did not exist in

a single volume or as part*of any single volume. The Dean of the Summer

School and the Dean of the School of Education Summer School, having

held these positions for many years, had a knowledge of policies which

no one else enjoyed. Often matters which would have otherwise seemed

unusual for a Dean to handle were referred to the offices upon which this

study centered. The following are two specimens gathered in this setting.

Stars

Level - Low and Middle

Wik - Personnel

Purpose - To secure an outstanding professor for the next year s

summer session.
Actors . Dr. Cook, Director of Summer School

Dr. Lewin, Acting head of Social Studies Department

HisIsz - Outstanding professors had been recruited for summer

school teadhing as part of the university's centennial program.

It vas the policy to begin recruitment for the next year's summer

program during:the summer session $o committments could be made

after September 1st.
Abstract of Behavior - Cook and Lewin discussed the problem of bring-

ing top profespors from other universities to Urban University for

the next summer program. They also discussed the problem of salary

for such professors.
Outcome - Cook agreed that Lewin should contact the specific professor

in question but warned him not to enter into an agreement.

Description of Behavior - Lewin: Can we continue our tradition

1IT77-Tought of this year of having a star outside

the department this summer. The justification, remember,

this year was that Brown was coming, is going.to take part

in the . . . .

Cook: (Interrupting) Brown is here from the University of London.

Lewin: Yeh, he is going to take part in the Centennial Year.

Cook: Yes.

Lewin: The justification for getting stars in the next couple of

1..

ij
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years would be in philosophy as far as our program.for re-

cruitment, as we are losing both State and Wynn in the next

couple of years.
Cook: They will both be here next year?

Lewin: Oh yes, yah.

Cook: And do tIley both want to teach next year?

Levin: Oh yes, yes. This would be in addition, in other words, this
would be a part timer for someone who has established same

Cook: (Interrupting) And Brown is doing this precise thing this
year (Lewin interjecting: 'That's right.9 so that we could

support a visiting star.
Lewin: Yes, yes.
Cook: Brown's field is really the philosophy of . .

Levin: (Interrupting) Comparative education.
Cook: That's right. Do you thinit we should have someone in mith

a slightly different specialization next year?

Lewin: Ohlyeh. I would want to have someone in philosophy because,
as I said, this would be part ofour planned program of

recruiting somebody as a full time . .

Cook: (Interrupting) I think that is an excellent idea and I think
ve are certainly justified in having one visiting staff

(Lewin interjects: qlight.Tmember. You will have to,
when the time comes, I mean when you focus on someone,
negotiate that (Lewin interjects: 'Yes.9 as to salary.

Lewin: Yes, that the . . . .

Cook: (Interrupting) I should, the usual formula that is that we
have implemented this year is that we take the visiting and
we use the salary of his home base and apply our formula to

that basis unless his salary is much more than what is true
of the corresponding rank here.

Lewin: I see.
Cook: In other words, if he is a professor for another institution,

his salary would be much higher than what a professor would
earn here. Then we use the median salary for the professional
rank that obtains this year as a base figurative salary.
But this you will have to negotiate when you focus on some-
one.

Lewin: Ya, we have put out feelers to one man who we are interested
in. Bel unfortunately, teaches, will begin teaching next
year at British Columbia.

Cook: So he would not be available?
Lewin: Oh, he'd le available but he would want to get a minimum of

$2,000, but I didn't know this formula.
Cook: Well, mhat is his, what is his insiitution?
Lewin: It will be the Univeristy of British Columbia. The University

of British Columbia.
Cook: I see! I just assumerl he was down there on a. . . .

Lewin: (Interrupting) No, he's leaving upstate.
Cook: You have to find out what his salary is there, his annual



salary (Lewin interjects: uh.') for the academic

year (Lewin: 'Yes.") and if it is approximately that of
the median salary here for that rank, (Lewin: 'Yes.9
professional rank, then we'would use his salary as the base

(Lewin: 'Uh uh.9 and pay him according to our formula.

Lewin: Ybur formula is?
Cook: One thirty-sixth of the annual salary (Lewin: 'Yes.9 for

a full week of assignMent. In other words, if he taught

. six weeks it would be six thirty-sixths or one sixth of
the annual (Lewin: 'Yes.9 or three meeks would be one-
twelfth (Lewin: 'Right.9 of his salary, I would not
suspect that it would be more than median, what is the
medial for professional rank here? If it were then we would

use the median salary here (Lewin: 'Yes.9 for that rank.
The median salary next summer, (Lewin: 'Yes.9 in other
words, once it is compUted after September 1st.

Lewin: What would that be approximately?
Cook: I don't know. For the past year the median is thirteen.

It will go up certainly (Lewin: 'Yes.9 but what it mill
be for the next summer I don't know.

Lewin: Good, well that's very encouraging. I think we can work

something out. Then the last thing. Will you be available?

I'd like for you to have . . . .

Cook: (Interrupting) Now you might, when you explore again this
matter of salary, don't enter into any firm (Lewin: 'Oh,

no. No.') of any sort. Cause that you and I or whoever
is acting as director of summer sessions will have (Lewln:

'Oh, yes.') to do after September 1st. (Lewin: 'Right.')

But as of this date I can say to you, go ahead, and think
of having a visitor (Lewin: 'Fine.9 in addition to the
two profesgors which you have at the moment

Lewin: Very good?

Level
Task
Purpose
fication
Actors

Certification FiTst

- Top.
- Community
- A student desires a change in courses to meet certi-

recruirment*s,
- Dean Caine, Dean of University Summer Sessions
Student
Dan Dudley, Chairman of Department of Sociology
Joan, Girl in recording office
Jim Morrison, Professor in Dudley's department
Aram Hall, Professor in Dudley's department

History - A student needed to take three points during the summer
in order to meet certification requirements. She was taking a two
point course and wanted to meet the certification requirement.

5Ibid., OTU 64, p. A166-169.
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Abstract of Behavior - The student explained her problem to Dean

Caine. Caine called Dan Dudley to see whether she should take

Independendent Study or whether another course for one point should

be set-up. Dudley suggested that she change to a three point course

given by Professor Hall. Dean Caine agreed with this solution and

told the student how to make the change. Before she left he called

the recording office to alert them to the student and informed them

that the change had his approial.

Outcome - The student met the three point certification require .

ment by switching courses.
Description of Behavior - Caine: Let me see if I can get Dr. Dudley,

if not, his secretary. Now what is the course number?

Student: E20.1073.

Caine:
Student:
Caine:

Student:
Caine:

Dudley:

Caine:

Dudley:
Caine:

You are a graduate student?

Oh, yes.
Is the requirement you are trying to meet a certification

requirement or a degree requirement?

Certification.
(aine phones to Dr. Dudley.) Dan, Tom. A student at my

desk, a graduate student matriculated in the school of

Arts and Sciences registered for E20.1073 which is one of

the courses, the one in which the mistake was made, you

know (Dudley interjects: tYeah, yeah.9 three points

instead of two. (Dudley: 'Yeah.9 Now how it happened

I'm not sure. But she, perhaps'it happened because in

this case the checkers mould have been the graduate school

checkers rather than (Dudley: 'Ah, hah.') the School of

Education. (Dudley: 'Ah, hah.') It went through without

anyone here catching it. The point is that she requires

the three points for certification. She requires the

three points in educational sociology for certification

and my question is whether we could do one of two things.

Either give her, she is a graduate student, give her one

additional point of independent study, which she could

work out with her instructor (Dudlay: hah, ah hah.9

or ah, yerhaps we could, I think this is the lesser

(difficult) of the two alternatives, ye could, ah, set up

another course, 1073A or something like that or (Dudley:

hah.') for one point and have them meet together

and again thefwill cover the same thing and that mill help

her reach her requirement. Who teaches that course by the

way?
The 1073A is the second six weeks. The second three weeks,

I mean, Jim Morrison.
Which way do you think would be the better way? I think

we have to do something, because, we - plans (Dudley: 'Yeah,

yeah.') are predicted . . . .

Could we put her in Hall's, ah, ah, 'Social Control?'

Would you, you see that eh, ah. First of all that has

met three times, would you permit her?
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Dudley: Ohl'yes, since she has been attending the other classes,

sure.

Caine: Well, let me, ahl ah, would you hang on just a, moment . . . .

(Directed to student.) There is another class meeting
precisely at the same time called 'Education and Social

Control taught by Professor Aram Hall. You have missed,

of course, three days, but since you have attended the

other class we could very easily transfer you. The intro-

ductory work, first work for these classes is very similar.

This would give you an educational sociology course at the

same time of the day and it mill meet the requirements and

from our point of view and it certainly will comply with your

certification. If you do not have any objection to that
shift. (Returns to phone conversation.) I think that is a

very much better idea myself.

Dudley: Aram would understand and would help her catch-up from where

she is.

Caine: Would you be willing to speak to him (Dudley: 'Yeah, yeah.')

so that he recognizes here tomorrow and also speak to Mr.

Morrison (Dudley: 'Morrison.')

Dudley: I believe he is in, and I'll pick up, have her come down

here and I'll have her make out a drop-add slip.

Caine: No, it has to be made out on a graduate school Arts and

Science form.

Dudley: Oh, all right. Then she will have to get that.

Caine: All right then I'll have her come down to your office and

pick up the class card from Mr. Morrison.

Dudley: All right, wonderful.
Caine: Fine, thank you very much. (To student) If you will stop

in the education sociology department office, do you know

where that is? It is the second floor of the building next

door, it's called the Brown Annex. In fact if you will

walk downstairs from my office, on the landing on the second

floor you will see an entrance to the next building, and

I think there is a sign on the door. Go in there and ask

for I". Dudley or Mr. Morrison, get your card back. Then

go ovcr to the graduate school of Arts and Science and fill

out the drop-add slip, dropping that course and adding

E20.2004. Now, I'm going to call our registration office

to be sure that there is no problem about change.

Student: Is this course the same dates?

Caine: Same thing, same dates, same hour of the day. Dr. Caine

phones the recording office. Girl in recording office

answers the phone. (Girl: 'Recording.° Joan. This

is Tom Caine, one of our graduate students in Arts and

Sciences registered for E20.1073 which is being given

for thts,ee points instead of the two. I have been talking

with Dr. Dudley about this since she needs this for

certification, these three points, and he has made arrange-

ments with Professor Hall for her to enter E20.2004, late,

dropping the one and adding the other. She is a graduate
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Arts and Science student, so she has to go back the...e

to do it, doesn't she? (Girl: 'Yes, right.1) But

thought that when she arrived you mighp be raising

a question to the lateness of the hour and would need

to know about it, (Girl: 'Right.') do you want the

student's pame? (Girl: 'No, I'll rethember.") Fine

Thank you.°

We have not ended the search nor closed the book on the develop-

ment of taxonomies in organizational behavior in eduaation. We have

begun, however. This study raises many questions for future research.:

It also provides an excellent platform for future inquiry in the organiza-

tional behavior in education.

6
Ibid., OTU 75, D. A194-198



CHAPTER III

A DECISION-MAKING BASED TAXONOMY

by Daniel E. Griffiths

The model used as the basis for this taxonomy is decision-

making, as described by Griffiths in a nuMber of sources1 and as

modified by the findings of the Development of Criteria of Success

in School Administration Project.2 This theory is an attempt to

explain adMinistrative behavior using a set of decision-making

concepts and certain assumptions as to the purposes of adminis-

trative behavior. A brief statement of the theory follows.

Theory

Development of Classification System

The basic assumptions of this theory are few and relatively

simple. The first is that administration is a generalized type

of behavior to be found in all human organizations. This assump-

.
tion merely relates administration to organizations. Without

organizations there can be no administration, therefore one must

conceptualize about administration in an organizational context.

The second assumption is that administration is the process of

directing and controlling life in a social organization. This

assumption means that.administration is the implementation of the

purposes for which an organization is designed through such pro-

cedures as establishing criteria for the performance of individu-

als as they live in the organization and establishing controls to

...........1
lIn particular see Daniel E. Griffiths, Administrative Theory

(New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1959).

23ohn Hemphill, Daniel Griffiths, Norman Freeriksen, Adminis-

trative Performance and Personality (New York: Teachers.College

Eureau of PUblications, 1962).
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*make certain that performance agrees with plans. Administration

is not an artificial function superimposed on the normal activi-

ties of human beings; it is rather the process (cycle of events)

engard in by.the members of a social organization in order to

control and direct the activities of the members ulthin the or-

.ganization. Administration occurs whenever the life processes

of an organization are being controlled. In contrast to thii,

it can be said.that administration is not the,production of the

organization. Barnard indicated this quite clearly when he said,

"Executive work is not that of the organization, but the specia-

lized work of maintaining the organization,in operation."3

.

This leads to the next assumption which is that the specific

function of administration is to develop and regulate the

.sion-making process in the most effective manner possible.

It is sometimes assumed that'the function of the chief executive

officer is to make decisions by himself because others are in-

competent. This is not.the basic assumption of this theory,

rather it is the assumption that it is the function of the exe-

cutive to see to it net the decision process proceeds in an

effective manner. (An effective manner is one which results in

the accomplishment of a stated Objective.) In fact, the execu-

tive is called upon to make decisions only when the organization

fails to make its own decisions. To put this into other words,

WO.... Nee+,10ArrOW0114148

3Chester I. Barnard, The Functions of the Executive (Cam-

bridge, Mass. Harvard University Press, 1938), p. 215.



if the executive is personally making decisions this means that

there exists malfunctioning in the decision process. The execu-

-tive then needs to correct the malfunctioning. Barnard was re-

ferring to this point when he said:4*

"It is the organization, not the executive, which does

the work on the external environment. The executive

is primarily concerned with decisions which facilitate

or hinder in the effective or efficient operation of

the organiiation."

It can be seen that this theory looks at the process of

administration as being the monitoring of decisions which are

made in the organization. It further assumes that the purpose

of the behavi= of administrators can be understood in terms of

either decision-making or the monitoring of decisions made in

.an organization.

The theory was further developed by formulating a set of

steps which were considered to be descriptive of the decision-

making process. It was not believed that a decision-maker would

go through the process step-by-step, but rather that his behavior

in administrative
situations could be described by reference to

one or more of the steps and that one could predict that his

behavior would result in either a decision or in monitoring the

decisions of others. The steps:5

4Ibid., p. 211.

5Griffiths, Administyative
Theory, Ibid., p. 94.
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1. Recognize, define and limit the Problem.

2. Analyze and evaluate the problem.

3. Establish criteria and standards by which the

solution mill be evaluated or judged as acceptable

and adequate to the need.

4. Collect data.

,5.. Formulate and select the' preferred solution or

solutions. Test them in advance.

6. PUt into effect the preferred solution.

a. Ftogram *the solution.

b. Control the activities in the program.

c. Evaluate the results and the process.

This might be considered the "armchair" version of the

theory. The next step was taken with the study of the perform-

ance of elementary school principals in a simulated situation.6

One of two secondary factors generated from eight primary fac-

tors ws very similar to the theoretical.conception of the

process of decision-making. This factor was naned Factor X,'

112Ramaial for Decision vs._Taking Final Action and its com-

ponents Gnd their relation to a revised wording of the decision-

=king steps are to be found in Tdble 1. The loadings are

between the scoring categories used-in the simulation study and

Factor X.

Esaing-pp.tegories

, A set of scoring categories was developed, drawing heavily

upon the simulation study and other concepts derived from the

expanded theory. The scoring'of operational taxonomic units

(OTU's) was undertaken, but almost immediately it vas concluded

that the categories 'were inadequate. Much of the administrative

6Hemphill, Griffiths, and Frederiksen ibid.
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behavior reported in the OTU's was dbviously unrelated to

decision-making. No statistical analysis of the scoring was

done at this point, it was so dbvious that the categories were

not appropriate that this schema, was abandoned. At this point,

the researchers returned to the simulation study for further

guidance.

Non-decision Activity

It should be noted that some of the behamior reported in

OTU's appeared to be pointless or at least, was mere expendi-

ture of energy. There seemed to be no prdblem, nor was there

any Obvious purpose to the behavior. At times information was

exchanged, given, or received which might or might not be used

at some time.in the future to solve a prdblem. With this in

mind the second of the two secondary factors resulting from the

analysis Of responses in the simulation study was examin d.8 It

was called Factor Yi Amount of Work Expended in Handling the

Item. Nine scoring categories loaded to the extent of .50 on

.Factor Y:9

Estimated Number of Words .67

Usual Courses of Action .65

Number of Outsiders Involved Individually .60

Gives Directions and/or Suggestions .57

Number of Subordinates Involved Individually .57

Communicates by Writing .56

Takes Leading Action .53

Gives Ineormation to Subordinates .52

Follows Lead by Superiors .51

IVaw1.IIIIIMMY=.P.AI1.1M

8
Ibid., pp. 146-147.

9Loc. cit.
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This factor broadens the range of behavior that must be .

considered in the description of administrators at vowk. While
.

Factor X focuses attention upon decision-making behavior,

Factor. Y reminds us that much that goes on in an organization

i's best described by use of terms such as expenditure of energy,

work, and the like.

Classification System

What framework should then be employed to help in the descrip-

tion of administrator behavior? Each OTU had an inDut; thatis a

problem, or an occasion for activity of some sort. The actors had

some stimulation to interact vith one another. If there vas a

problem in the OTU; then some type of decision-making ensued.

This behavior covered a range from postponing decision to making

a final decision. Regardless of whether there was a problem

there was always, or so it seemed, an outptt present. If a

decision had been made, then it vas.implemented in some way. If

there 'vas no decision, then information was exchanged and relatiOns

maintained. The schema arrived at vas a very simple one:

Inpt

Decisiorocess

Output 4

The next question V114 what categories should be employed in

each phase of the schema. The procedure followed was to raise

certain descriptive questions such as: What type of problem is

involved? What is the nature of the activity being described?

What is the source of the problem? etc. Concepts were then
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employed which mere drawn from all relevant research and theory

known to the researchers. The result is not a mathematically

or systematically pleasing set of categories, but rather one .

which Mes a first step towards eitablishing some relationships

aMong a nuMber of disparate concepts. The schema follows:

Decision-Making Based Classification Schema

Input

A. Type of Prdblem or Activity )

1. Decision made or specific procedure set for

making decision or decision is in process of

being iqplimented
2. No dedision made
3. Specific organizational task oriented inform-

:ation exchange

4. Maintaining relations of-self.and/or organiza-

tion

B. Nature of Prdblem or Activity

5. Organizational maintenance

6. Organizational change

7. Business
8. Community
9. Curriculum

10. Personnel - staff

11. Personnel - pupil

Central Actor
Authority Position
12. Board
13. High management
14. Middle management

15. Low management
Power 'position compared to source.

16. Lower
17. Same
18. Higher

D. Source of Problem or Activity .

19. Smerior
20. Peer
21. Subordinate
22. Outsider

23. Self



E. Method of Transmission
24. Face-to-face
25. Telephone
26. Writing

F. Feedback Present
27. Solicited
28. Unsolicited

II. Decision-Making
A. Treatment of the Prdblem

-Delays Treatment
29. Postpones

Refers Problem to
30. Superior
31. Peer
32. Subordinate
33. Outsider

Makes-Immediate Decision
Follows Rule

35. Follows Precedent
Follows Lead of

36. Superior
37. Peer
38. Subordinates
39. Outsider
40. Makes Decision on other basis

Arrives at Procedure for Deciding

What is Done
41. Seeks Opinions

42. Determines Data
Who is to do it

43. Superior
44, Peer
45. Slibordinate

. 46. Outsider
47. Self

By What Means
43. Conference
49, Creates Organizational Procedures

50. Looks up Data

51. Conducts Research

52. Receive Communication
53. Knows Data

Time Involved in all Procedures

54. 0-24 hours
55. 2.14 days
56. 2-4 weeks

57. over one month

- 4
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NuMber of Procedures
58. One Procedure

59. Two Procedures
60. Three or more Procedures

B. Type of Decision
Occasion of Decision

61. Organizational
62. Appellate
63. Intermediary
64. Creative

Orientation toward Structure
65. Political
66. Non-political

Role Dimension
67. Nomothetic
68. Transactional
69. Idiographic

Finality of Decision
.70. Terminal
71. Series

Range of Action
72. One Alternative
73. Contingent
74. Range

III. Output
A. Implementation of Decision

Informs
Who

75. Superior
.76. Peer

77. SUbordinate
78. Outsider

iethod of Transmission
79., Face-to-face
80. Telephone
81. Writing

Explains
Who

82. Superior
83. *Peer.

84. SUbordinate
85. Outsider

Method of Transmission
86. Face-to-face
87. Telephone
88. Writing

,



Carrying Out Decision
Who

How

89.

90.
91.

92.

93.

Superior
Peer
Subordinate
Outsider
Self. P

94. Uses Existing Strueture
95. Plans New Structure
96. Plans and Creates New Structure

Control
97. Sets Deadline
Requested Feedback

98. Explicit,
99. Explicit,

100. Implied
Non-requested Feedback Used

101. Face-to-face
102. Telephone
103. Writing

Incentives
Universalistic, reward

104. Praiie
105. Salary Increase
106. Promotion
107. improves Facilities
108. Other

Universalistic, punishment
109. Criticiam
110. Salary stays the same

.111. Demotion
112. Other

Particularistic, reward
113. Praise
114. Salary Increase.
115. Promotion
116. /mproves Facilities.
117. Other

Particularistic, punishment
118. Criticism
119. Salary stays the same

120. 'Demotion.

121. Other

B. Exchange Information and Maintains Relations

122. Receives Information
Gives Information to

123. Superior
124. Peer

125. SUbordinate
126. Outsider

Used
time definite
time indefinite



Reasons for giving
127. Reply to request
128. Informing
129. Building Mbrale
130. M.aintaining Staff Relations

131. Maintaining Community Relations

Refers yerson to for information

132. Superior
1,33. Peer
134. Subordinate
135. Outsider

Type of Information
136. Opinions
137. Facts

Nature of Information
138. Business
139. Community
140. Curriculum '-

141. Personnel - staff

142. Personnel - pupil

Definitions

A set of definitions was prepared for the guidance of the

scorers. While not elaborate, it was intended that the defini-

tions be detailed enough to ensure a desirable level of scorer

reliability.

Input An input is a bit of information received

by the central actor which generates a

problem or activity: Receiving an

agenda, or a phone message are examples

.of inputs.

Decision-making A decision is a judgment which affects

a course of action. This category was

scored if 1) a judgment vas made in the

OTU, 2) a procedure was established by

which a judgment would be made, 3) the

OTU vas concerned with the implementation

of a previous decision.



No decisinn This category is scored when no judgment

is made, no procedure for judging is

estdblished, no decision is being imple-

mented, the sUbstance of the OTU is not

....;prganizationally task oriented and the

'activity is not concerned with maintaining

relationS.

1.

ormiagiaaal Mien information is exchanged concerning

task
an organizational task, but no decision

is made, decision wocess initiated or

decision implemented this category is

scored. An exchange..6f information between

the superintendent and state education

department consultant on a new school

building is an example.

Maintaining Activities, but not decisions, which tend

relations
to enable the central' actor or the school :

district to relate to individuals or orga-

nizations significant to their existence

:are scored here. The monthly meeting of

county school executives is an example of

the superintendent maintaining relations

for himself among his peers.



Organizational AU activities or decisions relating to

maintenance
the normal'functions of the scho:11 district

are scored here. Evloying a teacher,

amaimtking:
change

Central a6tor

purchasing supplies, and taking attendance

are all maintenance behaviors.

This category is scored for all changes in

policy, practice, procedures, and rules.

Changes in the duties of personnel would

also be scored. The introduction of a

new program of studies in American history

is an example of this category.

The central actor is arbitrarily defined

as the one on whom the Observation focuses.

Be usually receives the input of the OTU.

.Authority This referS to the position held in the

122Ation
formal.structure. Only four types of

positionswere used; board, high, middle,

and low management.' The superintendent

is high management, directors are middle,

and principals and teachers are low management.

paps_position In the university OTU's the dean of the

university summer session is high,. the

director of the school summer session is



Source oirput

middle, and department chairmen, professors,

and secretaries are low management. This

category is a comparison of the positions

of the central actor and the source of the

input. The central actor may be higher,

lower, or the same as the source of the

input. ThOse having no position in the

formal organization were given a power

rating in terms of their roles.

The person, group, or organization 'which

originated the input is the source. The

sources are designated as 1) superior -

holds a higher position'in the formal

structure.

2) peer - holds

a similar position in the formal struc-

.ture.

3) subordinate -

holds a lower position in formal struc-

ture.

4) outsider -

holds no position in the formal struc-

ture.

central.actor.

5) self. - the



Method of
transmission

Feedback

Postpones

Follows rule
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This describes the method by which the

input reaches the' central actor and may

be,face4o-face, telephone, or by writing.

Feedback is defined as an input which

results from a previous decision by the

central actor of the OTU. These maybe

solicited, that is, the result .of a direct

request or unsolicited, that is, not speci-

fically requested.

If the central actor recognizes a problem

during the course of an OTU yet delays in

making a decision and makes no plans or

institutes no procedures toward making a

decision, this is scored as postpones.

Makes imme4ate decision. The decision is

made in the course of the OTU. If the

central actor makes a decision and uses a

written rule as the.basis Zor the decision,

this category is applicable.

Follows This category is used if the central actor

precedent
.makes a decision based upon his (or his

advisors) knowledge of previous decisions

made in the organization. If this knowledge

is in the form of a.written rule, score in

category above.
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Follows lead This category is scored if the central

Makes decision on
other basis

actor complies or plans to comply with a

suggestion or request addressed to him by

a superior, peer, subordinate, or outsider.

This category was not used because all

decisions in OTU's were scored in above

categories.

Arrives at a This category is used when the central

yrocedure for
deciding actor sets up a procedure through mbich a

decision may be reached. The procedures

include seeking opinions informally, looking

1.11:i data, holding conferences, creating

organizational procedures suCh as designa-

ting roles, conducting research, receiving

communications, knowing pertinent data.

Occasion for The occasions for decision refer to the place

in the organization where the decision is

made. It gets at, .in effect, the geography

of decisionmaking. Four types of decisions

are scored: 1) organizational, those which

are made by an individual or group because of

organizational assignment, 2) appellate,

those which axe referred to a superior by a

decision

subordinate who would ordinarily make the

decision, 3) intermediary, that which are



made to implement a previous decision by a

superior, and 4) creative, those which are

maAe by an individual solely by hittzelf and

which break with established policy.

Orientation Decisions in this set of categories are

toward structure
those which affect the strudture and or

goals of the organization. Those which do

are called olitical and those which do not

are called mateatiml.

Role dimension

Finality of
decision

The way in which the decision-maker views

the importance ok the organization and the

indtvidual are scored in a set of categories:

1) nomothetic, those in which the primary

importance is placed upon the organization

as the frame of reference in which its

decision is made, 2) idiographic, those in

which the needs of the individuals are given

top priority, and 3) transactional, those in

which both the goal6 of the organization and

the needs of individuals are given equal

weight.

This set of categories gets at the decision-

maker's expectations as to the' finality of

his decision. One category is called terminal

or those in which the decision-maker believes



Range of action

Ou.tput
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that he has made a final decision and the

other, series, or those of which he expects

to hear more in the fUture and will, in all

probability, have to modify his original
,u

decision.

In this set of categories the decision-maker

forms the instructions he gives to the

implementor. (This is usually discussed in

terms of the concept of delegation. since

this concept has been emperically barren the

new concept of range of action is being

explored.) There are three types of decision

implementing concepts: 1) one alternative,

in Wtich the decision-maker leaves the imple-

mentator no choice of action. He, in essence

says, "Do tflis." 2) Contingent, in which

the decision-maker leaves a choice of action

to the implementor in which his action will

depend, in part, on what he finds as he imple-

ments the decision. 3) Range in which the

decision-maker sets forth the parameters

withih which the implementor can function.

There are two major types of outputs: 1)

that uhich the central actor produces in the

form of a decision, and 2) non-decision



kplementation
of decision

Uses existing
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Plans new
structure
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production in the form of information.

Once the decision is made, it becomes an

*outRat and implementation may get underway.

(There are, of course, decisions which are

made, but not implemented.) In the process

of implementation the decision-maker may

inform a superior, Deer, subordinate, and/or

outsider of the decision and may use face-to-

face, telephone, and/or writing to transmit

the information. 'He may explain the decision

to the same types of people using the same

set of transmission methods. The decision

can be "carried out" by a superior, Peer,

subordinate, outsider, and/or the decision-

maker. Controls are established and incen-

tives applied to make as certain as possible

that the decision is implemented as intended

by the decision-maker.

The decision is implemented using the present

structure, that is, the policy, rulesp practice,

and personnel already existing.

The decision-maker plans a new or changed

structure to implement the decision. The

new structure is not completed within the OTU.



Plans and creates
new structure

Control
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The new structure is both planned and

created during the ;nu. The change can be

minor or major but to be scored it must be

established during the OTU.

Control is the concept which.the decision-

maker employs to determine whether the

decision has been implemented. He makes

provision for getting information so that

he can ascertain whether or not the decision

has been implemented.

Sets deadline The decision-maker sets a specific time

for the implementation of the decision.

Feedback

Incentives

-

The concept of feedback is defined as inform-

ation concerning the results of the decision.

There can be both remested and non:mauested

feedback. Within the concept of requested

feedback it can be explicit that a definite

or indefinite time be set for the feedback

to occur. There can also be implied feedback

which would be suggested by the dialogue.

lels.the decision-maker makes ,decisions and

.1:ants them implemented, he uses incentives

of various sorts. There are two general

types of incentives: 1) universalistic,,

a
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that is, those applied according to written

policies and rules and 2) particularistic,

that is, those.applied on a personal basis

without written rules or policies. In both

categories there are some.incentives *generally

viewed to be rewards and others viewed as

Eunishments.

All OTU's were scored independently by two graduate students

trained in the use of the scoring definitions and mere checked by a

senior researcher. Differences were discussed and a single score

was arrived'at for each category. The system of scoring was essen.-

tially a "go-noL.go" one in which each OTU was read and it was deter-

mined as to whether each scoring category was present or absent.

Two OTU's are scored in this chapter to .demonstrate how scoring

took place. A large scoring sheet was used with the nuMber of the

OTU's on the left and the numbers of the scoring categories on the

top. A 1 was entered in each cell for each .category present in an

OTU. Only one 1 was recorded regardless of the nuMber of times the

category might have occurred.

The first OTU scored is No.\ 7. which took place in Central District

and concerns an interview with a candidate for a teaching position."

.............1......1
lOsee Chapter III, "The Field Study" for the complete text of

this OTU.
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The categories used to score OTU No.11 are:

1, 5, 10,.13, 18, 22, 24, 27, 41, 47, 52, 54, 125 127, 135,

136, 138, 140.

The description of the OTU in terms of the scoring categories follows:

I. Input

A. Type of Problem or Activity

1. Specific procedure set for making decision

B. Nature of Prdblem or Activity

5. Organizational maintenance

.10. Personnel - staff

C. Central Actor
Authority Position
13. High management
.Pawer Position compared to s6urce

18. Higher

Source of Problem or Activity

22. Outsider

E. Method of Transmission
24. Face-to-face

F0 Feedback Present
27. Solicited

*II. Decision4laking

A. Treatment of Problem

Arrives at a Procedure for Deciding

What is done?
41. Seeks opinions
Who is to do it?

47. Self
By what means?
52. Receive communication
Time involved in all procedure

54.- 0-24 hours
Nunber of procedures

III. Output

B. Exchange Information and Maintains Relation

Gives information to
125. Subordinate
Reasons for giving

127. Reply to request
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Refers person to 135. Outsider for information

Type of information
136. Opinions
Nature of information
138. Business
140. Personnel - staff

The second OTU scored is No. 752 which is from Urban University.

The problem concerns the need of a student to changb her program

so as to be eligible for certification. The scoring categories used

are:

12 52 112 13) 182 21, 24, 28, 38, 42, 472 482.54, 582 612 662 68,

702 722 772 782 79; 802 842 86, 87) 912 92,

I. InpUt

A. Type of Problem or Activity

1. Decision Made

Nature of Problem or Activity

5. Organizational maintenance

11. Personnel - pupil

93.

C. Central Actor
13. High management
Pauer position compared to source

18. Higher

D. 6ource of Problem or Activity

21. Subordinate

E. Method of Transmission
24. Face-to-face

F. Feedback Present
28. Unsolicited

II. Decision.:Eaking

A. Treatment of the Problem
Follows Lead of

.38. Subordinate
Arrives at a Procedure for Decidins

42. Determines data
Who is to do it?
47. Self
By what means?

48. Conference
Time involved
54. 0-24 hours

58. One procedure
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B. Type of Decision

Occasion.ot decision
61. Organizational
Orientation toward structure

66. Won-political
Role'dimension

68. Transactional
Finality of decision

70. Terminal .

Range of action
72. One alternative

III. Output

A. Implementation of Decision

Informs
Who
77. Peer
78. Outsider
Method of transmission

.79. Face-to-face
.80. Telephone

*Explains

Who
84. Subordinate
Method of Transmission

86. Face-to-face
87. Telephone
Carrying out decision'
Who

91. Slibordinate

92. Outsider
93. Self

Analysis of Data

Once all OTU's were scored, several types of analysis were

performed: frequency counts of used and unused categories, cluster

formation, and cantent analysis of clusters.

Freouency Counts of Categories Used

It is of interest to lin6w which scoring categories actually were

useful in describing the OTU's since it was assumed that all were

of value. Table II presents the rank order and the nuMber of times
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the categories were used.

z
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Scoring Categories :slot Used

Thirty-seven of the scoring categories were not used at all.

Some of the categories mere not appropriate, for example, since

in the school OTU's the chief actor was the tOP-administrators he

had no peer. Categories in the Control section of-categories was

largely unused. Categories describing creative acts mere also

largely unused. Table III lists the unused categories by nunber

and short name.



. NuMber

20
31
33
36

37
43
44
49

51

53
56
63
64
76
83'

88
89
90

95
loo
101
102
103
104
105
1o6
lo8
109

, no
111,

114
115
117
118
119
132
1314
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TABLE III

Categories Not Used in Scoring OTU's

Short Name

Peer
Peer
Outsider
Superior
Peer..
Superior
Peer
Creater Organizational

Procedures
Conducts Research
Mous Datu
2-4 weeks

IntermediarY
Creative
Peer
Peer
Writing
Superior
Peer
Plans New Structure
Implied
Face-to-face
Telephone
Writing
Praise
Salary Increase
Promotion
Other
Criticism
Salary stays the same
Demotion
Salary increase
Promotion
Other
Criticism
Salary stays the same
Stmerior
Subordinate



' Cluster Formation

As Deutsch has pointed out:

"Theories, taxonomies, mdels, and sdhemes for information classi-

fication and retrieval all are alike in one important aspect. They

are devices for putting items of information into the context of

other items.
al

In an attempt to determine the cOntext in which

the OTU's could be considered a technique called "cluster formation"

was used. In this technique all the OTU'i were compared with one

ancither to determine similarity of their scoring categorieS. The

assumption was that groups of OTU's will emerge that can.be scored

by the same categories. Three clusters were found having at least

90% agreement with another OTU and two clusters having 75 to 90%

agreement. Since one of the 75% clusters included 86 Oar's, it was

not kept in this analysis. The clusters are grouN of OTU's which

can be described by essentially the same scoring categories and sd

are considered to be classes of organizational behavior. The clusters

and their scoring categories follow.

4011.0.110111

11Karl W. Deutsch, "On Theories, Taxonomies, and Models As

Communication Codes for Organizing. Information," Behavioral

Science, Vol. II, Eo. 1, Jan. 1966, pp. 1-17.
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Each cluster VW examined using a non-statistical yisual

factor analysis approach. The dominant scoring categories

were idenified and each cluster was named.

s

their dominant scoring.categories, and names

The clusters,

follow.



psca_....E-in Category #

3

18

Cluster No. I

Ing Information .

Scoring Category Name

Specific organizational task oriented

information exchange

Or'ganizational raintenance

Nature of problem or activity -

business

Pauer position of central actor compared

to source - higher

21. Source of problem or activity - subordinate

24 .

Method of transmission - face-to-face

124 Gives information to peer

136 Type of information - opinion
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Cluster F2

Responding to SUbordinates

Scoring Category # . Scoring Category Name

4 Type of problem or activity - maintaining
relation of self or organization

5 Nature of problem or activity - organiza-
tional :maintenance

10 Nature of prOblem or activity - personnel
6taff

3.8 Central actor - power position compared to
source - higher

21 Source of prOblem or.activity - subordinate

24 Method of transmission - face-to-face

125 Gives information to stibordinate



Scoring Category. #

5

-42-

Cluster #3

Responding to Outsiders

Scoring Category Name

Problem or activity m organizational
maintenance

8 Nature of problem or activity - community

13 Central actor - high management

22 Source of problem or activity - outsider

24 Method of transmission of problem or
activity - face-to-face

125 Gives information to subordinate

127 Reason for giving.- reply to request.

135 Refers person to outsider



Scoring Category #

5

13

18

24

28

47

-43-

Cluster #4

Decision-Making

Scoring Category Name

. .

Decision made or specific procedure set for

making decision or decision is in the process

of.being implemented

Prdblem or activity - organizational maintenance

Central Actor - high management

Power position compared to.source - higher

Method of transmission -(prdblem)- face-to-face

Feedbadk xesent pa unsolicited

Arrives at procedure for deciding: Who is to

do it - self

48 By what means - conference

54 Time involved in all procedures . 0-24 hours

63. Occasion for decision - organizational

66 Orientation toward structure - non-political

68 Role dimension - transactional

70 Finality of decision - terminal

72 Range of action - one alternative

79 Method of transmitting decision - face-to-face
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The approadh employed in this chapter resulted in four

clusters or sets of OTU's; three of which are information exchange

and one of which is decision.....making. A classification table was

then constructed..

Cluster #

OTU's

. TABLE IV

Classification of OTU's

1 2 3 4

9 8 3 4

lo 36 6 34

11 25 13 52

12 86 27 75

i4 go

32

36

42

50

51

57

60

64

65

72

83

89
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The next step was to study the relationship between the OTU's

classified about and the unclassified OTU's. It was found that there

were OTU's which there was 90% agreement of scoring categories.

Those OTU's which had 90% agreement were classified as members of.

the clusters vith'Ohich their scoring categories agreed. Exception

to this occurred when an OTU which vas in a cluster in the first

classification (above) Appeared again because of a 90% agreement

of its scoring categories. Eleven additional OTU's were classified

using this Approach. A total of 41 OTU's were classified using the

Approadh employed in this chapter. The final classification is

.contained in Table VA

TABLE V

Classification of OTU's by D.?.cision Theory

Cluster #1

9, 10, 11, 12, 14

322 36, 42, 50, 53

57, 60, 64, 65, 72

83, 89

111

71, 77, 79, 86

Cluster #2

8, 16, 25, 89, 90

Cluster #3

3, 6, 13; 27

7, 21, 27, 29, 71

66

Ob. 1.

Cluster

4, 34, 521 75

48, 68, 84

aammaibm11

A total of 43 OTU's were classified and only two gell into two

clusters. It is rather obvious that the four clusters do not consti-

tute all of the possible groupings of OTU's, but it does appear that

they are the groupings which emerge from.the decision theory emplpyed

in this chapter.
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CHAPTERD

A TAXONOMY Oi ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR

iASEWON COMPLIANCETHEORY

Stephen P. Hencley and George A. Chambers

The taxonomy of organizational behavior outlined in.this chapter was de-
.

rived primarily from compliance.theory--as enunciated in icecent works by

1 '
Amatai Etzioni Although this theory does not appear to have had wide cur-

ren6, in the field of edueational administratim, the writeri were Impresset
.

wIth its potential for providing a powerful initial structure from which e.

.taxonomy might be constructed. InitLa/ impressions about the theory's po-

tential proved'valid.as work proceaded. The theory appeared to meet the

criteria of utility, relevance, and power in generating useful taxonomic

categories for classifying organizational behavior. Although it was necessary

ultimately, to.go. beyond the basic theory in developing the final forM of the

. taxonomy, the theory proved consistently useful in suggesting avenues for.

further development.

COMPLIANCE.THEORY.

What, then,is compliance theory? ,And what is the nature of compliance

.imorganizationsi Etzioni defines.compliance as a relationship.consisting

of the power employed by Superiors to control subordinates, and the oxienta-

tion of the subordinates to this poer. Thus, he sees compliance as encom-

passing a structural and e motivational aspect; structural since there is

concern for the distribetion of power in organizations; motivationai'since

.there is concern for the differential commitments of actors to organizations.

001ftftwonwn40001..rW.0.010.11.j........1.........0.1am.11

. 1See.Amatai Etzioni, A Coluargspie Analysis of ggnagy OymnizatIall,

para York: The Free Press of Glencoe, Inc., 1961) and also Etzioni's Moslem
.Q.xsanizglIpps, (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1964).
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;

The articulation of the eocial system and the personality system ralected in

this combination is seen by Xtzioni as an essential element in the analysis

',of organizational behavior.

Structural Aspects,

The structural:aspects of Etzioni's theory are concerned with 1) the

kinds of power used in organizations, and 2) the ways in which power is dis-

tributed. Power itself refers to the ability of an actor in an organization

to induce or to influence ot?-1dr actors to carry out his directives or any

other norms he supports. Since Physi.cal, material, and symbolic rewardeor

deprivations are seen by Etzioni as the means that are manipulated to sup-

port directives, his theory posits three types of organizational power:

a) coercive, b) utilitarian and c) normative.

Coercive power rests on the application, or the threat of application of

physical sanctions such as infliction of pain; generation of frustration

through restriction of movement; and control of need satisfaction through

force. Utilitarian power is based on control overmaterial resource's and

rewards through allocation ot salaries and vages, fringe benefits, services,

and commodities.' Normative power is based on the manipulation of esteem,

.
prestige, and ritualistic symbols, as well as on allocation of acceptance

and positive response. These three types of power are seen by Etzioni as

F.

being distributed in various mays among organizational.elites, i.e. among

incumbents of power positions. Thus, organizational elites are viewed.as

being less Subordinateclin the organization, and as having greater commit-

ment and performance obligations than other organizational members..

Motivational Aspects,

The motivational aspects of the theory illuminate the differential in-
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volvements otorgani7.ational participants in on-going organizational activities.

Is

Etzioni has suggested three kinds of involvement that characterize the ori-
,

.entations of lower participants to the power exercised by elites: aliena-

tive, calculative and upral. Alienative involveMent designates an intense,

negative orientation; calculaXive involvement a negative or positive orienta7

tion of low intensity; and moral involvement a posiLive orientation of high

intensity. When one or another of the motivational aspects is coupled with

any one of the structuralaaspects, a compliance relationship is formed. The

nine compliance combinationssuggested by Etzioni are shown in Chart 1.2

n139$ r.Plier

Coercive

Utilitarian .

Normative

Chart 1
Etzionils Compliance Relationships

Znyolygmt
et

Alienative Calculative Moral

1 2 3

4 5 6

*7 8 9
........

Three of the compliance relationships (1, 5, 9) are congruent
3
; all

others are non-congruent. Etzioni has stated that congruent compliance re-..

lationships enhance organizational effectiveness. Hence, organizations strive

to move from non-congruent compliance relationships toward the following con-

-gruent types: coercive-alienative, uti.litarian-calculative,,normative-moral.

.To summarize, compliance is viewed by Etzioni a) as a universal phenomenon

in organizations, b) as possessing both structural and motivational aspects,

011111111M.

2Etzioni, oz. p. 12.

3"Congruent" in the sense that different types of power tend to evoke

complementary forms of compliance. In prisons, foi example, coercive power

tends to evoke alienative involvement on the part of inmates.
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and c) as the.salient component of the relationship between organizational

elites and lower participants.

*Additional Components of the Theory

Compliance appears to be related to many other organizational variables:

'to the goals organizations pursJe: to the kind, location,. and interaction of

their elites; to the levels and kinds of consensus attained, and to the com-

'munications and socialization used to attain them; to recruitment, scope,

and pervasiveness; to the distribution and control of charismatic partiei-

.pants; and to the way tabks and power are allocated over time.

Eventually, a complete theory will order and encompass all such vari-

ables into a coherent whole from which the truly universal propositions of

organizational behavior will be deducible. In the meantime, study and analysis

of the range of variables offered in Etzioni's theory suggested two (in addi-

tian to pawer and involvement) *that appeared highly useful as building blocks

from which classifications could be generated, i.e., organizational goals

and organizational tasks.

Etzionils theory.nuggests that the goals of organizations may b en-

compassed under three headings: order, economic and culture. The tasks of

organizations, on the other hand, may be posited as routine, instrumental,

and expressive. The order goals of organizations are those Which are oriented

toward the control of actors who are (1) deviants in the eyes of the organi-

.

zation, (2) deviants in the eyes of some social unit the organization is

serving, or (3) non-deviants in the eyes of the organization. Economic goals

are those which are related to increasing or maintaining the output of ser-

vices or commodities. Culture goals are oriented toward the institutionali-

zation of conditions needed for the creation and preservation of symbolic

objects; their appl.ication, and the creation or reinforcement of commitments

to such Objects.
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The task.dimensions of organization may be similarly defined under three

headings:: expressive, instrumental, and routine. Expressive tasks are ori-

.ented toward defining legitimizing and obtainir3 commitment to broad policies

or ends that are to guide the organization's mission or missions.. /nstru-

a

mental tasks encompass activities oriented toward defining, legitimizing, end

obtaining commitment to means that are to be used or permitted.in pursuit of

broad policies. Routine tasks are organizational activities which are ori-

ented toware the implementation of means.

Iirith the additioa of a goal component and a task component to the central

.-:
compliance dimension, four major components of organization became available

for constructing taxonomic schemes: 1) the kinds of gull, pursued and seen

..as legitimate in the organization, 2) the kinds of power used.or permitted,

.
3) the characteristics or modal nature of the invoivment in the organization,.

and 4) the nature of the tasks in the organization.

THE TAXONOMY- '1.".41.11111L 11.."4 'fit

(I

The selection of four major components (goals, power, involvement, task)

as bases from which to generate a taxonomy of organizational behavior repre-

sented a significant step in setting its final ;A:Om Four other steps that

appeared necessary to the development of the taxoncmy were as follows:

1) to delineate the basic attributes of the four components selected

from the theory,

2) to develop a scheme for generating the classes of organizational

behavior thcit might be expected (as indicated in Chart 3, to follow),

3) to develop a detailPd codification system (based on the components

and their attrilrites) to 'facilitate more exact classification of

organizational behavior, (as indicated in the enlarged taxonomy, to

follow),
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--7-.79577,77,

7:7,i772=7J:

4). to define all major terms and concepts in the taxonomic system.

Attributes of Components

The delineation of the basic attributes of the four mAjor components

-

ielected was relatively simplei"'Etzioni's theory was quie explicit *on this

matter. The goals of organization were defined in the theory as order goals,

economic goals, or culture goals. The kinds of power used in organization

were characterized as coercive, utilitarian, or normative. The types of
.0

organizational involvement .postulated were elienative, calculative, or moral.'

Organizational tasks were defined as expressive or instrumental. With the

addition of routine tasks as another'att...ibute of the task component, the

conceptual scheme to be used.in generating further classifications was com-

plate. The components and attributes derived from compliance theory are.

.summarized in Chart 2..

Chart 2
Components and.Attributes Derived Frnm Compliance Theory

Goal Order (0) Economic (Ec) Culture (Cu)

Power Coercive (Do) Utilitarian (U) Normative (N)

Involvement Alienative (A). Calculative (Ca) .Moral (M)

Task . Routine.(R) Instrumental (I) Expressive (Ex)

Generating Classes of-Organizational Behavior

...1117111110.0.1111101110..

. .

Following selection of the major components and definition of their attri-

butes, attention was directed toward finding an answer to the following question.

Uhat theoretical classes of organizdtional behavior could be generated from

the components and attributes shown in Chart 2? The important decisional deter-



minants that.entered into resolution of this question were as follows:

1. All units of organizational behavior derived from Various organizational

:settings would be described in terms of each of the major theoretical coth-
t

ponents (goals, power, involvement, task).

2. Only =of the three.attributes for each of the four components would

be utilized.in classifying a giVen behavioral unit. GO 1, for.exemple would

be scored as either, order, or economic, oLculture--dependent upon which of

these three attributes received major emphasis in the unit under consideration.

'Each of the other three components would be scored in the same manner...Thus,

a unit of organizational behavior in which the goal was order, the power

coercive, the involvement alienative, and the task routine would be classified

as an OCoAR unit of behavior. Similarly, if the goal were Culture, the power

*utilitarian, the involvement moral, and the task routine, the 'unit of be-

havior would be classified as CUMR.

Operationally, the application of the foregoing decisional determinants

led to the following conclusions:

. a) the universe of theoretical classes of organizational behavior con-

sisted of all possible combinations of the attributes postulated for each of

the four major components in Chart 2. -

b) the number of theoretical classes of organizational behavior postu-

lated was 34 or 81. The eighty-one theoretical classes of organizational

behavior are depicted in Chart 3..

At this writing, there is no reason to suppose that every class of or-

ganizational behavior aCtuallY exists. Nor can it be predicted that even a

majority of them will be identified in educational settings. The important

point is that the theory leads one to suspect the existence of each of the

classes. Thus, Chart 3 provides valuable guidelines for subsequent empirical

tests of the general theory.
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Ds; Enlarged Taxonomy -7

'The eighty-one classes of organizational behavior de3cribed above appeared

.very useful for broad, global classifications of organizational behavior. How-

ever, they Imre less.useful for generating precise, highly discriminating classi-

fications. Since both types of classifications appeared to have value in

terms of organizational behavior, work was initiated toward enlargement of

the taxonomic scheme piesented in Chart 2.

Dyvelopment of an expanded taxonomy proceeded through several stages.

First, it was necessary to search the literature pertaining to organizations

to identify characteristics that appeared related to the major components

and attributes presented in Chart 2.
4

Second, the characteristics that aP-

peered most useful for classification purposes needed to be identified.

Third, the characteristics selected had to be arranged hierarchically under

each component and attribute. The expanded taxonomy that was derived through

this process appeared to have sukficient discriminating power for generating

precise classifications of organizational behavior.

The enlarged taxonomy follows:

100.00 GOALS
110.00 Order goals
111.00 Control of deviants
111.10 hierarchical

..111.11 individual with individual
111.12 individual with group/s
111.13 group/s with group/s
111.20 peer
111.21 individual with individual
111.22 individual with group/s
111.23 group/s with group/s,.10.0% I011

an.

4The characteristics listed under culture goals, for example, were derived
entirely from a study of the task of public education conducted at the Uni-
versity of Chicago. See Lawrence Downey, The ask of Public Edpcation (Chi-
cago: Midwest Administration Center, University of Chicago, 1960).



112..00

112.10
112..11 /

112.12
.112.13
112.20
112.21

.112.22 .

120.0.0

121.00
121.10
121,11
121.12
121.13
121.20
121.21
121.22
121.23
122.00
122.10
122.11
122.12
122.13
122.20
122.21
122.22
122.23

130.00
131.00
131.10
131.20
,131.30
.131.40
132.00
132.10
132.20
132.30
132.40
133.00
133.10
133.20
133.30
133.40
134.00
134.10
134.20
134.30
134.40

-10-

Control of nondeviants
hierarchical

Individual with individual
individual with group/s
group/s with group/s

peer
individual with individual
tndivtdual with group/st
group/s with group/s

Economic goals
Increasing services or commodities

financial support
capital goods
consumable goods
human resources

operating efficiency

, capital goods
consumable goods
human resources

Maintaining services or commodities
financial*support
capital goods
consumable goods
human resources

operating efficiency
capital goods
consumable goods
human resources

Culture goals'
Intellectual
possession of knowledge
communication of knowledge
creation of knowledge
desire for knowledge

Social
man-to-man relationsbips
man-to-state relationships
man-to-country relationshl.ps
man-to-world relationships

Personal
physical health
mental health
moral integrity
cultural and leisure pursuits

Productive
vocational information and guidance
vocational training and placement
homemaking and family training
management of personal finances



200.00 POWER

-11-

210.00 Coercive power :1 .

211.00 status-derived
-211.10 intraorganizational
.211.,20 interstitial
211.30 extraorganizational .
.212.00 competence-derived
212.10 intraorganizational
212.20 interstitial
212.10 extraorganizational
213.00 charisma.-derived
213.10 intraorganizational
213.20 interstitial
213.30 extraorganizational

220.00 Utilitarian power ),(

221.00 status-derived
221.10 intraorganizational
221.20. interstitial
221.30 extraorganizational
222.00- competence-derived
222.10 intraorganizational
222.20 interstitial
222.30 extraorganizational
223.00 charisma-derived
223.10 intraorganizational
223.20 interstitial
223.30 extraorganizational

230.00 Normative power
231.00 status-derived
231.10 intraorganizational
231.20 interstitial
231.30 extraorganizational
232.00 competence-derived
232.10 intraorganizational
232.20 interstitial
232.30 extraorganizational
233.00 charisma-derived
.233.10 intraorganizational
233.20 interstitial
233.30 extraorganizational

300.00 INVOLVEMENT

310.00 Alienated involvement
311.00 Formal organization
311.10 hierarchical
311.11 needs
311.12 values
311.20 peer
311.21 needs

311.22 values



312.00
312.10
312.11
312.12
312..20

312.21
312.22

320.00
321.00
321.10
321.11
321.12
.321.20

3K.21
321.22
322.00
322.10
322.11
322.12.
322.20
322,21
322.22

330.00
331.00
331.10
331.11
331.12
331.20

$ 331.21
331.22
332,00
332.10
332.11
332.12
332.20
332.21
332.22

400.00

410.00
411.00
411.10
411.20
411.30
412.00
412.10
412.11
412.12
412.13

Primary groups
hierarchical

needs
values

peer
needs
values

Calculative involvement
Formal organization.
hierarchical

needs
.values

peer
needs
values

Primary groups
hierarchical

needs
values

peers
needs.

values

Moral inVolvement
Formal organization
hierarchical
.needs
values

pqPr..
needs
values

Primary groups.
hierarchical

. needs
values

peer
!cleft

values

TASKS
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Expressive tasks
Goal-derived policy setting

order goal policies
economic goal policies
cultural goal policies

Normative integration
hierarchical consensus

goal derived policies
general values
cognitive perspectives'

s=.
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412.20
412.21
412.22
412.23
413.00
413.10
413.11
413,12
413.13
413.14
413.20
413.21
413.22
413.23
413.24

1' 420.00

44,00
421.10
421.20
421.30
422.00
422.10
422.11
422.12
422.13
422 i4

122.14:

4n.17
422.18
422.19
422.20
422.21
422,22
422.23
422.24
422.25
422.26
422.27
422.28
422.29
423.00
423.10
423.11
423.12
423.13
423.14
423.20
423.21
423.22,

423.23
423024

/
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peer consensus'
goal-derived poliCies .

general values
cognitive perspectives'

Social integration
hierarchical cohesion

cooperation
. commitment ,

need satisfaction
.stability

peer cohesion
'cooperation
need satisfaction
commitment
stability

Instrumental tasks
Organizational means policy-setting

to effect order goal policies

to effect economic goal policies

to effect cultural goal policies

Normative integration
hierarchical consensus
means policies
formal structure requirements
role structure requirements
role expectation requirements
authority requirements
responsibility requirements
technical requirements
performance requirements
achievement requirements

peer consensus
means policies
formal structure requirements
role structure requirements
role expectation requirements
authority requirements
responsibility requirements
technical requirements
perfoxmance requirements
achievement requirements

Social integration
hierarchical cohesion

cooperation
commitment
need satisfaction
stability

peer cohesion
cooperation
commitment
need satisfaction
stability
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430.00 Routine tasks

431.00 Programing instruction and curriculum functions

431.10 / program for establishing curricular content

program for establishing curricular organization

61.12 program for selecting curricular materials

431.13 program for relating curriculum to time

431.14 program for relating curriculum to facilities

. 431.15 program for relating curriculum to personnel

431.16 program for articulating existing programs

431.17 program for exceptional children

program for.remedial instruction

program for testing

program for instructional improvement

program for diagnosing pupil learning difficulties

program for adult education

program for use of instructional equipment

program' for research and experimentation on instruction and

curriculum

431.18
A31.19
431.20
431,21
431.22
31. 3

.431.24.

432.00
432.10
432.11'
432.12
432.13
432.14
432.15
432.16
432.17
432.18
432:19
432.20
432.21

432.22
432.23
432.24
432;25
432.26
432.27
432.28
432.29
432.30
432.31
432.32
432.33
432.34
432.35
432.36

433.00
433.10
433.11
433.12
433.13
433.14

Programing staff personnel functions

program for recruitment of professional staff personnel

program for selection of professional staff personnel

program for induction of professional staff personnel

program for orientation of professional staff personnel

program for scheduling of professional staff personnel

program for supervision of professional staff personnel

program for evaluation of professional staff personnel

program for promotion of professional staff personnel

program for retention of professional staff personnel

program for dismissal of professional staff personnel

program for in-service education of professional staff personnel

program for dealing with irregularities in relacion to pro-

fessional staff personnel

program for recruitment of nonprofessional staff personnel

program for selection of nonprofessional staff personnel

program for induction of nonprofessional staff personnel

program for orientation of nonprofessional staff personnel

program for scheduling of nonprofessional staff personnel

program for supervision of nonprofessional staff personnel

program for evaluation of nonprofessional staff personnel

program for promotion of nonprofessional staff personnel

program for retention of nonprofessional staff 'personnel

program for dismissal of nonprofessional staff personnel

program for in-service education of nonprofessional staff personnel

program for main,..thance of staff personnel records

program for obtaining substitute teachers

program for scheduling substitute teachers

program for research and experimentation in staff personnel area

Programing pupil personnel functions

program for orientation of pupils

program for scheduling of pupils ,

program for.pupil counselling

program for student health

program for student attendance



433.15
433.16
433.17
433.18
433.19

.433.20
433.21
433.22
433.23
433.24
433.25
433.26

434.00
434.10
434.11
434.12
434.13
434.14
434.15
434.16
434.17
434.18
434.19
434.20
434.21
434.22
434.23
434.24
434.25
434.26
434.27

434.28

435.00
435.10
435.11
435.12
435.13
435.14
435.15
435.16
435.17
435.18
435.19
435.20
435.21
435.22
435.23

, 436.00
436.10
436.11

program for
program for
program for
program for
program fok
program for
program for
program for
program for
program for
program for
program for
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student census
student records
student guidance
assessing student'progress
student activities
occupational information services
educational information services
placement services
follow-up services
dealing with pupil irregularities .

applying extreme masures to pupils
research and experimentation in pupil personnel area

Programing finance and business management functions
for
for
for
for
for
for
for
for
for
for
for
for
for
for
for

program
program
program*

program
program
program
program
program
program
program
program
program
program
program
program
program for:inventorying supplies
program for handling state and/or federal support programs
program for research and experimentation in relation to finance
and business management
program for preparation of financial reports

budget construction
budget control
budget administration
debt service administration
payroll administration
supervising internal accounts
auditing internal accounts
insurance administration-
specifications for equipment
specifications for supplies
purchasing equipment
purchasing supplies
distributing equipment
distribution supplies
inventorying equipment

......

Programing school plant and services functions
program for plant planning
program for plant construction
program for plan- operation
program for plant maintenance
program for grounds maintenance
program for site acquisition
program for library operations
program for plant safety
program for grounds safety
program for bus operations
program for bus maintenance
program for transportation safety
program for school lunch
program for research and experimentation in relation to school
plant and services

Programing school-community.relations functions
program for information serviceS to community
program for information services to mass media
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436.12 program for handling requests for information

436.13 program for conferring with individuals from cbmmunity

436.14 / program for conferring with groups from community

436.15 program for reporting pupil piogress

.436.17 program.for uSe of school facilities by nonschool groups

436.18 program for research 6n school community relations

Definition.of Terms .

The final step in the development of the taxonomy was to define all major

. terms. The definitions offered by Etzioni for major components and attributes

were accepted and used in almost every instance. Where characteristics.were

added to extend those Offered in the basic theory, definitions were constructed.- .

The following definitions of major components, attributes, and characteristics

were developed during the course of the project.

Qoglgo A state of affairs that an organization is attempting to realize.

A goal is an image of a future state which may or may not be brought about.

Order.gega, The order goals of an organization are those oriented
toward the control of actors who are (1) deviants in the eyes of

the organization, (2) deviants in the eyes of some social unit the

organization is serving (often society), or (3) nondeviants in the

.
*eyes of the organization.

'ntrol of devipnce. Control of deviant actors through various

sanctioning processes.

.vControl of nondeviance. Control of nondeviant.actors through

processes other than sanctions. Examples of nonsanction processes

are coordination, o-11 and written communication, classroom
supervision, teachSts' meetings, personal interviews, etc., with

,nondeviant actors.

Li6. Economic goal. The economic goals of an organization are those rented
to increasing or maintaining the.output of services or commodities by

utilizing production factors. The production factors of an organization

are capital goods, consumable goods, and human resources.

Immtojam services or commodities. To increase the output of

services or commodities being produced an organization attempts

(1) to increase financial support to augment either the present

quality or quantity of capital goods, consumable goods, or human

resources, or (2) to increase operating efficiency to augment

either the present quality or quantity of capital goods, consum-

able goods, or human resources.
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Vaintaining service- or commodities. To maintain the output of

services or commodfties being produced an organization attempts

' (1) to maintain or increase the financial support to continue

using the present quality or quantity of capital goods, consum-

able goods, or human resources or (2) to maintain or increase

operating efficiency to continue using the present quality or

quantity of capital goods, consumable goods, or human resources.

Culture. goal, The culture goals of an organization are those which

are oriented toward the institutionalization of conditions needed

for the creation and preservation of symbolic objects, their appli-

cation, and the creation or reinforcement or commitments to such

objects.

blealsgImAk-the maintenance, extension, and/or improvement of

the capacity of learners to possess, to communicate, to create,

and to desire knowledge.

Imial,--the maintenance, extension, and/or improvement of the cepa-

City of learners to know about, and to practice increasingly ac-

Ceptable man-to-man, man-to-state,.Man-to-country, and man-to-

'world relationships.

Personal.--the maintenance, extension, and/or improvement of the

capacity of learners to know, to understand, to practice, and/or

to appreciate the importance of physical health, mental health,

moral'integrity, and cultural and leisure pursuits to personal

development.

Productlye--the extenSion and/or improvement of the ability of

learners to prepare for and to manage vocational, family and fi-

nancial problems and 'opportunities.
I

rower. The ability of an actor to induce or to influence other actors to

carry out his directives or any other norms he supports.

A, Coercive mu= rests on the application, or the threat of application

of physical sanctions such as infliction of pain; generation of frus-

tration through restriction of movement; or controlling the satis-

faction of needs through force..

Status-derived--power derived from position or rank of an indivi-

dual or group.

Competence-derived--power which stems from respect for the knov./-

ledge and judgment exhibited by an individual or group.

Chariam-dIrlyks1--power derived from extraordinary personal qualities

which enable an actor to exercise diffuse and intense influence

over the normative orientations of other actors.



B. Ugilijarisan power is based
rewards through allocation
services and commodities.
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on control over material resources and

of salaries and wages, "fringe benefits,"

Status7derived--power derived from position or rank of an in-

dividual or group.

Cmggence-derived--power which stems from respect for the know-

ledge and judgment exhibited by an individual or group,

glinrima,-Agrimad.--power derived from extraordinary personal

qualities which enable an actor to exercise diffuse and intense

influence over the normative orientations of other actors.

normative pauct is based on the manipulation of esteem, prestige,

and ritualistic symbols; and on allocation and manipulation of ac-

ceptance and positive response,

Status7derived--power derived from poSition or rank.of. an in-

dividual or group.

ggmetence-derived--power.which stems from respect for the know-.

ledge and judgment exhibited by an individual or group.

Charisma-derivedpower derived from extraordinary personal

qualities which enable an actor to exercise diffuse and intense

influence over the normative orientations of other actors.

XII. Involvement refers to the cathectic-evaluative orientation of an actor to

an object, characterized in terms of intensity and,direction.

A. Alignatixt-inykivenmp.s. designates an intense negative orientation.

Fsammagmaniggtimintense, negative orientation of an actor

to needs and values of the formal organization as defined or ex-

pressed by either the hierarchy or the actor's peers.

Prim/a, mansintense, negative orientation of an actor to the

needs and values of the informal organization as defined or dx-

pressed by either the hierarchy or the actor's peers.

B. Palgsliagig, ilycio_nent designates either a negative'or a positive

orientation of low intensity.

Formal monization--an actor's low intensity orientation (nega-

tive or positive) to the needs and values of the formal organi-

zation as defined or expressed by either the hierarchy or the

actor's peers.

griala groups--an actor's low intensity orientation (negative

or positive to the _3Nlas and values of the informal organization

as defined or pxpressed by either the hierarchy or the actor's peers..



rani. imam.= designates a positive orientation of high intensity.

Pure moral involvement is based on internalization of norms and iden-

tification with authority; social involvement" rests on sensitivity

to pressures of primary groups and their members.

Formal manizationhigh intensity, positive orientation of an

actor to the needs and values of the formal organization.as de-

fined or expressed by either the hierarchy or the actor's peers.

rrlmar..y: groupshigh intensity, positive oriehtation of an actor

Lo the needs and values of the informal organization as defined

or expressed by either the hierarchy cir the actor's peers.

Tosk, The routine, instrumental, and expressive activities engaged in

by actors.

A. Expyessiva tasksthose tasks oriented toward defining, legitimizing

and obtaining commitment to broad policies or ends that are to guide

the organization's mission.or missions.

Goal.-deriveipoliey settimactivities oriented toward the de-,

velopment of broad policies to implementorder, economic, or cul-

tural goals.

Normative integration--activities oriented toward the development

of congruent consensus spheres in relation to goal-derived po-

.1icies, general values, and cognitive perspectives (hierarchical

and peer).

integration--activities oriented toward the development

of positive expressive relationships concerning organizational

cooperation, commitment, needs, and stability (hierarchical and

peer) in relation to broad policies.

Instrumental pasksthose tasks oriented toward defining, legitimizing

and obtaining commitment to means that are to be used or permitted in

the pursuit of broad policies or ends.

Orgenizatimal means Roai......y.c.-ketLing.1-activities oriented toward

the development of means to effect goal-derived broad policies.

lima_t_ime. integrationactivities oriented toward the development

of congruent consensus spheres in relation to 6rganizational

means policies (hierarchical and peer).

Social inigaaSimactivities oriented toward the development

.of positive expressive relationships in relation to means policies

(hierarchical and peer).

C. Routine-tag:IAthose tasks oriented toward the implementation of

means. Routine tasks are sufficiently defined in the framework.
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CLASSIFICATION OF UNITS OF BEHAVIOR

ct

tjt t Cal C.44;,e,ee

64-4r*

*The understanding and utilization of any taxonomic system requires com-

,plete familiarity with and a.working knowledge of (1) the definition of terms,

(2) the categories of the system, and (3) the procedures to be followed in ap-

plying the taxonomy. In reviewing the classifications of units of behavior

presented in this section, it may be helpful to refer to the definition of

terms and the categories (enlarged taxonomy) presented in the previous sec-

tion of this chapter.

The step-by-step procedure for the classification of each OTU (organi-

zational taxonomic unit) was: (1) to determine which, if any, of the four

.components (goal, power, involvement, task) were observable, (2) to determine

which, if any, of the three attributes per component were observable, and

(3, 4,.5) to determine,which, if any, of the supra-characteristics, super-

characteristics, and sub-characteristics respectively were observable. Chart

4 illustrates the step-by-step procedure in classifying the 0TUs.

Chart 4

Step-by=Step Identification of Components, Attributes, and Characteristics

IIMINNIMINmnIMMIIIIMIll-111..
STEPS.

1. Note existence
of components X X X

2. Identify at-
tributes X X X

3. Identify supra-
characteristics X X X

4. Identify super-
characteristics X X X

5. Identify sub-

....gharAgt.Q.Kiftics1 X X X

apal_Classigicarign,_a_OCXX XXXXX XXXXX XXXXX

GOALS POWER INVOLVEMENT TASK

X

X

X

X

1Sub-characteristics in the classification system were not derived for all

super-characteristics.

fir



Classification of OTU Number 1

1 Component:
2 Attribute:
2 Supra-Characteristic:
.2 Super-Characteristic:
3 .Sub-Characteristic:

122.23 is the final classificatsiOn
larged taxonomy).

2 Component:
Attribute:

1 Supra-Characteristic:
. el Super-Characteristic:.

0 SubCharacteristic:
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Goal
Economic
Maintaining Service or.Commodities
Operating Effic;tency
Human Resources

utilfzing the taxonomic system. (See en-

Power
Normative
Status Derived
Intraorganizational
No 'sub-characteristics in taxonomy

231.10 is the final classification utilizing taxonomic system. (See en-
larged taxonamY).

*3 Component:
2- Attribute:
1 Supra-Characteristic:
.1 Super-Characteristic:

1 Sub-Characteristic:

Involvement
Calculative
Formal Organization
Hierarchical
Needs

321.11 is the final classification utilizing the taxonomic system. (See en-
larged taxonomy).

Component:
Attribute:

2 Supra-Characteristic:

Task
Routine
Programing Staff Personnel Functions

.11 Super-Characteristic: Selection of Professional Staff Personnel
432.11 is the final classification utilizing the taxonomic system. (See en-

larged taxonomy)

Classification of other OTUs

Ninety OTUs were classified on the basis of the enlarged taxonomy utilizing

the step-by-step procedure outlined aboVe.5 The final numeric classification

for each of the ninety OTUs is reported.in TABLE 1. An examination of TABLE

1 reveals that all four components were observed in eaCh of the, ninety.OTUs,

'airt attribute was identified for each component, a supra-characteristic and a

super-characteristic mere identified in every.instance, and a sub-characteristic

was identified whenever such a categoty existed in the taxonomic system.

eret,r0.01
5
These ninety OTUs are published in Daniel E, Griffiths et.el,, Organiza-

tignal. Lusm.gals. Units: Used in DevelgainzTaxonomies of OrganizhIlpapl Be-
havior in. EclautUll (Washington, D.C.: 0E0 Contract # ), 1966.
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TABLE 1

/ DETAILED CLASSIFICATION OF ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR:
PUBLIC AND HIGHER EDUCATION OTUslt 2

.
OTU Number Goal Power Involvement Task

122.23.: 231.10 321.11 432.11
2 122..23 231.10 321.11 432.11

3 110.00 322.21 412.22
4 122.23

.233.30
221.10 321.11 432.11

*5 121.11 231.30 321.11 435.10
6 121.11 231.10 321.11 436.12
7 122.23 231.10 311.12 432.11

8 122.23 231.10 321.11 432.11
9 112.11. 231.10 321.10 432.13

10 112.12 231.10 321.10 423.12
11 112.12 231.10 ,321.11 421.30

12 112.12 -211.10 521.11 435.13
13 121:11 233.30 322,22 433.19

14 122.10 231.10 321.11 434.10
15 112.11 231.10 311.12 434.00

16 122.23 231.10 331.12 432.12

17 .112.11 231.10 321,10 436.13

18 112.11 231.10 321.11 436:12

19 121.22 231.10 321.11 434.21

20 121.23 231.20 321.11 ,411.20

21 122.10 231.10 331.11 421.20
22 121.23 211.10 311.11 432.10

23 130.00 231.10 331.12 433.17

24 121.10 231.20 321.12 411.30

25 122.23 231.20 321.11 432.22

26 122.10 231.20 321.00 436.12

27 122.20 231.30 310.00 434.12

28 134.00 231.10 331.12 411.30

29 121.10 231.20 321.11 436.14

30 134.00 233.30 311.12 421.30

31 122.23 231.10 321,11 431.15
32 121.10 231.10 321.11 434.12

33 122.20 211.10 311.11 431.13

34 121.13 231.10 331.12 433.13

35 121.12 211.10 311.11 434.21

36 122.20 231.10 311.12 433;10

37
0

112,12 231.10 331.11 436.15

38 130.00 231.10 331.11 421.30

39 112.11 221.10 321.10 433.24

40 111.11 211.10 321.11 .413.24

41 122.23 211.10 321.11 431.15

42 122.10 231.10 321.11 434,15

43 111.11 211.10 321.11 433.24

44 111.11 231.10 321,12 433.24

45 122.20 231.10 321.11 435.19

46 111.12 211.10 321.11 433.19
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TABLE 1 (Continued)

DETAILED CLASSIFICATION OF ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR:

PUBLIC AND HIGHER EDUCATION OTUsls 2

Goal Power .5..-ID179.117.gment

47 112;12 231.10 321.00 432.00

48 112.12 231.10 321.11 434.11

49 112.13 231.10 321.12 412.11

50 111.12 211.10 321.11 432.16

51 112.12 211.10 321.11 432.15

52. 130.00 211.10 311.11 421.30

53 ( 111.13 211.20 321.12 412.11

54 122.21 211.10' 321.11 433.24

55 121.10 231.10 321:11 421.30

56 111.11 211.10 311.11 433.11

57 122.21 231.10 321.11 434:11

58 111.11 221.10 321.11 434.14

59 121.13 221.10 321.11 .432.11

60 131.10 231.10 321.11 411.30

61 122:13 221.10 321.11 422.11

62 111.11 211.10 311.12 421.10

63 122.00. 231.10 321.11 422.14

64 122.23 231.10 321.11 432.10

65 122..12 231.10 321.11 434.21

:66 112.11 231.10 321.11 431.00

67 112.11 231.10 321.11 432.17

68 112.11 231.10 321.11 436.12

69 112.12 231.10 321.11 433.12

70 112.11 231.10 321.11 433.11

71 112.11 231.10 321.11 433.16

72 112.11 231.10 321.11 433.12

73 122,13 231.10 321.11 432.11

74 122.23 231.10 321.11 432.11

75 112.11 231.10 321.12 433.12

76 122.13 221.10 321.11 434.12

77 131.00 321.10 321.12 412.11

78 130.00 231.10 331.12 431.10

79 130.00 231.10 321.12 411.30

80 111.11 211.10 321.11 433.24

81 122.21 231,10 331.12 434.26

82 112.12 231.10 321.12 433.24

83 131.00 231.10 331.11 431112

84 112.12 231,10 331.12 436.13

85 111.11 211.10 311.11 432.19

86 112.11 231.10 331.11 .432.13

87 133.00 231.10 321.11 421.30

88 121.21 231.20 331.11 434.20

89 112,11 231.10 321.11 434.12

90 111.10 231.10 321.11 436.11

10TUs numbered 1-53 and 78-90 are public education specimens, OTUs numbered

54-77 are higher education specimens,
2The master list used in codification is presented in this chapter in the

section entitled "The Enlarged Taxonomyr
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ANALYSIS OF THE. TAXONOMY

Several basic questions may be raised in'the analysis of a theoretically-

. derived taxonomy of organizational behavior._ This section directs attention

..to four basic questions. What is the validity and reliability of the tax-

onomy? What is.the potential of the taxonomy.in discriminating among dif- .

.

.

.4erent classes and/or types ofjorganizational behavior? 'How well did the tax-

-

onomy actually discriminate among different classes and/or.types or orgéni-

zational behavior? Can patterns of organizational behavior be observed through
-

application of the taxonomy?

Validity and Reliability. :.

The validity of the taxonomy based upon compliance theory was not sub-

jected to statistical testing. Moreover, the content validity of the system

cannot be well established until empirical tests of the taxonomy have been

conducted.
6 The theoretical and observable discriminating abilities of the

taxonomy, however, appear to lend strength to the content validity of the

system.

The reliability of the system, like validity, cannot be well established

until empirical use of the taxonomy has been conducted. Some hints regarding

the reliability of the system were obtained by comparing the results of inde-

pendent classifications of the 90 0TUs. In more than 80 per cent of the cases

there was agreeMent on the final c1assification e., agreement on the com-_,

ponent, attribute, supra-chiract.eristic, super-Characteristic, and sub-char-

acteristic. Progressive improvement in the degree of concurrence on final

classifications was observed as the researchers continued to apply the tax-

onomic system to units of behavior.

01
6Intensive empirical testing may reveal certain characteristics which do

not appear in the present form of the taxonomy.
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Classification and Discrimination Potential

A significant feature of the taxonomy is its utility in classifying

..discriminating aMong "types"of organizational behavior. Chart 5 illustrates

the classification and discrimination pot.ential of the system when the com-

ponents, attributes, and supra-characteristics are combined.

Chart 5

Potentiaf for Ciassification and Discrimination Among Types
of Organizational Behavior

lftWMMftM

Goal Power Involve- Tabk 'Discrim- TiMes1 Cumula-,

ment ination tive Dis

Po-. crimina-
tion Po-

1 1 1 1

3 3 3 3 81 (1)3 81

No. of Components

No. of Attributes

. 1

Noo_f_gmarg.:p..2 6 12 5,184 f3)3

1
-A given attribute of.a component may combine with all the other three com-

ponents, e.g., a goal attribute could.combine with the components power, in-

volvement, or task. A given supra-characteristic of an attribute may combine

with all of the three other components and with any one of the three attributes

per component.

Observed Types of Organizational Behavior

In further assessing the'taxonomy it is essential to evaluate its power

to discriminate among distinct types of organizational behavior. The theo-

retical number of distinct types of organizational behavior observed is limited

by (1) the number of behavior units observed and/or (2) the discrimination

potential of the total system. In this study 90 units of organizational be-

havior were observed; thus, the thoretical number of distinct types of or-,
7
It should .be noted that even finer classification and discrimination po-

tentials are available if the super-characteristics and sub-characteristics

are considered.
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ganizational behavior was 90. When the enlarged taxonomy was used to classify

the 90 OTUs, 84 distinct types of organizational behavior were identified,

(see TABLE 1). Identical classifications were obtained for the following OTUs:

1, 2, 8, and 74; 13'and 68; 17 and 82; 27 and 80.

In addition to noting the distinct or detailed types of behavior classified

through use of th-1 enlarged taxonomy, it is imilortant to note how the system

discriminated among classes of behavior at a more general level, i.e., how the

system discriminated among the 81 classes of organizational behavior postu-

lated in Chart 3.

TABLE 2 reports the classes and frequencies of organizational behavior

classified in 90 units of observed behavior. This table indicates that 27 of

the 81 general classes of organizational behavior were observed. The fact that

33 per cent of the postulated classes of organizational behavior were observed

in a small sample of OTUs tends to indicate that a large majority (if not all)

may exist.

The ability of the taxonomy to discriminate among types of organizational

behavior at both a detailed and general level has been demonstrated. The

classification of additional units of organizational behavior will provide

further iusight regarding the discriminating abilities of the taxonomic system.

Patteins of Organizational Behavior

To discern patterns of organizational behavior from a small number Of

observations, it was necessary to focus upon a general descriptive level.

Abus, for the purposes of this analysis attention was focused upon the 81

classes of organizational behavior postulated in Chart 3.

Three basic questions were raised in an attempt to detect patterns of or-

ganizational behavior from the 90 OTUs: (1) What was the observed frequency

and division between order, economic, and culture goals; coercive, utilitarian,
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and normative power; alienated, calculative, and moral involvement; and ex-.

pressive, instrumental and routf.ne tasks? (2) Was there a difference between

.the organizational behavior in public education and in higher education?

(3) When one of the three attributes of a given component was observed, with

which attribute in each of the other three components did it.pair? For ex-
.

ample, when an order goal wae ot;served, how often did it pair with coercive,

utilitarian, and normative Power; alienated, calculative, and moral involvement;

and expressive,-instrumental and routine tasks? TABLE 3 reports these data

"for the specimens of behavior collected in higher education and public edu-

cation settings.

PatteTns of organizational behavior can also be viewed by noting the fre-

quency of observed pair-wise relationships in a taxonomic system. The observed

pair-wise relationships among-the 12 attributes in the taxonomy are presented

'in TABLE 4. The following pair-wise relationships derived from TABLE 4 ap-

pear to be of significance:

bi=liAg_BRIBtionslans
(Attributes)

kezspjat

1.. Order goal and normative power 66

2. Order goal and calculative involvement 87

3. Order goal and routine tasks 84

4. Economic,goals and normative power 78

5, Economic goals and calculative involvement 73

6 Economic goal and routine tasks 88

7. Culture goal and normative power 91

8. Coercive power and order goals 69

9. Utilitarian power and economic goals 71

10. Alienated involvement and economic goals 75

11. Utilitarian power and calculative involvement 100

12. Culture goals and moral involvement 64

13. Moral involvement and normative power 93

14. Expressive task and calculative involvement 90

15. Expressive task and normative pbwer 90

16. Calculative involvement and normative power 76

17. Moral involvement and culture goal 47

18. Alienated involvement and routine task 90
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TABLE 3

FREQUENCY AND 'PiR CENT OF ATTRIBUTES CLASSIFIED IN
NINETY UNITS OF ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR?-

Order Economic Cultural
f % f % f. %

COALS. Public School 27 41
Higher Education 11 46

TOTAL 38 42

,

Coercive
f %.

30 45 9 14
11 46 2 8

41 45 11 12

Utilitarian Normative
f % f %

Public School 14 21 .2 3 50 76
.POWER Higher Education 2 8 21 Li. 71

TOTAL 16 18 7 8 67 75

Alienated Calculative Moral
J. % f % f %

Public Sdhool 8 12 44 67 14 21
INVOLVEMENT Higher Education 2 8 22 92 0 0

TOTAL 10 11 66 73 14 16.

Expressive Instrumental Routine
f % f % f %

Public School 7 11 7 11 52 78
TASKS Higher Education 2 8 4 17 18 21

9 10 11 12 70TOTAL 78

de OM I I. 1 .1 NI II NI 1 NI II IN .= II .1 NM INNIIENww,

lOf the 901units of organizational behavior analyzed and c1ass4fied, 66
units were.in public schools and 24 units in higher education.
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TABLE 4

OBSERVED PAIR-WISE RELATIONSHIPS OF THE TWELVE ATTRIBUTES

. IN THE CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM1

- rower, Involvement Task

Coer- Utili- Norma- Alien- Calcul- 'Moral Instru- Expres- Routine

cive tarian tive. ated ative mental sive
.101.01111...11.1.0...*

oal ..,

Order 11 2 25 .2 22 2 2 ,

2
32

Economic 4 5 6 30 5 5' 0 36

,

.'32
.

Culture 1 0 10 0 4 7 4 4 3

>ower

Coercive 6 4 . 1- 2 1 13

Utilitarian' 0 , 7 0 2. 0 6

Normative 4 50 - 13 8 8 51

Envolvement

'Alienated
1 0 9

Calculative
7 8 51

Moral
3 1 10

ii.Mm.........../Nbre ,vermnamp*owwr. .1=111/1=0.M.M.y, ANO1Wmai.IMMEN.11111.MIIVO.K1

lObserved relationships based upon the classification of 90 units of organizational

behavior.
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SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS "-'

As indicated in this chapter, Etzioni's theoretical constructs proved

'useful and relevant, for develo/Ang a viable taxonomy of organizational be-

bavior. It was possible to generate 81 independent classes of organizational

behavior on the basis of compbnents and attributes derived from Etzioni's

work. Application of the taxonomy.to the 90 behavioral units collected in

public and higher education settings resulted in the identification of 27 of

the 81 classes of organizational behavior postulated. Two classes of organi-
.

.zational behavior were dominant in the 90 OTUs: the ONCaR and ENCaR patterns

occurred nost frequently.

In looking to the future, it should be emphasized that results reported

in this chapter are tentative in nature. They form only a beginning for

studying patterns of organizational behavior. Some important questions, how-

ever; may be raised on the basis of the work to date.

Dm, Taxonomy. A number of general and specific questions may be asked

in relation to the taxonomy. Is the taxonOmy all-encompassing, i.e., can

all types of organizational behavior be encompassed and classified in terms

of the framework? Do all 81 classes of organizational behavior exist? How

necessary is it to go beyond the 81 classes of organizational behavior (i.e.

to use the enlarged taxonomy) to describe organizational behavior accurately?

Finally, what is the validity of the taxonomy, and what reliability ban be

obtained in classifying organizational behavior on theJmsis of the 81 classes.

of organizational behavior postulated?

Pa.tterns of 011amizaglaall Behnvior. A number of interesting questions

may also be posed in relation to patterns in the behavior of organizations of

various types. Are there, for example, definite and enduring patterns of

organizational behavior which appear to characterize public schools? Are

f 7
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there regularities in behavior at various organizational levels? How do pat-

terns and regularities identified in educational organizations compare with

those that may exist in business, government, and hospital organizations?

Moreover, are there different behavior patterns in different schools or

different school systems? Does the nature of goals determinethe patterns

of tasks, power, and involvement.used in organizations? What is the linkage

between patterns of organizational behavior and the nature of extra-organi-

zational demands? It would appear that attention to questions similar to these

wuld open whole new vistas in research on organizational behavior.



CHAPTERSC'

TOWARD A TAXONOMY OF BUREAUCRATIC BEHAVIOR IN EDUCATION ORGANIZATIONS

by MOZELL HILL*

The primary purpose of this dhapter is to set forth a taxonomic

scheme for classifying bureaucratic behavior in complex modern

organizations. Az an introduction to the chapter, the theory of

bureaucracy' will be described and explained. Sin& the focus of

the taxonomic scheme mill be upon administrative behavior in organi-

zations, it will be appropriate to present a conceptual and methodological

strategy that will be useful in dbserving and classifying this kind

of behavior in organizations. In addition, this chapter will include

the following; (1) the classificatory categories generated from the

theory; (2) the presentation of a tri-dimensional theoretical taxonomic

model, along with definitions and explanations of the categories for

classifying administraitve behavior in organizations; (3) an analysis

of operational taxonomic units, ("OTU's "-- specimens of administrative

behavior selected from field study), along with techniques for classifying

and scoring; (4) the listing and analysis of classes of bureaucratic

behavior in organizations emerging from the theoretical model; (5)

analyses of selected operational taxonomic units talzen from case study

materials of the field research; (6) finally, a summary of the reseae4ch

with suggestions for the utility of the scheme, along with some

generalizations and researdh hypotheses.

Theory of Bureaucracy

The concept, "bureaucracy" appeared in the literature with the

writings of the German sociplogist, Max Weber.
1 His concern for

*The author gratefully acknowledges the assistance of Professor

Seymour Evans in the preparation of the work presented in this chapter.

lesimillowerimarommummsravivir,!*`,F.:.'
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.'.explaining the changing character of behavior in modern organizations

.was the first sistematic eff6rt toward a theory that would account

for bureaucratic behavior in organizations. Weber saw organizational

form evolving from a relatively simple, primitive, sacred, non-

specialized kind of society.at one extreme, moving toward a'complex,

secular, associational, contractual, and highly specialized .kind

of society at the other extreme. In this context bureaucratic be-

havior in one form.or another was inherent in every type of organi-

zation'where there were complex administraiive problems to be re-

solved. Accordingly, bureaucracy was not to be confined to political

and bus:tress institutions as is commonly assumed; it was to be

found in all human institutions -- economic, religious, political,

cultural, recreational -- and for our special purpose, in all edu-

.cational endeavors, pUblic and private schools, colleges and uni-

.ln order to comprehend Weber's employment of the concept

"bureaucracy," it must be stressed fhat as used in his theoretical'

scheme it is an ideal type construct. In other words the concept

is a heuristic device -- a methodological tool -- derived by

abstracting the most characteristic aspects of all known modern

organizations. Bureaucracy, used in this scientific sense becomes

all of the observable behav:rs that are "ideally typical" of

modern-organizations.2 Thus, as a methodological concept, the term

must not be thought of in the popular sense .of the term, ell..., red

tape, inefficiency, high-handed authority, corruptiont'etc. Max

Weber attached no such invidious connotation; to his concept.
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Indeed, he felt that bureaucracy was essential for the operation of

any and every modern organization. He believed that bureaucratic

'organization was technically superior to other for= of organization.

.2he purpose of bureaucracy as he stated it was "to promote

precision, speed, unawhiguity, knowledge offiles, continuity, dis-

cretion, strict subordination, reduction of friction, and of

materials and cost . .
"3

The crucial contribution of Weber!s theory of bureaucracy

was.that it provided a framework for a systematic understanding of-'

formal organizations. The theory explains the interdependence

among key structural characteristics in the context of complex

bureaucratic organizations. This is to say, the theory accounts

for the relationships between organizational attributes which permit

the classification and analysis of soCial forms that produce these

relationships. Thus, at the very heart of the Weberian theory are

the structural characteristics of bureaucracy and their relation -

ships to each other.

Robert Presthus listed five (5) characteristics of bureaucrary

.as indicated by Weber:

1. Fixed and official juriddictional areas,

which are regularly ordered by rules, that is,

by laws or administrative regulations.

2. Principles of hierarchy and levels of

graded authority that ensure a firmly ordered

system of super- and sub-ordination in which

higher offices supervise lower ones.
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3. Administration based upon written documents;.

the body of officials engaged in handling these

documents and files, along with other material.

-apparatus malte up a "bureau" or "office."

4. Administration Oy full-time officerswho are

thoroughly aad expertly trained.

5. Administration by general rules which are

quite stable and comprehensive.4

Weber's "ideally typical" aspects of bureaucratic behavior

deals exclusively with the formal (structural) aspeCts of modern

organizations. He evoted Very little attention to the unanti-

cipated consequences in terns of their functional and dysfunctional

aspects. Peter Blau5 has e:2nded Weber's theory to take into

account these omissions. He has summarized the characteristics of

all complex bureaucratic organizations as containing the following:

1. The regular activities for the purposes

of the organization are disturbed in a fixed

way as official duties.-- a clear-cut division of

labor calling for only specialized experts in

each particular position.

2. The organization of offices follows the prin-

ciple of hierarchy; that is, each lower office

is under the control and supervision of a

higher one. Officials in administrative

hierarchy are accountable to superiors for -

decisions and actions --- have authority over all



subordinates and use status peroiatives to extend

power of control.

3. Operations are governed by a consistent system

of abstract rules 'axd consist of the appli-

cation of these rules to particular cases. This

assumes uniformity in performance of every task,

regardless of thnumber of persons engaged. Thus,

.elplicit rules and regulations define the res-

pónsibility of each member of the organization

and the relationship between them.

4. The ideal official conducts his office . .

In a spirit of formalistic impersonality.-- without

hatred or passion, and hence without affection or

enthusiasm. Rational standards without inter-

ference from pergonal considerations must prevail;

disinterestedness and lack of personal interest

go together; officials must maintain social dis-

tance and impersonal detachment, i.e., equitable

treatment of all persons.

5. Employment in the bureaucratic organization

is based on technical qualifications and is

protected against arbitrary dismissal. It con-

stitutes a career. There is a system of pro-

f

motions according to seniority and to achieve-

ment, or both .
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.6.. Experience tends universally to show that

the purely burenudratic type of administrative

organization . . . is from a purely technical

point-of view capable of attaining the highest

degree of efficiency. The.fully developed

bureaucratic uiechanism compares iith other .

organizations
exa:tly as does the madhine with

non-mechanical modes of production. Bureaucracy

., solves organizational problems by maximizing
--

oiganizational efficiency.6

Bureaucracy,
accordingly, is a formal and rational organization

in which ideally all of the activities in which members engage are

functionally relaed and coordinated toward the purposes or goals

of the organization. In a similar vein, Robert K. Merton points

to the importance and utility of the concept when he observed that:

The function of security of tenure,

pensions, incremental
salaries and regu-

]arized procedures for promotion is to

ensure the devoted performance of official

duties, without regard for extraneous

pressures.

The chief merit of bureaucracy is its

technical efficiency, with premium

placed on speed, expert control, continuity,

discretion and.optimal returns on output.

The structure is one which approache6 the



complete elimination of personalized relation-

ships and non-tational considerations (hostility,

anxiety, effectual involvements, etc.)
7

Authotitz- The most salient and Most independent variable in

'

bureaucratic organizations is authority. Any bureaucracy must be
t

't

observed as the "flow of authority" within the formal organizational

structure. Authority is the.capacity to evoke compliance from

another, or the ability to.impose one's will on another regardless

of opposition.

/Lot:Weber identified three sources of authority in organiza-

tions: charismatic, traditional and rational'. Chatismatic

authority, he defined as authority based on the magical'and mystical

powers, wisdom and personal characteristics of aa individual. The

CharismAic administrator demands obedience to his authority

because of his status as a person Of trust whose ways of action

have'been "ordained" bY him. Traditional aufhority is based On

the belief in the sanctity of the customary procedures from which'

stems one's authority to exercise control.and power. Here the

administrator expects and even demands obedience as well as loyalty

because he occupies a traditionally sanctioned position in the .

organization. On the other hand rational authority stems from the

superior knowledge and technical competence of the administrator for

allocating roles and facilities of the organization that are re-

quired for the achievement of organizational goals. Weber con-

ceived both charismatic and traational authority as iaappropriate,

especially as organilations changed their forms from nonspecialized



to highly technical kinds of activities. Bothcharisua and

tradition he conceived as antithetical to the processes of

rationalization. As a result, a rational and legalistic authority

structure has euerged in modern organizations.
8

Structural Characteristics of a Bureaucracy

Employing the Weberian methodological conceptual scheua as

a foundation, Robert Presthus
9 constructed a model for an analysis

of the structural characteriStics Of complex modern organizations.

He included the following characteristics in his list: hierarchy,

specialization, oligarchy, co-optation; and status-4Mnxiety.

Hierarchy - Bureaucracy in formal organizations demands a

system of ranking; that is, the staff of specialists is ranked

along a des-cending scale from the top to bottom of the organization.

There is a chain of command extending throughout the entire hier-

archial system. In this respect, hierarchi refers to "line"

reltionship which gives those at the top.of the organizational

structure the right (authority) to manipulate (through decision-

making) the issues and probleus that have to be resolved. Thus,

the main function of hierarchy, as Presthus stressed " . . . is to

assign and to validate authority along a descending scale throughout

the organization.
u10 Hierarchy, accordingly is the foundation upon

which all behaviors iest in bureaucratic organizations.

spssiallaapjon - Organizations necessitate increasing division:::

of labor as they grow and expand. Thus; specialization is another

key structural characteristic of modern formal organizations.
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Specialization means that the organization attracts, and then

arranges individuals.into differential
expectational roles or

offices based on the trained and technical abilities and competencies

*.

that are required for carrying out differentiated tasks. A

specialist must have a "trained capacity" to perform the tasks

of his office.

lkiniala- In traditional terms oligarchy means "rules by

,

the few" and also "rule by -he wealthy"; however, in modern organ-

ization, it refers to those salaried employees at the top of the

hierarchial pyramid who have the power to control. It is charac-

teristic of bureaucratic
organizations to assume an oligarchial

structure by distributing power unequally within the organization. .

This generally means that decisions are made by "the uen at the

top." However, one should not imply that other ueubers of the

organization do not participate in the decision-making process and,

that therefore they are powerless. Men at all administrative levels

mist have power to initiate, to communicate, to sanction and to

direct and to shape the "climate of opinion" and behavior within the

organization.

gozsztati_.on- To fill vacancies, select, promote and transfer

personnel is still another structural characteristic of bureaucracy;

this is co-optation. It is throlth co-optation that the discipline

and the continuity of the organization are maintained. This in-

volves a continuous process by which those in control select and

promote and designate their successors. The function of co-optation
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is to preserve internal uaity; it makes loyalty the main basis

for bureaucratic succession. Also, it is through co-optation that

expectational behavior can be passed on through those selected

I.

after an initial period of induction.

Status - Organizations generate and maintain a status system.

0
Status here refers.to the different amounts of prestige, privileges,

q1.1

deference and rights accorded to the various positions in the

erg

hierarchy. Prestige and privilege which are accorded to the "man

o
ea

at the top" tends to decrease at a disproportionate rate as one

0
ft4

descends the bureaucratic structure. Thus the members of the

JI

organization can be clearly differentiated from others according to

AU

their status. Moreover, status can be used as an accurate indicator

0
ft4 of the positional relationships in .the bureaucratic organization.

-0
Menbers of an organization tend to view the status system with

varying degrees of aaxiety, as they consciously move upward at

differing rates in the organizational structure.

(INSERT HEADING)

0 ,
The theory of administrative behavior as outlined by Arthur

P. Coladarci and Jacob W. Getzelsll was found to be strategically

000
or4 in educational organizations. They viewed administrative behavior

0
r4

'CS

0
0

0

0

0

useful in this attempt to observe and classify bUreaucratic behavior

within a framework of interpersonal relationships. .Structurafly

speaking, interpersonal relationships occur within an organizational

framework of superordination - subordination. Functionally, admin-

istrative behavior takes place in a hierarchy 'of relationships --

"the locus for allocating and integrating roles and facilities in

order to achieve organizational goals."12



Strategically, the authors suggested that interpersonal relation-

ships can be viewed throu& dyads -- the interaction between two

actors: one unit being the initiator of the administrative action, and

the other the recipient. The former:(the initiator) can be ob-

. .
served.as the independent and determining agent, the latter (the

recipient) the dependent and determined.

Administrative behavior, that is, the interpersonal relation-

:ships between-the superordinate and subordinate, involves the

"handling .of authority." The superordinate member of the admtn-

,

istrative dyad exerts or has the right to use authority as he

implements the goals of the organization. The superordinate must

have the right to a power base, i.e a legitimate source of

authority. According to Coladarci and Getzels, " . . . the

functioning .of the administrative process 4pended on the nature

of the interaction in the two situations (the interactions) as they

determined the superordinate - subordinate relationships."13

Administrative behavior, i.e., the interactions between a

plurality of actors (members) of the organization mmst be viewed

and categorized explicitly from three dimensional vantage points,

.These dimensions can be classified in order of importance in terms

of the megpitude of bureaucratic behavior: (1) The Goal Directional

Dimension; (2) The Parameters of 'the Role Behavior; and (3) The

Nature of the Affectivity between the Actors.

Goal-Directed Behavior Bureaucratically speaking, the goal

direction of the interactions (Administrative dyads) between an

initiator and recipient in a formal organization can be observed as
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either rational or non-rational.
14 Behavior is rational in an

organization when the effort is to directand control the main parts

and activities so that each contributes to its maintenance of

equilibrium, as each activity moves toward the accomplishment of

organizational objectives. Moreover,
rationalir/is objective action

based on technical competence and empirical reality. It is

maintenance of a behaviOral nexus between means and ende.. In order'

for the flow of authority (inherent in administratiVe behavior) to

be rational, its sources umst be based on explicitly defined (written)

norue rules and regulatiOnS. And as .the authority flows from

superordinate to subordinate it must contain an impersonal Character

of what rather than who.
15

Oa the other hand, whrs.> behavior is not referent, or contrary

in its consequences, to the stated organization
objectives, then

it is non-rational.
Moreover, the source of the authority i

either Charismatic or traditional, and ofttimes a combination of

both. In these instances9 actions are neither based on technical

competency of the parties, nor are they necessarily relevant to

organizational goals.

ItZler&mctod Behavior.-- The parameters of the role behavior

of actors in an administrative dyad are either functifuse

or funcqkaa11y_sacIfic.
16 "When the members of a dyad are in-

timately bound in such a way that the obligations of one to the

other are taken for granted and are in a sense limitless."" the

behavior is then functionally diffuse. Here the administrator's



authority usually extends into the personal sphere $inCe its parameters

tend to range far beyond the organization's goals and objectives.

It is viitually inevitable'that when an administrative dyad is

functionally diffuse, the adninistrator often finds himself in role

conflict situations. The appearance of role conflict is a certain

indication that the scope of the roles and facilities have been

umbaged inadequately, and dysfunctional patterns of behavior appear

in the organization. On the other hand, when, ". . . the obligations

are restricted to those eleuents in the relationship that are delined

by the technical coupetence and institutional status of

cipants, the behavior is then functionally specific."
18

the parti -

Therefore,.

in order for an administrative relationship 'to keep within the

bureaucratic structure of the organization, the actors mmst assume

appropriate roles compatible to the relationship as defined in

the rules and regulation of the organization..

AffestiAmillpjlEzkos_7- This dimension refers to the personal

character -- presence and state of feelings, emotions and their

influence on behavior -- of interactions between actors. Affectivity

was conceptualized by Coladarci and Getzels
19

as being either

universalistic or partistilaristic. An interaction is universalistic

when emotional considerations are secondary to all others. The

rights and obligations of the participants are defined by legal and

official rather than emotional. considerations (i.e., impersonal

coupetency is a greater factor than personal friendship). In this

instance, the Nhat, has dominance over the who. An act that is
40.00.41.410-4041,



rational in terms of organizational goals in order to maintain its

character of rationality must be implemented through a functionally

specific role and in a universalistic manner. However, affectivity

mmst not be confused with positive "human relations". as they occur

in intergroup and interpersonal relations within any formal organi-

zation.

Behavior is particularistic when it is determined by whai the'

participants mean to each other personally rather than the organi-
.

iational positions they occupy. The overall administration of the

organization is influenced by personal freindships, favoritisM6

nepotism, and informal lines of communication and modes of operation:

P4rticularism is present, for example, when teachers are selected

because they attended a part.C.:ular school or worked for certain

people to which and to whom an administrator has personal ties.

Particularistic behavior is also present in the succession process

or the alloCation of personnel when the administrator says, "John

is a good man. I'll have to make a slot for him in our summer

program." Here., the purpose of his behavior is guided by whom rather

than what is involved. To reiterate, both universalistic and

particularistic relationships may be conducted in accordance

with the,principles of "good human relations." Likewise, these

relationships may just as.easily be characterized as negative and

mutually unsatisfactory to the'participants involved.

A Taxonomic Model For Classifeaucratic Behavior

Figure 1 is a taxonomic tri-dimensional model that has been con-

structed from a retrieval of theories and conceptual strategies,
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some of which have been discussed above. These theories and

strategies were selected chiefly from the writings of Max Weber,

Robert Presthus, Peter Blau, Robert Merton, Talcott Parsons, Arthur

Colidarci and Jacob Getzel, among several others. The functional

purWe of the model is to classify administrative behavior within

the context of bureaucratic organizations. As was indicated

earlier, the foundation upon which the model rests is the concept,

.amthorily.. Accordingly, the "flow of authority," is the discrimi-

rutting variable that determines fhe structure and function of
r:

.

bureaucratic behavior-in any formal organization.

INSERT FIGURE 1 HERE

Amthority, that is, the way it is handled administratively in

an organization, can be observed from three dimensional directions

aaihown af he front end of the model,.as agramaticAllY_MAPPAEllin

Figure 1: its goal, directions, its role parameters, its affectivity

of interpersonal relations. In regard to goa14.-- purposes or '

objectives of the organizations -- "the flow of authority" is either

rational or,non-rational; the role dimensions of the behavior of

members are either SL.incti.onally specific or functionally diffuse;

finally, the effectivity of interpersonal relations is either

universalistic or pant...icularistic.

Structurally, administrative behavior in formal organizations

contains five key characteristLs 11.ted at the top of fhe Figure:

hierarchyo specialization, oligarchy, co-optation, and status. On

the front side of the Figure each of the characteristits is then
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sub-divided according to its functional aspects and arranged into

.
sub-categories of behavioi as follows:

20

1. ALUATAY.
. Rank .

Line-Staff.

Oligarchy

2. Specialization
Office
Expectations

4. Skoptation
ower Selection

Sanction . Succession

5. Status
Prestige
Privilege

91.10.11y1B2Ltickinistrative Behavior in Formal Organizations

It should be stressed again Chat fhe purpose of this theoretical

taxonomic model is for classifying administrative behavior in formal

organizations. Accordingly, the model diagramatically arranges

and focuses observations upon distinct categories of events as they

occur in the behavior of members of an organization.

The strategy outlined.by Coladarci and Cetzels
21 provides the

'
vantage point from which to observe and classify behavior within

the framework of the moAel as shown in Figure 1. In this connection,

behavior is conceived as taking place in the interactions between

individuals and groups in a social structure; the behavior becomes

one of inaranoal relationshiubetween members of the organi-

zation. For taxonomic purposes the strategy is to note, record

and then classify each observable interpersonal relationship as

a distinct specimen or "unit or behavior."

Each observation can be operationally viewed as an administrative

dyadic transaction. By administrative dyadic transaction is meant

an interpersonal relationship of two or indeed a plurality of actors

in an organization who are engaged in interaction. One part of the
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.
Overa.tional Definitions for clasifying_szemarag.c Behavior

-:

Vierarc42:- The grading of authority into a fixed ordered system

of superordinate - subordinate. relqionships.

Rank - Differential degrees of authority according to ,

position in the hierarchy.

7. Line-staff - The vertical descending scale of super- .

ordinate - subordinate relationships between positions'

in the organization. .

ftsialization - The differentiation and asiignment of tasks

in the organization on.the basis of ability, technical

conpetency, and other objective qualifications.

Office - Clearly defined positions to be occupied by

specialists.

Acpectations -.Clearly defined behaviors that accompany
the position occupied.

,
Oligarchy - Occupants of superordinate positions which

carry the right to govern the behavior of the withers .

of the organization.

rower - The right to evoke conpliance.

,y. Sanction The neans by which Compliance is-evoked.

22:22tation - A process by which the continuity of the

organization is assured.

. x. Selection - The recruitment of new individuals into the

organization.

Succession - The reassigning of individuals within the

organization.

Status - Differntials in symbolic behavior between individuals

in the organization.

greatim 7 The allocation to the occppants of positions

of defined .amounts of deference - behavior on the part .

of others in the organization.

yo Priviltv - The defined amount of rights and immunities

enjoyed by occupants of positions in the organization.

S.



A+1tational - a goal directed dimension of an !mteraction in which

the behavior of the actors, implicit and/or explicit, is

- referent to purposive organizational objectives.

;

Non-rational - a goal directed dimension of an interaction in

which the behavior of the actors,.implicit and/or explicit, .

falls outside of the purposive organizational objectives.

Ert.allctionglly_specific - a role dimension of an interaction in

which the behavior of the actors, iiplicit and/or explicit, ,.

falls within the prescribed expectations of their office

or position.

.

Functionally - a role dimension 'of an interaction in

which the behavior of the actors, implicit and/or explicit,

falls outside the prescribed expectations.of their office

' or position.

:

C4. Universalistic - an effectivity dimension of an interaction

in which the behavior of the actors, implicit and/or

explicit, is objective (i.e., defined byorganizational rules

add Is conducted on an impersonal basis.

C- Particularistic - an effectivity dimension of an interaction

in which the behavior of the actors, implicit and/or ",

explicit, is 'subjective (i.e., defined by personal and

emotional ties) and is conducted on a personal basis.
.

-
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dyadic transaction taking place is initiating,Asending or.directing

action; the other part is receiving that action and is modifying

.* his (their) behavior accordingly. This indicates that the sender

of action in the transaction is independent, and accordingly determin-

ing the action, and that the recipieht(4) is dependent or being

determined by that action. While the interactions cesuch adminis-

trative dyads are usually.of superordinate-subordinate,
at tineso,471.17)...v

they can be of a ',verift±cti coordinate
character in the sense that

interactions do occur between specialists of the positions on the

same levels of the hierarchial authority structure.

;
........2.9zer_DevelormetastorTa)

The field study along with the Development of Operational

Taxonomic Units (specimens of organizational behavior), hence6irth

to be.referred to as OTUs is explained in Chapter .
of this

report. Procedurally, the classification of behavior (administrative

dyadic transactions of interpersonal relationships,
actors in an

organization) appearing in these specimens involved five steps:

1. Each "OTU" was examined to determine

whinh of the structural characteristics

were present in each event occuring in

the specimen.

2. The goal dimension of the behavior

(interaction) in these combinations of

characteristics were examined and

determined to be either rational or non-

rational.



a 3. ',Aext, the role dimension was determined

as either functionally specific or fun-

ctionally diffuse.

. 4. Then the affectivity^of the "dyad"

was observed as either universalistic

or particularistic..

5. Finally, each "dyad" was classified on a

worksheet grid specially prepared for

,recording administrative behavior in

bureaucratic organizations within the

s
framework of the theoretical model.

'The process of classifying behavior involved the use of a ,code

developed by Professor Frank Lutz, Director of the Field Study for

, .

the Project. (See Chapter ). Each "dyad" was recorded as an

^ r.

6.1ent in the complex series of interactions appearing in a total

Operational Taxonomic Unit.

Four taxonomists who participated in this research project

selected five OTUs from a total of ninety (90) mounted from the

c.

field study, to be used in this book. EMploying different

theoretical strategies each taxonomist was intereSted in e)iplaining

and analyzing data and then demonStrating as well As testing the

applicability of his models for classifying behavior in organi-,

zations. OTUs #1, #4, #41, #64, and #75 wee those selected.

(See Chapter ).
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Eighty-three dyadic transactions appeared in these.five OTUE;.

The first three OTUs 1/19 #4, and 1/41 were mounted from the field studi

data on the Central Public School DistriCt, and .#64 and.#75 fram the

Urban University case materials. In only ten of the "dyads" were the

goal direciions rational in Central Public School District organize-
.

tions. The remaining 27 were non-rational; 'only two.of these were

functionally specific in role dimensions, and the remaining 25 in
;1

:
addition to being non-rational were functionally diffuse and particu-

laristic. 'On the other hand, each of the "dyads" in.OTUs'#64 and 1/75

were classified as rational, Lanctionally specific, and universalistic.

By focusing on administrative dyadic transactions, i.e., inter-
.

action between members of the organization, one is able to identify

observable behavior expressed in interpersonal relationships in respect

to organizational activity. Moreover, by selecting the "dyads" for .

observation and classification, one can focus on the series of "events"

that occur in a "specimen of behavior" in an organization. That is to

say, this classificatory scheme forces and guides one to view these

"events" within the context of administrative behavior in organizations.

Chart 1 shows the classification of administrative bureaucratic

behavior in terms of dyadic transactions for OTU 1/41. The chart in-

cludes the dimensions of the interactions of these "dyads" or "events"

occuring in this specimen of behavior, along with the structural charac-

teristics and the appropriate subcategories for each of the five charac-

teristics designated by 1,2,3,4,5. The appropriate sub-categories as

indicated previously are'designated by "X" and "Y".for each characte-
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.ristic. The complete classif,..mtion along with the scoring (to be ex-

plained later) appears at the top right hand side of the Chart. Thus,

0/ *
the Chart 1st% compilation of "events" for classifying Ai"piece: of

bureaucratic administrative behavior in a school organization within

the tridimensional theoretical scheme-of the Model.

IISERT CHART I HERE

As the OTU 1;egins, Dr. Sampson, the High School Principal, asked

Mt. Niehouse, the 'Junior High School Principal for an opinion regard-

ing who should teach health during ihe coming school year. As the

first identifiable emitted behavior, it was labelled one (1). The

Placement of one (1), represeuting this behavior, in Chart I was guided

by the logic of the,theoretically devised classification scheme. More

specifically, behavior one (1), in terms of its goal direction mas ra-

tional, since it was an attempt to direct and coordinate the activities

of the organization towards the adhievement of its goals.. Also, the

following structural dharacteristics were present in the behavior.

Hierarchy: line-staff -- The dyadic transaction took place between

two individuals who were kncumbents of positions in the hierarchy. Rank

we's not present since within the organizational structure of Central

Distact Lth men held positions of equal rank in the school organiza-

tion, two secondary school principals. Thus, the absence of a super-

ordinate-subordinate relationship, but nevertheless it is an horizontal

administrative dyadic transaction in as much as Sampson, the initiator

of action that is being received by Niehouse, is sharing behavior with

another administrative officer of equal authority,
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2x and 2y_Specialization: office and expectations -- The activity

engaged in was rational, i.e., within the differentiated technical

.* sphere (i.e., division of labor) of Dr. Sampson's organizational posi-

tion. Moreover, his behavior in attempting the implementation of the

job was in accord with his specialized position. a

3x Oligarchy: power -- Inherent within the transaction was the '

tomer, accrued to the occupants of the superordinate positions, the

right to control the behavior of the subordinate members of the or-

ganization, (i.e., the power to decide who will teach what).

Av Co-optation: succession -- Number one .(1) was entered in this

column of Chart 1 since the dyad was clearly an aspect of the function

of reassigning individuals within the organization.

Moreover, "dyad" one (1) was classified with regard to its role

dimension as fut.ctionacific since Sampson's actions took place

within a role that was appropriate (within the parameter) to the rela-

tionship of specific role structures of the organization. .This same

transaction in its affectivity dimension was classified as being

particularistic, although this was not explicit in the OTU. It was

quite apparent, as pointed out in the brief "case background" to the

OTUs that strong personal ties existed between these administrators.

Indices present in the OTU which wouldresult in such a classifica-

tion were that the task was conducted orally in a face-to-face almost

spontaneous situation; without any written guidelines; the eventual

decision arrivedA was a verbal agreement and subsequently not commit-

ted as an official record.

The dyadic transaction two (2) emitted by Niehouse in response

-;14-
to "dyed" one (I) was classified employing the same proceduie.- Occur-
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ring within the same organizational context, it was classified in the

followini columns: ly - hierarchy,: line-staff; 2x,2y

office and expectations; 3x,3y oligarcht: power and.sanction; and 4y -

cooRtAtion: succession. The transaction, however, is non-rational

since Niehouse's decision was subjectively rather than objectively

',based. It was'based on traditional customary or personal preference

rattier than rules..and regulitions of the school district. It was ap-,

parent in his response that since Niehouse taught health when he was a

physical education teacher, it should be that way in this instance. In

order for the behavior to have been rational, it wuld have had to have

been based on technical clmpetency -- an appraisal of the availability

of staff in terms of student coverage, i.e., fhe comparative student-

teacher ratios betWeen physical education teachers and nurses; the

building assignments of the two groups; and the specific trainings

and. competences of the two groups. In terms of its role dimension,

the behavior ws functionally specific since it fell well within the

parameters of his organizational position. As with the rest of the

behaviors in this interaction, they too, were particularistic since

they were based on personal ties.

The remaining behaviors were classified similarly. Dyadic trans-

action three (3), Sanpson's response to Niehouse, and four (4), Sampson's

asking for Circle's opinion fell into the same classification as ."..dyad"

one (1) with the following'additions and subtractions for nuMber four

(4).

Structural characteristic lx, hierarchy (rank) was present since

Sampson and Niehouse were in a subordinate position to Circlo.e Also,



,

3x, (power) was absent from the behavior. Finally, an entry was made

tinder 5x (status). This was the use of prestige to signify deference

behavior towards Circle (prestige) which was non-rational in terms of

the organizational objectives (i.e., rather than make.the decision

they'deferred to judgment of a !non-expert"). .

Circle's response, dyadlc.transaction five (5), was non-rational

since it was subjective and personal. It is not based on any explicitly

defined norms -- rules, and regulations. Further, it was non-rational

in terms of specialization since the area under discussion was outside

of the realni of.his (Circle) organizational position and technical

competency. For these same reasons, it represented the non-rational

use of power and sanctions in the performance of a succession action.

Also, the behavior is functionally diffuse since it fell outside

of the prescribed expectations of his office (characteristic of charisma).

That is, where the organizational role is highly internalized, the ad-

ministrator recognizes few parameters to the limits of his authority

and presumed expertise. His authority extended into every aspect of

the organization's functions and beyond to the extra organizational

facets of its member's lives. With regard to effectivity, the behavior

was particularistic for the same above stated reason's.

By Way of contrast and for the purpose of further testing the

application of the theoretical model, the classification of dyadic

transactions in Chart 2 contains 31 "events" that took pl'ace at a

meeting between the Summer School Director, Dr. Cook, and Dr. Lewin,

the Chairman of the Social Studies Department in Urban University. In

it, Dr. Lewin sought and received direction and approval to recruit 'an
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outstanding visiting professor for the summer sescion Implicit in

the agreement was that this procedure would also serve as a means of

attracting and reviewing persons to be considered for regular appoint-

mentd to the staff.

INSERT CHART 2 HERE
. .

The dyadic transactions engaged in were bureaucratic; that is,

the behavior of both members of ihe "dyads" were rational and in accord

with the objectives at hand. In terms of goal directi n there were no

observable deviations.in behavior from the attainnent of organizational

goals. The questions and answers of both men were directed toward the

meking of decisions on the basis of full and accurate information as

they had uncovered'. Dr. Cook explicitly defined for Lewin the rules

under which he was to operate in negotiating salary with the prospective

staff menber. Repeatedly, during the interactions, Dr. Cook rationally

engaged in privileged behavior in interrupting Lewin to either seek or

.give additional information. At other times he employed a positive

sanction by telling Lewin that his ideas were excellent. Later, he

utilized power to caution not to "enter into any firm agreement."

Throughout, Lewin responded with deference (i.e. "That's right,"

"Very good.").

At no time during the exchange was either individual observed as

moving out of his organizational role. The behaviors of both were

functionally specific and the effectivity was universalistic. Perhaps

the observed behavior that demonstrates this most categorically todit

place at the end of the meeting when Dr. Cook made reference to himself
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or whomever else would be in his
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position come September. This expresses

an objective view of his office or the position in the organization

rather than the subjectiv-a\aew of the internalized position. Here

the adminisLrator sees the life of the organization continuing with or

without him. Contrast this "official-legal" posture with that of the

"charismatic-traditional" administrator whose perception of himself is

inseparable from A's organizational status.

Classes of Bureaucratic Behavior in EduCatiAlallIsmills

Eight classes of bureaucratic behavior in educational organizations

emerge logically from the tri-dimensional theoretical model. Each class

represents a distinct category of behavior that can be observed through

the interaCtions (dyadic transactfoas) of administrative personnel in

school organizations. The eight class categories can be labelled as

follows:

5q
1. RUG° Rational - Specific - Universalistic '

RSP Rational - Specific - Particularistic

3. RDU Rational - Diffuse -.Universalistic

4. RDP Rational - Diffuse - Particularistic.

5. NSU -- Non-rational - Specific - Universalistic

6. NSP Non-rational - Specific - Particularistic

7. NDU Non-rational - Diffuse - Universalistic

6. NDP -- Non-rational - Diffuse - Particularistic
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'INSERT TABLE I HERE

Table I presents the distribution of classes of bureaucratic behari

vior explicitly indicated in ninety OTUs. These data, mounted as speci-

uen or
Ifpieces 111 of bureaucratic behavior, were selected from the case

study aaterials. Upon inspection all ninety OTUs were found to be

classifiable within the theoretical scheme. A cursory examination o

the table reveals that at least one OTU fell into

classificsatory system.

y categol f the

The table also reveals that there was a total of 66 OTUs mounted--
,

from the field data collected at Central:Public School District, and a

total of 24 OTUs were taken.from data collected at Ufban. University.

Of the ninety OTUs, 63 were classified as rational and 27 were non-

rational. At one extreme, 47 were rational, Specific and universalistic;

at the other extreme 22 were non-rational, diffuse and particulariltic.

There were 39 of a total of the 66 OTUs of Central Public School

Distric that were rational, while 27 were non-rational; 23 were rational,

specific, and universalistic, while 22 (almost one-half) were non-

rational, diffuse and particularistic.

In regard to the OTUs mounted from the field data of Urban Univer-

sity, all 24 were classified as rational specific and universalistic in

each of the three of the dimensions of the scheme -- goal direction,

role behavior and affectivity. However, when one views the data col-

lected and mounted in-90 OTUs of the fiAd study, it is apparent from

this classificatory distribution that approximately one half of the ad-

ministrative behavior, especially that observed in Central Public School

District is non-bureaucratic or at least of a pre-bureaucratic character.

Once the behaviors in the interpersonal relations ("dyadic t.eans-.
f
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Actions") were classified, each OTU was then categorized and labelled

according to the eight classes of bureaucratic administrative behavior

senerated by the conceptual scheme.. Quintile ranges were employed to

account for the varying sizes (the nuMber of dyadic traniactions) of the.

OTUs. This enabled one to classify and then to compare OTUs regardless

of the magnitude of behavior present in them.

Returning again to the classification grid for OTU #41, (Chart* I)

attention'is directed to the scoring boxes at the upper right corner.

The lettersmitr, "B",'"C" each followed by a positive or negative symbol,

correspond to the bureaucratic and pre-bureaucratic polarities of the

three dimensions of the interactions. The boxes headed."lx".through

"5y" correspond to the structural characteristic in the scheme. Using

a scoring system of 0 to 5, (0 meaning no behavior of this type present;

meaningef the dyads in the OTU, between 1 to 20 percent were of this

Mpe; 2 meaning that between 21 and 40 percent of the behavior fell into

that classification; 3, 41-60 percent; and so on.) The frequency of the

occurrences of behavior in each category was convertdd into quintile

scores

The scoring for OTU 1/41, then can be read as of all the behaviors

present in the "dyads" in the OTU, with reference to their goal direction

.
Utmension, between 41 and 60 percent of the behaviors were rational while

between 21 and 40 percent were non-rational. In terms of role dimensions,

61 to 80 percent were functionally specific Ihile between 1 and 20 per-

cent were functionally diffuse. Finally, all of the behaviors were

particularistic with regard to their effectivity; none having been

classified as eniversalistic.\--This Was the actual classification score



since the scores fhat follow in boxes lx to 5y describes the organizational

context 'of .the behavior, which is determined by the actual job engaged

in by the members of the "dyads", and has already been Accounted for in

the classification.

Ihe use of quintile scores enables one to arrange .6ach of the OTUs

along a continuum ranging from i positive pole (bureaucratic) at one

1 extreme, to that of a negative pole (pre-bureaucratic). it the other ve

extreme. 'The quintile score would indicate the degree of bureaucratic

1,04027Za
behavior in.the specimen under inspection. By assigning

1
po.silang numbers,

0 td#5, and negittive nUmbers tcr5, for each of the three categories
A

goal, role and affectivity -- it is then possible to compute meaningful

quantitative scores for the three dimensions a behavior as indicated Lu

the model.

The highest possible scores on the two poles of the continuum would

be4).5.at one end and -15 at the other. By finding the differenceA the

. sums of the positive and negative numbers, the relat/ve degree of

. bureaucracy present in eaCh specimen (OTU) could be calculated. A formula

for such a procedure can be stated as follows:

BB in B C) + (-43) (-C)

For example, OTUs #41 and 1164 after classification could then be

scored by using the above formula.

OTU #41

BB " 1(6 + 4 + 0) - (2) + (1) 4- (5).

= 7 . 8

BB re 1
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OTU #64

. BB rat 5 + 5 + 5) (0) + (0) + (0)

15 - 0

BB +15sa

The application of this quantitative procedure along with others

.,.will aid in developing more refined and discriminating classifications

..

of behavior within the OTUs. For example, upon closer inspections of

OTUs 1141 and #6,4, after the applications of the quantitative method

of scoring them, it becomes apparent that they are quite dissimilar.

OTU #41 can now be classified as Rational Specific and Particularistic

(RSP). It is tn admixture of both bureaucratic and pre-bureaucratic

behavior; the score of -1 indicates that it falls almost at the center

(zero point) of the continuum. OTU #64, on the other hand, is Rational,

Specific and Universalistic (RSU); the score of +15 means that this piece

of behavior is'"purely" bUreaucratic.

INSERT FIGURE 2 HERE

Figure 2 shows the distribution of the degrees of bureaucratic

behavior scores in 90 OTU of the study'. The OTU are placed along a

.continuum with scores ranging from +15 to -15; from "purely" bureau-

cratic behavior to "purely" pre-bureaucratic behavior,respectively.

The figure indicates that 27 specimens were scored +15, while 9 were

scored -15. Five OTUs were scored at the zero point of the scale meaning

'that they contained equal amounts of bureaucratic and pre-bureaucratic in*

terms.of dyadic transactions. The remaining OTUs fell along the conti-

nuum with plus and minus scores indicated in tfie figure. It becomes
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apparent that the specimens under inspection, when viewed.together re-

present,virtually every class category of pre-bureaucratic and bureau-

, iratic behavior.

The classification generated from the model must be conceived as

theoretical entities. Nevertheless, from the foregoing analysis, it

becomes clear that the concepts herein employed can be specified

operationally for researchvurposes. Moreover, the classifications

can be viewed in terms of categoric logic to which statistical concepts

and measures may be applied. However more definitive refinement of

statistical methods to this initial taxonomic exercise must wait on

future developments and applications of this and other conceptual

schemes.

Profi4s of Bureaucratic Behavior

Taxonomists whose purpose is to develop classifications and then

to test them against empirical reality will always find it useful to

arrange their data graphically, and then to see how well the data are

accounted for by the strategies arid theories involved. The emphasis

in this instance is upon observing the relationships between concepts

employed in the theoretical framework. The graphic presentation of

the data places them in bold relief and also dramatizes the essential

elements of the theoretical scheme in terms of configurational patterns.

An example of such a graphic presentation is shown by figures 3

and 4. The circles are graphic representations of "slices" of bureau-

cratic behavior in educational organizations which were .taken from the

case materials. As such, they are units of specimens of behavior that
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41.1116-41110.4110.

have been lifted out of the case for "microscopis" inspection in terms

of the inner structure of particular units of bureaucratic behavior.

EaCh specimen mounted graphically is much like that of the stop action

of a moving picture;.accordingly, it cannot be fully comprehended in

and by itself; only the internal structure of relationships can be ob-

,
served and understood. However its relationship to other units of be-

L"

.

!..r.frCrpotowanwswofflgsta--1........111.-

havior cannot be analyzed. Such "macrascopic" relationships must be

viewed and analyzed in the context of the dynamics or "on goingness" of

the actions and interactions as each relates to the others in the com-i-
\

. plexity of the phenomena under investigation.

INSERT FIGURES 3 AND 4 HERE

In figures 3 and 4 the circles*are rimmed by the five character-

istics of bureaucratic behavior as presented in the theoretical model:

hierarchy, specialization, oligarchy, co-optationt'and status. The

appropriate sub-categories bf.behavior appear under each of the

Characteristics. For each sub-category of behavior, a wedge can be

seen in respect to the three dimensions of bureaucratic behavior:

goal, role and affectivity. If, however, the behavior is bureaucrati-

cally rational a plus (f) mark appears at the top of tbe wedge; if, on

the other hand, the'behavior is bureaucratically non-rational, a minus

,
(--) mark is indicated for that wedge.

Each wedge'in the circle represents the nature of the laiteractions

in the specimen as it relates to the appropriate concepts employed in

the scheme. The wedge also corresponds to the scale used iwthe scoring
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of OTU as explained earlier in the chapter.

The:two profiles as shown in. figure Z slid figure 3 are OTUs #41

and #64, respectively. They reveal the patterns of the interpersonal

behaviors (administrative dyadic transactions) occurring within. these

"stop action" pictures. It becomes apparent to the casual observer

that these two "slices" or spedimens of bureaucratic behavior .in edu-

cational organizations are markedly different' from each other. However,

it must be remembered that these two cross sectional pieces of behavior

have been lifted from two sets of data: the case materials of the

Central School District and the observations conducted at Urban Univer-

sity,

Distributionandnalltude of Bureaucratic Behavior

The distribution and magnitude of bureaucratic* behaVior in OTUs #41

and #64 are also shown graphically in-figures 5 and 6. The figures in-

elude each of the characteristics of the conceptual framework, along

with the sub-categories. At the left side of the graph are plus (+)

marks at the top and minus (-) marks at the bottom. These indicate

bureaucratic and pre-bureaucratic behavior, respectively. At the bot-

tom of the graphs are the codes for the dimensions of the behavior;

.goal, role, and effectivity. When the administrative dyads that have

been.classified and scored, each OTU can be placed on the graph. OTUs

#41 and #64 reveal sharply different patterns in terms of the distri-

bution and the magnitude of particular interactions within the inlier

. structure of these "0.eces" or units of behavior. Again, they also in-

1.1.c.11,ulAaa tr"..
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dieate that there may be.significant differences in bureaucratic be-
.

. havior between Central School District and Urban University.*

INSERT FIGURES 5 AND 6 HERE

The use of graphs can be thOught of as an importan technique or

device for the taxonomist. The accumulation of graphic representations

schema.

These illustrationn of the utility of these types of graphic

t

of units of behavior for matching and analytic purposes not only gets

at the applicability of the concepts but also determines the discrimi-

nation force of the variety of variables employed.by. the conceptual .

analyses of empirical evldences, especially in taxonomic research

projects, suggest that they performed several functions: (1) They pro-

vide the taxonomists with a series of "stop action" pictures of the ca-

.

tegories of behavior classified from the real world; (2) they give one

'in part clues and insights regarding the "shape" of the behaviors oceuring

within the structure; (3) they show the interrelations between and

among the concept employed in the theoretical scheme; (4) they serve

as a check of the utility of the model; (5) they show the discriminating

power of concepts and variables; and finally, (6) they provide some base

lines for deriving relevant hypotheses for testing and further research.
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, ,
of.this research project was to develop a taxonomy through the

classification of bureauáratic behavior in complex modern

-organizations. We began our investigation with the assumption

I.

SUMMARY

By way of summary, it should be recalled that the.purpose

that a taxonomy is sets of classifications which are ordered and

arranged, and are consistent with a sound theoretical view. The

conceptual strategy selected to deVelop one of the important aspects

of .a classification of behavior in modern organizations whs based

on bureaucraticItheory.

It was the view of this taxonovist thatlbureaucratic theory

.
would provide a unified view, and a method of identifying, observ-

: ing, classifying, explaining and predicting relationships between

the.phenomena of behaviors in formal organizations. In other .

.words, bureaucratic theory was selected because: (1) it is a com-

prehensive theory for dealing with organizational behavior; (2)

its dimensions are well grounded in fhe behavioral sciences -7 -

sociology, social psychology, anthropology, political science and

ecenomics; (3) it offers strategic heuristic advantages, especially

for classificatory purpose ai one moves toward a taxonomy of

organizational behavior.

Thus, to pl.it this another why it may be said that the sUbject

of this investigation is the classification of organizational.

behavior; the subject of oui taxonomy, as is the case,of all

taxonomies, is these classifications; indeed, the theoretical
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strategy upon which the subjects of investigation rest is bureau-

cratic theory.

Br,Icause classes of a taxonomy may not be defined by their

membership properties but only by their relationship, this study

began by grouping together individual concepts of.buraaucracy into

a system of relationships. The problem then became one of under-

*standing groupings and their relationships in conceptual terms.

This enables one to make generalizations and to extend knowledge in

' the behavioral sciences from this mode of inquiry. This is to say

that Zhe construction of classes of administrative behavior within

the franework.of bureaucratic theory may serve as important advances

.in each of the behaviorial sciences, including education, con-

cerned With explening and generalizing about the behavior of

. humans in complex modern organizations.

There are many generalizations inherent in this research

project fhat are implicit in the relationships between the concepts

employed in the scheme fox classifying behavior of administrators

in organizations. At this summary point of an initial effort to

develop a taxonomy, it might be suggestiye to put these generaliza-
.....

tions in the form of a series of propositions.' These propositions

skty serve as summary statement that could become research l'ench-

marks" for generating useful researchable hypotheses in organiza-.

.tional behavior of School administration. The six statements

listed below represent examples of fruitful and relevant propositions:
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1. School administrators whose organizational' -

behaviors are rational with regard to goal .

directions tend to delegate wore authority

than do school administrators whose organi-

zational behaviors are non-rational.

2. Sdhool administrators whose organizational

behaviors are functional specific with regard

'to role dimansions tend to handle the "flow

of authority" in their school organizations

more rationally than do school adninistrators

,whose behaviors are functionally diffuse.

3. School administrators who organizational

behaviors are universalistic, that is, based

on impersonal considerations, in their inter-

actions with staff members, tend to use less

power and to evoke fewer sanctions for com-

pliance thari do school administrators whose

organizational behaviors are particularistic

and whose interactions with'staff are based

on personal considerations.

4. Administrative behavior that depends

':upon tradition and the dharisma of the "wan

at the top" of the'hierarchy as the source

of authority in the school organization tends

to generate mora role conflict among its

. :
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members than aninistrative behavior that

depends upon "legal" and "official" rules as the,.

source of authority.

.5 School administrators whose behaviors are

t.

particuiatistic in affectivity dimensions tend

co-op -- select and promote -- personnel that

. 'Ls "indifferent" .and accordingly have low morale

to.the goals of the school organization, while

sthool*administrators whose behaviors are imi-

w6rsalistic tend to co-op -- select and promote SUMO

personnel that is committed and atcordingly have %.

,high morale to the goals of the school organi-

zation.

6. Scaool administrators whose behaviors are

rationally based tend to allocate greater

. prestige and greater amounts of privileges to

its staff personnel than do school administrators

whose behaviors are non-rational.

Finally, some examples of relevant,hypotheses in respect to

; the rapidly growing theories and knowledge in educational adminis-

tration Can be generated from this taxonomy. The hypothpses

euarging from this study are presented to demonstrate the utility

ot this tri-dimensional theoretical scheme. The effort çhere is

to show the relationship between and among theories and concepts

and those of other theoretical scheues now in current usage in

educational.administration.- The following hypotheses therefore
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are given as example of sone areas of needed research in

educational administration:

1. that if the "dyadic transactions"

(communic.ations) between scgool administrators

. and the umbers of.their organizations are

particularistic and rests primar4y on

traditional and charismatic behavior, then

:.,there will be a greater tendency to deny the

.

authority of itiose administrators than those

vihose communications are universalistic and
0*

'

based on "legal"itten rules of the

organization.

2. lhat.if school administrators used their

*offices as autonomous in decision-makin& then

the behavior of subordinates will tend' to

. exhibit .greater dysfunctional behavior in

role expectations than will the behavior

of subordinates whose administrators

allocates authorities, specify the scom

and function of duties of subordinates.

3. that if school administrators co=§.2:--

recruiti select and promote -- personnel

in their organization with nestitjmissiEg_.c.

affectiyism, then there is likely to.be a .

greater proportion of "indifferehts" and
1.1
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fewer ".uPward mpbiles"'En th;Ar,ichool organizations.

than among school administrators who co-op personnel

with universalistic affectivitm.

4. that if administraors are rational in their

actions in terms of organizational goals, then there

will tend to be.a greater aMount of compliance in

the behavior of subordinates than among those whose

-administrative behaviors ari non-rational in terms

or organizational goals.
,

5. that administrators of lAsympshoolgrgani-
.

zations tend to run their organization with

greater degrees of bureaucratization than do ad-

ministrators.ok)mall school organizations.

6. that administrators in rural (2Lehmitsgt.)

'school districts tend to score lower in bureau-

cratic behavior than do achool administrators-

of Imban (mtelischalI) school districts.

7. that when there is an increase in

zation in school organizations then the effect ,

willlikely result in:

;

(a) a "flatter" status structure

(b) a shift in siecl.2102.:mahing toward

lower levels of the structure'

(c) a decrease in authority ai the top
\

of the structure
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.(d) a lessening of conflict in role

expectations :

8. that when the behavior of administrators are

non-rational, and functimILLEALE501 then the

effects will tend toward:
:

.,.

). (a) "taller" organizational structures

(b) smaller suns of control

./ (c) the locus of, decisions at higher .

tl

pointd in the status structure

9. that the more hessaammula the membership of

a school organization, the higher the degree of

bureaucratic administrative behavior, of the .

organization.

10. that the greater the number of persons in

a school organization with personality need

dispositions for power, the greater will be the

.
tendency for the organizational hierarchy to

be "taller" than when there is a small number of

persons with smh needs dispositions.

11. that the more adaptative and flexible the

perponality type a school administrator.has in

"respect to playing "tough-minded" roles in

school organizations, the more likely his

behavior will be rational than n'on-rational

in his organizational decisions.

.6

1
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(d) a lessening of conflict in rolk:

expectations

8. that when the behavior O° administrators are

non-rational, and functionallydgitme, then the

effects will tend taward:
.

i (a) "taller" organizational structures

, (b) saller spans_of control
. .

(c) the locus Of, Aecisions at higher .

pointe in the status structure

9. that the more iIerogeneo the membership of

a school organization, the higher the degree of

I.

'. bureaucratic administrative behavioT of the

: organization.

!i;
10. that the greater the nuMber of persons in

a school organization with personality need

' .

I 4

dispositions for power, the greater will be the

tendency for the organizational hierarchy, to

be "taller" than when there is a small number of

, persons with such needs dispositions.

: 11. that the more adaptative and flexible the

.
.

omoyality. type a school administrator has in

.
'respect to playing "tougb-minded" roles in

q school organizations, the more likely his

behavior will be rational than non-rational

in his organizational decisions.

.
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12.. that administrators who, engage in informal

relations with merrbers of their organizations

that are particularistic in affectiylly are more

likely to produce a greater amount of status

anxiety among the imubers than do administrators

whose informal ielations are miversatistic.
;.,

0

0
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TABU I

Distribqtion of Bureaucratic Beha.dor by Cins.s Catertories apnearinfil in

NluaLLS22x21:Lpal Truppnmic Upits of.Field Stulx.191:;.aaLul Public

3ch.(;o1.District.aud 13/,:ban UnivzlEsitz.

Educationa1

Class Categories

RATIONAL: NON-RATIONAL
'Total's

Organizations .RSU. BS? RAU. RAP .NSU NS? 1CUU ND?

Central
Public School 23 7 1 8 2 2 1 22 66'

'District
.

'y

Urban Univ. 24 . . . . . . 24.

Totals 47 . 7 1 8 2 2 1 22 90
.:=
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Figure
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CHAPTER VI

SYSTEMS THEORY AND TAXONOMIC INQUIRY INTO

ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR IN EDUCATION

by Glenn L. Immegartl

That systens theory was used as one of the theoretical strategies

in this research is understandable if for no other reason than "people

tend to think in terms of systems"2 and, at present, systems ap-

proaches and conceptualizations are in vogue. The rationale for the

use of this body of theory is, of course, more logical in origin.

Systems notions have proved of value as theoretical constructs,
3

as

'The writer wishes to acknowledge the contribution of Mt. Frank

Pilecki who served as a graduate assistant in the course of this re-

search. Not only did Mt. Pilecki play a vital role in the conduct

of the research, but he also assisted greatly in the planning and

formulation of this chapter.

..2Adapted from Daniel E. Griffiths, "Use of Models in Research,"

Educational Research: New Perspectives, Danville, Illinois:

.Interstate Printers, 1963, p. 126.

11See, for example, Daniel E. Griffiths, "The Nature and Meaning

of Theory," in Behavioral Science and EducatiortAdministration.
N.S.S.E, Yearbook, Part II. Chicago: University of Chicago Press;

1964, pp. 95-118; James G. Miller, "Toward a General Theory for the

Behavioral Sciences," Anerican Psychologist, Vol. X (1955), pp. 513-

531; Gordon Hearn. Theory Building in Social Work. Toronto:

University of Toronto Press, 1958; and Karl Menninger, The Vital

Balance. New York: The Viking Press, 1963.
kgramaamx samuri.wrasa.w.r



vehicles for understanding organizational phenomena 4and as a class-

ification or taxonomic framework.5 ( Systems theory has, therefore,

already exhibited some relevance for the matters at hand and has

given indication of even greater potential in a vast realm of appli-

cations with behavioral phenomena.

Before looking directly at the theoretical base used in this
*ea

it'should. be pointed out that no explicit, comprehensive

formulation of systems.tfieory,exists. Rathet, there are a number of

closely relatedv more or leas complete, more or less rigorous, and

more or less empirically verificble,theciries (with a small "t")

emanating from von Bertalanffy's conception of General Systems

,Theory,
6 the science of cy;bernetics,7 and the operations reSearch

4See, for example, Stanford L. Optner. Systems Analysis for ,

Business and Industrial Problem Solvina. Englewoodbliffs: Prentice-

Hall, Inc., 1965; and f. K7WerriaTffilomeostasis in Groups" in

General- Systemp, Yearbook of the Society for General Systems Research,

(IXi 1964, pp. 205-218.

See, for example, N. M. Smith, and M. C. Marney, "The Domain,

of Adaptive Systems: A Rudimentary Taxonomy," in General Systems.
6144G1MX.444140,4 X+ MIMI

MO cit. pp. 107-1340

6Ludwig von Bertalanffy, "General Systems Theory," Main Currents.
in Modern T.11.99 11 (1955), p..77.

7Norbert Wiener. The ruman Use pf yuFftn Beinpi. Garden City,
N. Y. : Doubleday Anchor Books, 1956; and W. R. Ashby. .4n. Fro:.
ductfoct. to cykerntics. New York: John Wiley' and Sons, 1956.

: 4
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3

movement.
8 The diverse sources of systems ideas should in no way be

disconcerting since the similarities of resultant theories give_evi-

dence of their potential for.eventual unification into a Theory

(with a capital "T") uhidh will hopefully "contain universal princi-

pies applicable to all systems."9

In this research a number of systems theories were drawn upon.

The theoretical base is necessarily eclectic and indebted to a variety

of researchers and scholars. By using systems concepts drawn from a

number of sources, one is not hampered by the upual problems in

coMbining theories because, in fact, systems theories, in spite of

their origin, are remarkably similar and depart from eadh other more

.

ln terms of emphasis or focus than substance or form.
v..,

Systems Theory

In explicating the theoretical base for this taxonomic inquiry

into organizational behavior in education, definition of the term

system and clarificatin,of basic systems concejyts are essential first

considetitions. Numerous system definitions have been advanced and

8C. W. Churchman, and Others. Introductiol to ppEatIons Re-

search. New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1957

9Adapted from von Bertalanffy, cit. p. 1.



/.

cart be foUnd in the growing literature on systems." .1n this chapter

4

'uSe of:the term coaforms with the definition enunciated by Hall and
Ne

:Fagan: "A system is a set of objects together with relationships

between the objects and between their attributes.
ull This definition

was selected not only because of the frequency of its use in the

systems' literature but also because it contains the basic elements

embraced by most system definitions. Further, this definition is

relatively easily grasped by those not familiar with systems concepts

or the systems mode of thought. If additional definitional clari-

fication is needed, Grinker's delineation of a system as "some form'

.in itructure or operation, concepts br function, composed of united

df .

and integrated parts". should be adequate.12 These definitions are

quite compatible and umtually inclusive.

.

The term system can be used tO refer to a vast array of things

1,/c(, /X

"See 0. R. Young, "A. Survey of General Systems Theory," in

General aptems. op. cit.. pp. 61-82, for a comprehensive listing

of definitions and sources of definitions, and a generally good

classification of systems concepts.

11A. D. Hall, and R. E. Fagen, "Definition of System," in General

kateps. Yeafbook of the Society for General Systems Research, Vol.

1, 1956, p. 18.

.12Roy R. Grinker. TowFq a Unified Theory ofHuman Behavior.
rarta.vamoomm...e..awaa.

Basic Books, 1956, p. 370a
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from the smallest "whole" to the total universe. There are value

systems, number systems, solar systems school systems, spacecraft

systems, and.even betting systems. Or, vlewed in another way, as

Niller notes, there are conceptual systems, concrete systems, and

abstracted systems.13 In aily event, large or small, simple or com-

plain, concrete 'or abstract, all systems exhibit certain properties:
14

1. All but the smallest systems have 2122:27.21e22.

2. All but the largest systems have supra-systens.

a. All systems have factors that ;ffect the structure and

function of the syste.m.. Factors wiihin the system are

variables; factors in the systemts environment are

rs.

ELIEEPIEE.

4. All systems have boundaries which are more or less arbitrary

demarcations of that included within and that excluded from

the system.

All systems hava environment which is everything external

to (without the boundary of ,. the system.

6. All systems exist in tir.,..._nesace,__,

13James G. Miller, "Living Systems: Basic Concepts," Behavioral
Science, X (July, 1965), pp. 201-209.

14Essentially :trom Griffiths, op. cit., pp. 116417; and Hearn,

221.. eic" pp. 44-50.
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7. All systems tend toward 2Etam, a state of randomness,

disorder,.and inertia.

There are two general kinds ar types of systes--the "open"

system and the "closee system. Open systems are those which exchange

matter and.energy with their environment. Closed systems are isolated

from and not related to their environment. All closed systems char-

acteristically move more or less directly toward entropy, actually

a "death-state," while open systems by vthue of *their ability to

capitalize on their environment can combat entropy'and thus can

eitist in a dynamic life-state, a "growth-statq typified by order,

.differentiations'variation, and increasing complexity. Since this

research is concerned only with open systems, the.theoretical base

is derived from theories of open systems.

Existing theories evidence the variety of ways open systems can

be dimensionalized and studied. Wad's, for exampl, investigated

systems in terms of structure and function.
15 Optner has noted

systems can be examined in terms of subsystem (microscopic) or

outcome (macroscopic) analysis16. And, Biller has observed that systems

IonmeanaKamaavaaawaablaalasaulautsawavicanawassma

15Paul Weiss, "Animal Behavior as System Reaction: The Orien-

tation Toward Light and Gravity of the Resting Postures of Butter-

flies," in General Systems. Yearbook of the Society of General Systems
AIMViNVO 0..r.1100.,C,..w5N41.0

Research, Vol. 119 1957, pp. 1-44.

16 Optner9 ae. cit., p. 28.



can be viewed in terms of their components, form of organization, or

processes (e.g., steady state or life history).
17 Such ways of

looking at systems illustrate the various perspectives used.in the

formulation of existing open system theories. Resultant theories

are neither'mutually exclusive nor all-inclusive, and at present

to maximize the understanding of a systems a multi-theory approach

is advantageous, if not essential. The precise advantages of the

multi-perspective, eclectic approach used in this research will be

set forth in the next section on classification strategy and the

specific classification schemes used. First, however, the oVerall

theoretical base needs to be described.

Review of systems literature has revealed essentia4y four

distinct theoretical'approaches toward conceptualizing systems. They

are:
Commgmaglm systems theories or "theories of the whole"-

These theories focus generally and often subjectively on

total or "whole" systems and their obvious components, the

components' attributes, and the relationships between the

components and their attributes.18

17.7ames G. hiller, "Living Systems: Strticture and Process,"

,
Behavioral Science, X (Octdbe.., 1965), pp. 337-338..

18See, for.example, HaA and Fagen, op. cit0, pp. 18-28Clr. F2



2. "Process" or subsystem -theories.- Theories of this type are

concerned with microscopic analysis and focus on the pro-

cessing of inputs through system subsystems'into system

output.
19

3. Theories of system roperties- These theories represent

macroscopic analydis and derive fram the recurpmg proper-

ties and states evinced in the life-space of a wide variety

of systems.
20

PlackSasmies.asamizp12.- Theories of this type

focus on the oUtcomes or products of system action..relative

to their impact on the system and/or its environment.21

Together these four categories of theoretical formulations constitute

the theory base for this systems approach to taxonomic inquiry.into

organizational behavior in education.

IlmollimPletleMr.ammilmwrommowsveawritamitarenweareso

19See, for example, Ashby, op. cit.: Optner, op. cit., pp. 36-51

(in particular); and Miller, "Living Systems: Structure and Process,"

22.. cit.
20See, for example, Hearn, op. cit., P. 43-51: Griffiths, op.

cit., pp. 116-118; and George S. Maccia, "An Educational Theory M.Odel:

General Systems Theory," The Ohio State University Center for the

Construction of Theory in Education, Occasional 1-aper 62-126, 1962.

2ISee, for example, Optner, op pit.; and Edgar H. Schein. Or-

panizIttpnal Psychology. Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, Inc.,

1965, pp. 96406.
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systfallemies of the Whole- Systems by definition are units or

: wholes and an obvious advantage of the concept of system is its in-

herent concern for totality rather,than isolated aspects or selected

parts of wholes.
22 In taxonomic research, especially in the early

stages relative to'a range of phenomena, it is imperative to be

cognizant of the entire entity to be classified. Selected parts or

ts of parts of the whole may or may not be characteristic or re-

presentative of the entity per se. Systems, as entities, are composed

of components or parts but take their unique meaning from these com-

.ponents and their attributes and the relationships that exist between

th,qse components and attributes.

In behavioral units (or systems) such as those which can be

found in educatiOnal organizations, there are obvious components sudh

as actors, inputs, organization, and output, and attributes of -these

components such as characteristics and loci of actors and input, or-

ganizational machanisms and sub-systems, and affective or productive

resultants or outcomes. Suc4 components and their attributes can be

lidked in an infinite variety of mys and their relationdhips in

terms of this linkage relative to output or the products of system

action form one way of looking at a system. "Wholes" or organiza-

tional behavioral units can be represented or conceptualized in terms

410,CfmMujimiget.amesaloWq100110110==.4140ftWitrOVILTIV

2211a11 and Fagen, op. cit., p. 28.

e,
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of categories derived from relevant general system concepts such as-

actors, input, organizational mechanism(s), organizational sub-

system(s), output, and locus or loci of forces to give meaning to

otherwise amorphous .entities and to enable them to be systematically

compared. Comprehensive or inclusive systems theory can provide a

meant for viewing Ostems, reducing them to manageable units, and

classifying them accOrding to theoretically derived categories.

Such theory, however, has somewhat limited utility since it

tends not to reduce ambiguity, does not minimize subjectivity, and,

due to the complexit7 of most meaningfui systems, tends to gloss

over many important and specific system characteristics. Obviously

to maximize, classificatory power, more precise and detailed theo-

.retical constructs are also needed to augment this kind of theory

in order to achieve the goals o.f Ixonamic research.

NIEE11,ssus2122.212,22D2..The essence of systems as revealed by all

forms of systems theories is the input-output relationship. Process

theories are concerned precisely with this aspect of the total system

concept. They deal with the transformation of inputs through pro-

cessing subsystems into outputs and the resulting effect of output

on subsequent input in terms of feedback. The classic "black box"

conceptualization of a system illustrates this type of theory .



23
graphically,

*-1

V-.

Input

Figure 1

The."Black Box" model of the

basic input-output system.

.41

Feedbadk

.b.

Processing Subsystem(s) Out ut

.,

"Black Box"

23.Ashby, op... cit., Chapter 6

11
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According to these theories inputs in the form of operands

(those inputs which are to be processed) and operators (those inputs

which are to do the processing) 24 are transformed through functional

subsystems into output (outcomes or products of system action).,

Results of system action are invariably evaluated in open systems

and such information in the form of feedback is channeled badk into

the system and affects-future system activity. To some extent out-

put potentially includes products, affectivity, and feedback, and

.output in continuous time-space becomes system input relative to

future system activity.

The above simple model fails, however, to reveal fully the dy-

-namic and potential of process systems theories. Within the context

of ari organizational entity, numerous input-output processing sub-

systems exist and often more than one subsystem is used in trans-

forming input into output. The following figure illustrates this

possibility.

Input

Figure 2

The basic input-output system model

illustrating the linkage of multiple

processing subsystems.

Subsystem Subsystem B..i> Subsystem C

"Black Box"
41.111111111MAIMMINrandinelPnal111111110.VtaralMasaltfri=rt141111111

Oul-zEpt
.C.VRenal.o7;

24Felix F. Kopstein, "General Systems Theory as the Basis for a

Theory of Instruction," Paper presented at the Annual Meeting of

the Society for General Systems Research, December, 1956, pp. 17-13.

! '-
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Each of the processing subsystems is, in effect, an input-outpu

gystem in its own right and could as well be represented in the.fol-

:lowing way:

pullarste

Figure

The linkage of subsystem input
and output relative to the basic
input-output system model.

.

Outout 1

11.---1"--->

1Input aujapsisse221 2...c.c.pu5

Input > iSubsystem 0 Output>

"Black Box"

0111111011.042.1. MilMINERIPOMO

.All but the most restricted system processing can, therefore, be

sub-divided into definite input-output subsystems, and further, as

seen in the above.figure, system ouput is linked directly to or

becomes system input for new subsystem or system functioning.

Also, as stated above, there are both operand and operator cate-

gories of input. Input is not a single quantity but is rather multi-

dimensional. Likewise, output is as well multi-dimensional and can
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be categorized in terms of productivity and affectivity. This is

illustrated in the following figure:

Figure 4

The multi-dimensionality of input

and output in the basic input.

. output system model.

db

411.011.111610.~1110.00.amilme

PrOcessing
Subsystems

"Black Box"

r 0alle 4t1' U

..1....r..m>
.>t

--1.94,rxectIvle

Finally, feedback (actually an output phenomenon) can be con-

sidered in greater detail in terms of its effect on system function-.

ing. Not only is ihere internal,system feedback or evaluative infor-

mation occurring within a system but also since open systems exist

and function within an enviroament, they characteristically receive

external feedback resulting from environmental evaluation of system

action. Both internal and extexnal feedback affect future system

action in terms of input and control ovea: subsystem processes. The

following figure illustrates these kinds, and functions)of . feedback.



Figure 5

The basic input-output System model showing

internal and external feedback And their

effect on input and subsystem processes.

Externa Feedback

01111110~PMmINIONAWOK*4IONI..10.~0

r.>

Processingnput
Subsystem(s)

N\ . c.7----

.. ____ ....._._ _...]Internal Feedback:-----
...,

-----i---............................i;e.
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Since the potential forms of input and output are infinite in

scope and a finite but extensive vaIlety of processing subsystems

can be identified in any sizeable open system, characterization in

terms of process theories offers a fruitful approach for taxonomic

research. Through this theoretical perspective not only can an

extensive number of aspects or attributes of a system be focused

upon but also their linkaga and relationships can as well be scru-

tinized. Process systems theories provide both a comprehensive and

detailed Means for characterizing systems. The approach is, ta
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in essence microscopic and descriptive.

Theories of Systems Properties- One of the striking outcomes of the

application of systems notions to a wide variety of phenomena has
gab

been the consistent observation of a number of properties, or char-

acteristic states and processe4in the various systems being stu-

died.25 Such recurrence of the same properties (states or processes)

has undoubtedly given rise to theories of open system properties.

These theories deal with meta-descriptions of systems and contend

that all open systems exhibit identical properties which include

the following:26'

1. Open systems exchange.energy and information with their

environment. (rhat is, they have inputs and outputs.)

Open systems tend to maintain themselves in steady states.

Ch steady state is a level of system integration character-

ized by a dynamic ratio of system components and properties.)

Open systems are self-regulating.

OIMMIIIMUMMIIMPOIMIR.IMILIFIMMENNIMIIIMPUplyummOomms.

25Ludwig von Bertalanffy, "General Systems Theory - A Critical
Review," in General Systens. Yearbook of the Society for General
Systems Research, Vol. VII, 1962; pp. 1-19; and James G. Miller,
'!Living Systems: Structure and Process,' op. cit.

26Essentially from Hearn, op cit.; and Griffiths, op. cit.
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Open systems exhibit equifinality which means they achieve

'identical result's from different initial conditions.

5. Open systems maintain their steady states through the

dynamic interaction of functional subsystems.

6. Open systems maintain their steady states, in part, through

feedback processes.

7. Open systemsdisplay progressive segregation or the process

of division into a hierarchical ordering of subsystems.

8. Open systems display pasressive mechanization or the or-

dering of certain procedures or processes as fixed arrange-

ments.

9. Open systems tend toward equilibrium, a state of inertia,

but by their nature (their ability to capitalize on their

environment) can tend toward negentropy, the state of order,

differentiation, and/or complexity.

.Systems can be analyzed in terms of these properties. Each of

the properties can be assessed in a number of ways relative to a

particular type of system. For example, in organizational systems,

inputs can be normative, unique, or crisis in nature and they can be

directed toward action, organization, or policy. Similar character-

ization schemes can be devised for the other properties. The pro-

parties theory approach tc.zharacterizifig systems goes beyond mere.



description and permits dimensionalization o
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a. system in terms of

a meta-conceptualization of certain fundamental properties (states

and processes) and relationships existing in all open systems. The

advantages of this approach for taxonomic research are those of the

macroscopic view of a system in terms of universal systems proper-

ties and the assessment of a system relative to a particular refer-

ence point in time-space, both of which contribute to classifications

of an evolutional nature.

S stems Theories Of Output Analysis- A number of systems theoriei

deriving largely from the operations resaarchmavement focus.pri-

marily on the outcomes or produCts of system action. Such theories

are primarily concerned with the overriding end results of system

activity.27 Although the nature of the dimensions available to

characterize "output" relative to organizational systems maices any

such approach to categorization subjective, the approach still has

merit for taxonomic research in that it allows for a qualitative

assessment of certain system attributes and an intensive look at

system achievement.
28

According to these theories, system output consists of the

27Optner, op. qt., pp. 28-29.

28s.ystem achievement, output, or effectiveness in terms of mul-

tiple system functions as advanced by Schpin op. cit., pp. 96-98.



following:

1. Productivity - the attainment of organizational goals or

eirtirommomms.

the fulfillment of organizational purpose.29

2. Organizational Health - the ability of an organization to

maintain itself and its productivity in terms of dynamic

interaction of the organization and its environment 30

Integration fotential - the ability of the organization to

mesh .the needs of indivietuals and/or groups within the

*organization to organizational goals.31

Feedback - organizational evaluation or the inspection and/or

modification of inputs relative to the iesponse of the

organization or its environment to system activity.
32-

N.1111AsalnISUIP0011.114111MilelMill

29Talcott Parsons, "Suggestions for a Sociological Approach to

the Theory of Organizations," Administrative Science Quarterly, Vol.

(June, 1956), pp. 64-67.

30117. G. Bennis, "Toward a 'Truly' Scientific Management: the

Concept of Organizational Health," in General Systems. Yearbook of

the Society for General Systems Research, Vol. VII, 1962, pp. 269-

82.

31Schein, alb cit., pp. 97.98.

32 Essentially the concept of feedbck as advanced by Ra345h

Stogdill in Individual Behavior and Croup Achievement. New York:
--

Oxford University Press, 3:959.
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Productivity can be vir)ed in terms of product or se:7vices

utility; organizational health can be assessed in terms of prdced-

ural adaptability, identity sense, and capacity to test reality;

integration potential can be revealed through the extent of group

decision-making, individual self-actualization, and indtvidual

changet:'flexibility manifest in organizational activity; and,

feedback can be viewed-in terms of desirability of, or penetration

of, organizational evaluation. Together such outcome dimensions pro-

vide a framework for the output analysis of system activity. They

can be subjectively rated as to the extent of their presence indi-
.

cating both the openness of a system and the system's ability to

maintain a dynamic existence.(steady state)." By scaling such

',subjective ratings (from low to high degree) outcome profiles can be

.obtained. For taxonomic research this kind of characterization

permits convenient comparisons of classified objects in order to

assess similarities and dissimilarities in terms of specific var-

iables or general scale profiles.

-.we greater the extent or de3ree of presence of any or all of

these dimensions in system "output" the more "open" is the system

and the 1110.470 "dynamic" (as opposed to static or entropic) is the

system's life-state.

L._



The.Derived Classification Schemes for Taxonomic Researdh

The classification or characterization of specimens (herein

behavior units within the educational organizational context) for

21

taxonomic purposes is necessarily in terms of both similarities and

dissimilarities.
34 Members of a taxonomic class.or order are both

similar to each other' and dissimilar to members, of other cfases or

.orders; The taxonomist's criteria for sortin specApens.into ordered

, .

groupings ase, in essence, (1) minuteness of

.multiplicity of similarities.35 Conversely,

dissimilarity may also be applied in sorting

nomy. Any classification approach or sehepe

needs to account for these matters.

7166mblance and.(2)

lack of resemblance and

the subjects of.taxo-
..

in taxonomic research.

. Since no one all-inclusive systems theory exists and since

available systems theories have specific foci and limited ranges of

utility, a multi-scheme approach using. the four above cited theo-

retical emphases was devised for this research. This approach has its

advantages in providing a multi-perspective view of the phenomena

under study and in maximizing the possibility of applying the order-

ing or sorting criteria of minuteness of resemblance and multiplicity

of similarities. The greater the number of characteristics used in

34See Ceorge Gaylord Simpson. Principles of Animal amay.
100.0~^... -%wan.s.snowa...... -.~

New York: Columbia University Press, 1961, pp. 23 ff.

351bid., p. 88
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sorting specimens, the greater is the assurance that crucial and

significant characteristics will be accounted for. Classification

indices (or significant characteristics) can be More accurately

revealed by such an approach and not assumed as may be the case

when using a relatively small.or highly selective.number of charac-

teristics.

The four derived systems classification schemes used in this

taxonomic inquiry into organizational behavior in education, inclu-

ding their theoretical referents, Rinds of categories, and intended

fUnctitons for this research, can be explicated as follows:

1. CLASSIFICATION APPROACH I: Comprehensive Systems Ch.aKac-,

terization Scheme.
MiM1.1004WOMW

Derivation: from "systems theories of the whole" or com-

prehensive systems theories..

Classification Categories: actors, inputs, organizational

mechanism(s), organizational subsystem(s), outputs, and

locus of forces.

Method of Characterizipo- Sr)evililtzps. verbal description re-

lative to the above categories of each unit a organiza-'

tional behavior.

Function: (1) to organize each behavioral unit or specimen

into an orderly, workable "whole" in terms of basic systems

terminology and concepts; and (2) to reduce data relative

-
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to each behavioral specimen into a form amendble to inspec

tion or content analysis for sorting (classification) pur-

poses.

2. CLASSIFICATION APPROACH II: Input-Output Linkage (Sub.

systems) Scheme

Derivation: from process or subsystem theories using stan-

dard organizational ierminology and standard educational

task areas and terminology to provide specific operational

subcategories within the framework of the process or sub-

system theories.

Classification Categories: inputs in the form of opeands

(information, energy, an'd resources) and operators (control

structures, operations, and personnel); functional sub .

systems of the following types--administrative, supervisory,

instructional, purpose determination, personnel, record

keeping, client-constituent relations, business management,

and negotiation; and output in the form of productivity

(products or performance), affectivity, and feedback (in-

ternal and external).

Method of Cha%Aacterizino- SilecImPns. checking the presence

of detailed attributes (subdivisions of the above generic

classification categories) on a structured workshedt.
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Function: to microscopically characterize behavioral spe-

cimens in terms of (1) inputs, subsystems, and outputs; and

(2) input-output linkage through functional subsystems:

3. CLASSIFICATION APPROACH III: Analysis of System Properties--

States and Processes.
11110MIMP. ONNIMPORIIMIM

Derivatiove from theories of universal open system proper-
.

.0

ties.

Classificatipn Categories: input, output, input-output

relationship, steady state, relationship of functional sub-

systemS, self-regUiation, feedback, negentropy, progressive

segregation, progressive mechanization, and equilibrium.

v..

Method of Characterizing Specimens: checking appropriate

detailed characteristics under each category on a structured

worksheet.

Function: to macroscopically characterize behavioral spe-

cimens at a given point in time-space in terms of the uni-

versal properties exhibited by all open systems.

CIASSIFICATION APPROACH IV: Output Analysis Scheme.

Derivation: from output theories or system outcome analysis.

Classification Categories: productivity (in terms'of pro-

duct and services utility), organizational health (in terms

of adaptability, identity sense, and reality test capacity),
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integration potential (in terms of self-actualization,

'group decisionermaking, and individual change flexibility),

and feedback (in terms of desirability and penetration).

Method of Characterizing Specimens: rating of each of the .

_

classification
categbries on a four-point scale relative to

degree of presence (from low to high) and plotting profiles

for each specimen.

Function: (1) to qualitatively assess system output

variables and system adhievement and (2) to indicate the

degree of "openness" evinced in system act.ion.

The.rationale for this four scheme approach can be clarified

.
further by illustrating pictorially the relationship of the classi-

fication schemes. Figure 6 below attempts to do this.

III

ti



Figure 6

Relationship of the four classification schemes
derived from systems theory

Aproach II
input-Output Linkage
(Subsystem) Scheme

lerMie

-.....

Amaph I:
Comprehensive Systems
-Classification Scheme ---

Approach IV:
Output Ana-
lysis Scheme
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Thus, Approach I provides a comprehensive look at the specimens,

Approach II characterizes in detail the input-output linkage and

transformation processt, Approach III focuses upon the universal char-

acteristics or properties of all open systems, and Approach IV repre-

,sents a qualitative aSsessment of system output or the end product

variables em action,- Together the approaches provide a cam-

prehensivAXAiled, and multi-perspective characterization of the

subjects of this taxonomic inquiry.

The.specific tools used in characterizing specimens or behavioral

units in this research follow in the form they were used. Operational

definitions of the terms used on the uorksheets appear in Chapter

Addendum I. The definitions are listed according to the worksheet

to which they apply. It should be noted that the major .or essential

definitions (those relating to fundamental systems concepts and

higher level categories in the classification schemes) represent

collations of definitions from the literature, the essence of current

systems thought, and/or weight of usage in systems literature.

Minor or detailed definitions are largely derived from common usage.

'Those terms not defined (those with most obvious meanings) should

be viewed relative to prevailing use.



Classification WorksheetI

Comprehensive Systems Characterization Scheme

Specimen Topic

Actor(s):

Input(s):

Organizational
IvIechanism(s):

Organizational
Sub-system(s):

Output (s)
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Classsification. Worksheet II

Input-Output Linkage (Subsystems) Scheme

1.0 INPUTS

1.1 Operands

(1) 1.11

*(2) 1.111

(3) 1.112

(4) 1.113

(5) 1.114

(6) 1.12

(7) 1.121

(8) 1.1211

(9) 1.12111

(10) 1.12112

(11) 1.11113
(12) 1.1212

(13) 1.12121

(14) 1.12122

(15) 1.122

(16) 1.1221

(17) 1.12211

(18) 1,12212

(19) 1.12213

(20) 1.1222

(21) 1.12221
(22) 1.12222

Information
Message
Inquiry
Expectations
Strategy

Energy (behavior)
Rational Behavior

Performance
Individual

Individuals .

Group(s)
InteraCtion

Individuals
Groups

Irrational Behavior
Performance

Individual
Individuals
Group(s)

Interaction
Individuals\
Groups

(23) 1.13 ReDoUreos
(24) 1.131 Material
(25) 1.132 ..,Human

Operators
(26) 1.21 Control Structures

(27) 1.2 11 Formal
(28) 1.2111 Legitimized

(29) 1.2112 Institutionalized

(30) 1.212 Informal(operative
role)

(31) 1.22 Operations (processes)
(32).-1.221 Decoding

(33) 1.222 Advisory

(34) 1.223 Decision-making

(35) 1.224 Communication
(36) 1.225 Memory
(37) 1.2251 Formal (conscious)

(38) 1.2252 Informal (unconscious)

(39) 1.226 Work
(40) 1.2261 Routine

(41) 1.2262 Special

(42) 1.227 Rectification (check)

(43) 1.228 Encoding
(45) 1.23 Personnel
(46) 1.231 Individual

(47) 1.232 Individuals
(48) 1.233 Small Group

(49) 1.234 Large Group

2.0 FUNCTIONAL SUB-SYSTEM

(50).2.1
(51).2°11

(52)..2.12
(53) 2.13

'(54) 2.131

(55) 2.132

(56) 2./33
(57) 2.134

(58) 2.14

-(59) 2.141
(60) 2.142

(61) 2.143
(62) 2.144

(63).2.15
(64) 2.151
(65) 2.152

(66) 2.153
(67) 2.154
(68).2.16
(69) 2.161
(70).2.162
(71) 2.163
(72) 2.164
(73) 2.17
(74) 2.171

(75) 2.172
(76) 2.2

(77) 2.21
(78) 2.22

(79) 2.221

(80) 2.222
(81) 2.223
(82) 2.23
(83) 2.3
(84) 2.31
(85) 2.32

(86) 2.321
(87) 2.322

(88) 2.323
(89) 2.324
(90) 2.325

(91) 2.33

(92) 2.34

(93) 2.35

(94) 2.4
(95) 2.41
(96) 2.42

(97) 2.421

(98) 2.422

(99).2.5
(100) 2.51
(im) 2.511

(102).2.512
(103).2.513

Administrative
Decision Making
tommunication
Policy

Formulation
Interpretation
Enforcing
Revision

Rules and Regulations
Formulation
Interpretation
Enforcing
Revision

Arbitration (oeconflict)

Intra-organizational
Interstitial
Extra-organizational
Between Spheres

Research
Operations
Program
Personnel
Clients

Work
Routine
Special

Supervisory
Control
Development

Orientation
Improvement
Re-training

Advisory
Instructional
Teaching
Curriculum
'Development
Testing
Implementation
Modification
Revision

Extra-curriculum
Materials
Facilitation

Purpose Determination
Goals (educational)
Objectives

Operation
Program

Personnel
Organizational Staff

Recruitment
Selection
Assignment

2,7



(104 ) 2.514 Orientation
(105 )2.515 Development
(106) 2.516 Separation
(107) 2.52 Pupil Services
(108) 2.521 Health
(I09) 2.5211 Physical

1

110) 2.5212 Eental
111)-2.522 Testing
112)2.523 Advisory
113) 2.5231 Guidance

1116
117
118

114
115

(119
(120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128

129
130

2.5232 Counseling
2.5233 Placement
2.524 Food
.2.525 Transportation
2.526 Control
2.6 Record Keeping
2.61 Staff

-2.611 Professional
2.612 Non-professional
2.62 Student
2.621 Health
2.622 Academic

-2.63 Xlscal
-2.64 Facilities ..

-2.7 Client-Consti.tuent
Relations

2.71 Information
2.711 Dissemination.

131

1

2.712 Clarification
(132 -2.72 Participation

1

133 -2.721 Eaintenance
134 I:2.722 Assistance
135) 2.723 Developmental
136)--2.8 Business Yanagement
137)-2.81 Financial Affairs

(138)2.811 Budgeting
(allocation of funds)

(139).2.812 Purchasing
(140) 2.813 Remuneration
(141)-2.82 Physical Plant
-(142)-2.821 Planning
(143 -2.822 Maintenance
(144 -2.823 Modification
(145 -2.824 Improvement
146)-2.825 Addition
147)-2.9 NefYotiation

Employees
Professional Staff
Hon-professional

Other Governmental
Agencies

148 2.91
149 --2.911
150 --2.912
151 --.2.92

(152).2.93 Community
(153) 2.931 At large
(154)-2.932 Groups

11114.110-111."186....16.

3.0 OUTPUT 30

3.1 Productivity

(156"--'3.111
(157 vloA3.1111

Product
Information

Written .

(158)--3.1112 Oral

(159)--3.112 Decisions
(160)--3.113 Policy

Formulation(161)3.1131
(162) 3.1132
(163)-3.114
(164)-3.1141
(165)--3.1142
(166)--3.115
(167)--3.1151
(168)-3.1152
r169)--3.1153
170)--3.1154
71)--3.116

(172) --3.1161
(173)-30162

175 --3.118 Researdh
176 -3.119 Contract
(177 ::3.12 Performance

r178) 3.121 Behavior
179)--3.1211 Rational
80)--3.1212 Irrational

(181)--3.122 Decision Transmit

(182)--3.123 Information Trans-
mission

Revision
Rules and RegulationE

Formulation
Revision

Resources
Personnel
Course of Study
Facilities
Fiscal

Planning
Strategy
Operational Plans

Records

(183) 3.124

(185 -73.1242
(186 3.125

(187) 3.1251
(188 )--3.1252
(189)--3.126
(190)* 3.127 Consultation
(191)--3.128 Work

--3.2 Affectivity
192)-3.21 Organization

193)--3.2l1 Professional Staff

194)--3.212 Non-professional

(195)--3.22 Clients
196 -3.221 Students

197 -3.222 Parents
(198 --3.23 Interstitial Groups

(199)--3.231 Board of Education

(200 -3.232 PTA
(201 )--3.233 Citizen Advisory

Groups -

Policy
Enforcement
Interpretation

Rules and ReEn1a-
tions

Enfàrcement
Interpretation

Arbitration

(202)..3.234 Other
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(200_3.241
(205)...3.242
(206)._..3.243

(207).3.25
(200..3.251
(209).3.252
(210..3.253
(211).3.26
(212).3.261
(213)..3.262
(214).3.263

3.3
(215):3.31
(216).3.311
(217).3.3111
(218).3.3112
(219).3.312
(220..3.3121
(221).3.3122
(222).3.32
(223)...3.321
(224).3.3211
*(225)..3.3212
(226).3.322
(227).3.3221
(220..3.3222

Supra-Educational
Organizations

Intermediate (County)

State
Federal

Extra-Organizational
Parents
Citizens
Community

Profession
Individual(s)
Associat5m8
Movement(

Feedback
,Internal

Positive
Ongoing
Post facto

Negative
Ongoing .

Post facto.'
External

Positive
Ongoing
Post facto

Negative
Ongoing
Post facto

t.

31



Opecimen..

L. Input:
Routine

301 --Special
302 :Crises

2. Output:
Routine

307 'special
308 :Crisis

Clv.soification Worksheet III
Analysis of System Properties--States and Processes

.11iln011111.101111111110

(Ordinary)

(Ordinary)

p09 Action
304 -----L7ganization
(305)--Po1icy

(309 Functional
(310 'Dysfunctional
(311 '-kon-functional

3. Input-Output Relationship:

Indirect
Direct -(315)..Unchanged

313 (316) Adapted
314 None (317)Changed

44. Steady State (System Life State):
(324) Stable 326).Responsive321 __Maintained Unchanged

322 progressive hodification (325)::Permeable 327) Adaptive

323 Regressive Modification .
.

328CInflexible

32

i318) Energy Increase
319) Energy Equivalence
320)--Energy Loss

5. Relationship of Functional SUbsystems:
(333) Formal (335) Programmed
(334):Dnformal (336)Dpontaneous

332 None

330 Workable
331 :Dmpeded

6. System Self-regulation:

1

337)..pomplete
(342

339 _Tilinimal (343
340 None

.......

7. Feedback (Information Flow):
,;350)..pormal

348 Limited (351)...Informal
349 :None

(Tendencies toward0

Fixed
...Ad hoc
Accidental

8. Negentropy
9. Progressive

Segregation
10. Progressive

Mechanization

11. Equilibrium

(334) Reflexive
(345) Cognitive Immediate
(346) Cognitive Delayed

(352) Intermiltent
(353)Continuous
(354)eroportional
(355)--"itelay

Degree of Existence

------1------'
1 Low None1111.1. 1Mod.

(360)

Li357

358 )

361 (362) 11.69)

( 362/1S.Mal (1,72/

r671 1

t..1

0.5.2/1(.2..§.2/_1367)

State of Tendency

Incr.
Remain
Same Decr.

(37al_

(371)

(374)

(37_0_,_1221

(38:01_13771.

(111)1.3102)

(375) _L1252) i (383)1
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Classification Worksheet IV
OutputTAnalysis Scheme

SUBJECTIVE OUTPUT RATING SCALE

froduct utility
I. Productivity

lervices utility

radaptability
II. Organizational

Health 6dentity

Integration

V. Feedback

I.

Ireality test
capability

4....

33

0 1 2 3

0.011111~1......n.

fielf-actualization

!group deciSion-
<making

6111111k

[..

individual change
flexibility

caesirability of

<
(penetration of

. 111Mwasaa....044,0

0
0.1..101.11.~10111111101%..10.4MIAII



Applying the Classification Schemes

to Behavior Specimens

The four systems schemes devised for characterizing organiza-

tional behavior in education Were used to classify the 90 behavioral

units (0.T.U.'s or "specimens') that are the subjects of this taxo-

, nomic research. These behavioral units as noted elsewhere were ob.

.11

tained from two particular forms of educational organization.-the

public school district and a private institution of higher education.

In classifying the behavioral units using the systeMs approaches

vas necessary to look beyond the units or 0.T.t4's in order to permit

detailed classification. In addition to the unit or O.T.U. being

considered, information from other 0.T.U's and special background

data provided by the field study were used. Even with such other

data it was not always possible to operate at the greatest level of

specificity and, at times, use of more generic characterization

categories was required.

Each "collected and mounted" behavioral unit or specimen from

,the source organizations was classified according to the various

schemes by two researchers working independenly. Comparison of

the independent classifications for the schemes in approaches 1, 11,

and III revealed that a high degree of inter-rater reliability
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was achieved. Very seldam (in less than one per cent of the possible

ih'stances) was it necessary to resolve a classification discrepancy

by the use of definitions or joint-rater reassessment; rather, errors

of omission (e.g., failing to check or overlooking a relevant char-

acteristic) were typical of the relatively few classification

differences (approximately three per.cent). Inter-rater reliability

relative to approach ;V (the subjective output rating scheme) was

not as great as for the other approaches. The lack of specific

operational criteria for "degree of presence" resulted in one rater

tending to use higher scale values for rating output variables than

the other rater. However, the configuration of the profiles realized

was similar and the overall classifications comparable. This gen-

erally high level of inter-rater reliability contributes to the
1

objectivity of the classification process and was due in part to the

detailed operational definitions that guided the classification

process.36

Since it is beyond the scope of this document to present the

detailed classifications of all of the behavioral units, the char-

36Obviously related to inter-rater relidbility was the

familiarity of the raters with the concepts and definitions used.

Such resulted from the review of systems literature, development of

the classification schemes, and the process of formulating operational

dteinitions for the study. It is apparent that the lavel of inter-

rater reliability achieved can be attributed to understanding of the

concepts and terminology employed. Same "training for use" muld be

required for other researchers '.1n. order for them to apply the classifi-

cation schemes with a like degree of inter-rater reliability.



acterization of two such units in terms of the four classification

schemes will be described. For illustrative purposes one unit eadh

was chosen from the public school and higher education contexts. The

units selected illustrate quite well the application of the gederal

classification procedures and-are rather central specimens to the

presentation in the data analysis sectiOn of this chapter. (rhe

units are #4, and #75 as found in Chapter III.)

Classification of "A Prospective Teacher Interview," Behavioral Unit #4--
11. eMl M.N. IMO . 0.000.91.0.1.0

The verbal characterization of this behavioral unit on Worksheet

(the Comprehensive Systems Characterization Scheme) in terms of general

Or
systems terminology and a general alt inclusive view of the specimen

was as follows:

Actor(s): Superintendent; High School Principal; Teacher

candidate; and Superintendent of a near-by district.

Input(s); Actors; Actors perceptions and expectations; and Work,

Decision, and Communication processes.

Organizational Mechanism(s): Interview; and Personal background

check on candidate via telephone.

Organizational Subsystem(s): Administrative; and Personnel

(recruitment and selection).
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Outjauta: Decision to hire candidate; Offer of contract (salary

conditional on recommendation); and Agreement that accep-

tance or rejection of contract is to. come after candidate

interviews for another position.

tfr

Loci of Forces: Major, from an organizational subsystem; and

Minor, from the.environment.

Classification of this behavioral unit on Worksheet II (Input-

Output Linkage Scheme) in terms of the specific characteristics in

this scheme was as follows:

Input: Operand Inputs in the form of (a) Information-Expectation.

(Characteristics #4) on the part of the Superintendent,

Principal, and Candidate., (b) Energy-Rational Behavior-

Individuals (Characteristic Ol3)--the interaction pf the

.
Superintendent, Principal, and Candidate in the inter-

,

view situation, and (c) Resources-Human (Characteristic

#25)--the teacher candidate; and Operator Inputs in the

form of (a) Control Structures--Formal (Characteristic

#27)--behavior is obviously controlled by the formal

v."

.
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school organization but greater specificity (in terms

of legitimized or institutionalized control) is not

evidenced in the specimen itself or the background data

on the schosystem, (b) Operations (Processes)-Deci-
--*.::,....,.,

siOn-makir* 4-2fommunication, and Routine Work (Character-
Ø.

istics #34; #35, and #40)--a decision is to be made,

,

relevant information tranamitted, and the kind of work

done usual or normative to the system, and (c) Personnel-

Individuals (Characteristic #47)--the involvement of the

Superintendent and Principal with no evidence that.these

organizational mambers function as a formal or estab-

liehed group in .any sense of*the word.

Yunctional Subsystams: The Administrative Subsystem in terms of

Decision-making and Communication (Characteristics #51

and #52)--administrative decision-making (dhoice between

alternatives: to hire and .to offer contract) and infor-

mation processing occurs in the specimen; Personnel-

Organizational Staff subsystem in terms of Recruitment

and Selection (Chracteristics #101 and P102)--the be-

havioral unit involves the attraction, and' the evalu-

*ation and selection of personnel; and the Business Flan-

-
agement-fFinancial Affairs subsystem in terms of Remun-

oration (Characteristic #140)--the salaryfor the position
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. is considered and determined in the specimen.

Output: Productivity-Product-Information
in an Oral form (Character-

,-
istic #158)--one resultalc of the behavioral inte7,7^ction is

information, and -Planning in the form of Operational Plans

(Characteristic #1.73)r-it is,agree
the candidate will

9-,

decide after interviewing for. anothet positian. and that the

'salary is contingent upon a recammendatim to be processed;

Productivity-Performance
in terms of Rational Behaviar-(Char-

acteristic #179)--the behaviot of the Superintendent is pur7,.

posive (directed toward obtaining an organi!7ational member),

and in terms of Information Transmission (Characteristic

#184--information is transmitted between the members in

the interaction situation; Affectivity-Organization

(Characteristic #192)--the organization will, in fact,

be affected by the candidate's acceptance or rejection

of the job offer (greater specificity not possible due

Alf 0,41.ic.

to available evidence in specl.men) and-Profession-
A

Individual (Characteristic #212)--the candidate is af-

fected by the interaction and at the time is simply a

member of the teaching profession; and Feedback-Internal

-Positive-Post facto (Characteristic #21.8)--reinforcing

evaluative information is evinced (e.g., candidate's

reply, "Eager") and-Negative-Post facto (Characteristic
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#221)--evaluative information against the direction of

system activity is also present (e.g., the near-by Superin-

tendent initially did not remember the candidate). In

all instances the feedback in the process sense is "after

the fact."

The csification of this behavioral unit on Worksheet III.

Analysis of System Properties - States and Processes) was as follows:

keu.c.: Routine (Characteristic 000)--the input state.(action

state on obtaining personnel) is ordinary or normative to

the system; and Organization (Characteristic #304) --the input

state is functional in terms of organizational maintenance

(the provision of orgaaizatioa members).

putpac) Routine (Characteristic #306)--the output state (that of

selecting an organizational member) is ordinary or normative

to the system; and Functional (Characteristic 009) -this

state contributes to the positive fulfillment of system pur-

poses (the selection of members and perpetuation of the organ-

ization).

Input-Output Relationship: Direct (Characteristic #312)--the in-

itial and terminarstates (timel and time2 or t1 and t2) are

essentially immediate, effective, and consequential;

Unchanged (Characteristic #315)--no change or modification

is made ill the content or goals of system activity
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fram t1 to t2; and Energy Equivalence (Characteristic

V519)--output resultants approximate and neither.sur-

pass or fall short of intended system activity goals.

Steae-r. State: Maintained Unchanged (Characteristic #321)--the

system steady state is unaltered (neither changed to a

more or less functional state); Stable (Characteristic

#324).(6 the system state gives Evidence of being able to

withstand the impinging forces (feedback re candidate and

candidate's desire to interview for another position);

and Adaptive (Characteristic #327)--the system consCiously

encompa6ses impinging forces (above)..
, A

0
Relation2hia of Functional Subsystems: Close (Charactelistic

#329)--the Superintendent's relationships to the Principal

and the reference giver are maximizing; Formal (Charac-

teristic #333)--these relatio'nships are controlled by the

legitimizO organizational structure; and Programmed

(Characteristic #335)--the relationships are fixed by the

organizational structure.

System.Self-Regulation: Complete (Characteristic #337)--the

controlling of system action is total <full adjustment

to impingements on the system); Ad hoc (Characteristic'

#342)-:-al regulation (e.g., of obtaining reference or

establishing operational plans for acceptance-rejection
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[of job offerYresults from specially deVised or sit-

uational mans; and COgnitive Immediate (Characteristic

#345)--regulation is iational (thought out and especially

devised) and achieved without delay.

Feedback: Limited (Characteristic #348)--the reference is not

initially achieved and the candidate does not accept the

job offer at t2; Formal (Characteristic #350)--feedback

flows through prescribed organizational channels; and

Continuous (Characteristic #353)--evaluative information

occurs throughout the unit.,

EssestEopz: Exists to a Moderate Degree (Characteristic #300)--

due to the order within the unit of activity but not

High Degree since complete order (job acceptance) is not

achieved; and Increasing State (Characteristic #376)--

decision to hire candidate, to seek reference, and to

set operational plans for the candidate's decision give

evidence of increasing order and complexity.

ps42maim Segregation: Moderate (Characteristic #361) --since

there Is some heirarchical ordering of subsystems.(infor-

mation gathering and operational planning) in this unit;

and Remains the Same (Characteristic #378) --since there

is no increase or decrease in the state of tendency

noted,
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Progressive Mechanization: Exists in a Low Degree (Characteristic

#366)--on1y operational plans for a decision are fixed

as arrangements between t1 and t2; and Remains the Same

(Characteristic #378)--no increase or decrease in the

state of the tendency is noted.

Eguall2F2:22: Exists in a Low Degree (Characteristic #367)--

there is some inertia (indecision re acceptance) still

evidenced (in spite of "eagerness") at t2; and Decreasing

State (Characteristic #373)--inertia decreases somewhat

from ti to t2 due to the seeking Of reference information

and the determination of operational plans for the can-

didate's decision.

The classification of this behavioral unit on Wbrksheet IV

(Output Analysis Scheme) in terms of scale ratings of 0 = none, I =

.low, 2 = moderate, and 3 = high (degree of) was as follows:

Product utility: Moderate (2)--the acceptance decision is not

yet reached and full:usefulness is not yet realized.

Services High (3)s-assistance pcitential for decision

activity is maximally achieved.

lity: High (3).--the organization is flexible to both .

the candidate's desire to look at another position and to

forthcoming reference data.
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Identitz: Moderate (2)--the organization evinces what its

goals are and what it is to do but to neither a high or

low degree.

Reality Test Capacity: Moderate (2)--the organization searches10

out and capitalizes on relevant environmental properties

(the candidate and reference giver).

Self-Actualization: High (3)--candidate can maximize individual

goals by choosing between two positions.

Emu, EnElagaluALLIE: Moderate (2)--the Principal is involved

to some degree in the decision-making process.

Individual Change Flexibility: Low (l)--only a slight modi-

fication in terms of operational plans is achieved to

accomodate candidate.

Desirability of Feedback: High (3)--evaluative iriformation is

actively sought by both parties.

Penetrtion of Feedback: Moderate (2)--complete evaluative in-

formation (the desired decision on the part of the can-

didate) has not yet (at t2) entered the system although

.other evaluative Information has been received.

Classification:of "Studellt Course Chencr2e",

:Behaviorai Unit 75 - Due
ac600.mo aare.n,. 11..

to the'extensive desdription needed to illustrate how the four-scheme

systems classification approach iè applied to behavio-ral units, this

secOnd unit will'be illustrated in terms Of only the, clasSification

,
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categories employed. However, in instances where different charac-

teristics than used in classifying the foregoing specimen have been

observed, these will be described in detail for the reader's infor-

mation.

Verbal characterizatian'of this unit on Worksheet I (the Com-

prehensive Systems Characterization Scheme) was as follows:

Actor(s): Dean; Student; Professor; and Clerk.

,Inputs: Actors; and Student's request for course change.

oraniMechanism(s) Informal conference.

Organizational Subsystem(s): Administrative; and Pupil Placement,

Output(s): Course change effected; Student advised of procedure;

and Plan for informing instructor of new course of' student

formulated.

Locus of Forces; Major, from organizational subsystems.

Classification of this behavioral unit on Worksheet II (Input-

0,

Output Linkage Scheme) was as follows:

Input: Operand Inputs in the form of (a) Information-Inquiry

(Characteristic #3)--a formal request was made by .the

student, (b) Information-Expectations (Characteristic

#4), and (c) Energy-Rational Behavior7Interaction'-Indi-

viduals (Characteristic #13); and Operator Inputs in the

form of (a) Control Structilres-Formal-Legitimized

,(Characteristic.#28)--prescribed organizational controls
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and authority (via Dean and course change procedure) were

used, (b) Operations-Advisory,-Decision-Making, and .

-Routine.Work (Characteristics #33, #34, and #40)--the

former since the student is receiving consultative advice

and suggestions, and (c) Personnel-Individuals (Character-.

istic #47).

Functional Subsystems: The Administrative Subsystem in terms of

Decision4laking (Characteristic #51) and Routine Work_

(Characteristic #74)--an ordinary organizational task (the

processing of a course transfer) is performed; and Per-

sonnel-Pupil Services-Placement (Characteristic #115).-

the student is placed in an appropriate learning situation

(a class to meet training goals).

Offaut: Productivity-Product-Decision (Characteristic #159)--

a terminal choice from alternative is made; Productivity-

Performance-Decision Transmission (Characteristic #181)-.

the decision is transmitted (or plans for transmission made)

to all concerned in the specimen; Affectivity-Clients-

Student (Characteristic #196)--the decision (output)

directly affects the student; and Feedback-Internal-Positive-

Ongoing (Characteristic #217)--evaluative information is

from within the unit, is reinforcing, and is continuous

throughout the unit.
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The classification of this behavioral unit on Worksheet III

'(Analysis of System Properties - States And Processes) was as

follcws:

10150: Routine (Characteristic #300); and Action (Characteristic

#303) since system work was to be done.

Output: Routine (Characteristic #305); and Functional (Char-

acteristic #309).

Input-Outeut Relationship: Direct (Characteristic #312); Un-

changed (Characteristic #315); and Energy Equivalence (Char-

acteristic #319).

silLua State: Maintained Unchanged (Characteristic #321); Stable

(Characteristic #324); and Responsive (Characteristic 026)

--the system was quite aware of the impinging forces of.(a)

certification needs and (b) the instructor's ability to cope

with "transferring in" students, and initiated action ac-

cordingly.

Relationghip of Functional Subsystems: Workable (Characteristic

#330)--it was operationally facilitating but not maximizing;

Formal (Characteristic #333); and Programmed (Characteristic

#335).

System Self-Regulation: Complete (Characteristic #337); Fixed

(Characteristic #341)--a1l regulation results from consciously

prescribed and devised means (follows appropriate channels);



and-Cognitive Immediate (Characteristic #345).

Feedback: Unlimited (Characteristic #347)--evaluative informa-...

tion is not impeded; Formal.(Caaracteristic #350); and

Continuous (Characteristic #353).
!If

livestrax: Exists to a High Degree (Characteristic #350)--a

maximal level of order (complete goal realization is reached);

and Increasing State (Characteristic #372).

Progressive Segregation: None (Characteristic #369)--no hier-

archical ordering of subsystems occurs here.

Progressive M.echanization: None (Characteristic #370)--no or-

dering of processes as fixed arrangement occurs in this

specimen.

Equilibrium: Low Degree of Existence (Characteristic v.567); and

Decreasing State of Tendency (Characteristic #383).

Classification of this behavioral unit on Worksheet IV (Output

Analysis Scheme) in terms of scale ratings of 0 = none, 1 = low,

2 cm moderate, and 3 = high (degree of) was as follows:

Product utility: *nigh (3)--ultimate usefulness (the course0.=rix...tira...

change) was realized.

Services utility: High.(3).

Adaptability: Moderate (2)-.the organizatiOn is flexible to the

student's desire to change courses but to neither a high or

low degree.

Identity: Moderate (2).
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Rea.:2....1..tr. Test.. Capacity: None (0)--organization-environment re-

lationships are not involved in this unit and not re-

levant to it;

Self-Actualization: Modernte (2)--student goals (but only short- .

. term, immediate goals) can be realized.

Group D$cision-Aaking: Moderate (2).

Individual cAsae.. Flexibility:
lione.(0)--innovation or adap-

tation is not involved in this unit.

pastiti.2.15: of Feedback:' High (3).

Penetration of Feedback: High (3)--the evaluative information

tends to be uSed throughout the unit by all of those

involved.

1.4.122E.amlisp.tions
The four systems classification schemes formu-

lated and applied in this taxonamic research proved to be readily

usable classification devices. Although some behavioral units or

specimens rare more difficult to handle than others (due to the

kinds and extent of available dafa), in general, the behavioral

units under scrutiny could well be characterized according to the

schemes. Realizing.though that other types of behavioral units might

equally well be the subjects of taxonomic inquiry into organizational

behavior, the four scheme systems approach was tested with other
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kinds,.of specimens. A number of larger, more complex units of organ-

,

izatiohal behavior involVing more data, greater detail, and longer

time spans were classified. Several cases in educational adminis-

tration (long and short, written and filmed) were the subjects of

this additional test'of the schemes.37 It was found that the

systems schemes (especially schemes III and IV) could be even more

eas4y applied to the 'more comprehensive.behavioral entities. The

systems schemes appear to have potential for use with behavioral

units other than those focused on in this research and the macro-

'scopic schemes seem to be particularly useful in classifying behavr

ioral units that take place over extended time periods, a potential

38
for deVelopmental or evolutIonal taxonomy.

ellIMMININ.ISMNorP.~Waysmaanbamy

7The schemes -were applied (1) to several written cases from The
University Council for Educational Administration's Written Case
Series (Columbus, Ohio); (2) to a number of educational cases deve-
loped by graduate students at the University of Rochester; (3) to tle
filmed case, "The Conference" (Ohio State University, Motion Picture
Division, Columbus, Ohio); and (4) to the extended case study, "The
Jackson County Story," by Keith Goldhammer and Frank Farmer of the
CASE& of the University of Oregon, Eugene, Oregon.

38Evo1utiona1 taxonomy is concerned with the
of its subjects and the development of classes in
is essentially a dynamic classification framewor:k
speciation and developmental forms, according to
p. 67, the basis of, or focal approach of, modern

growth patterns
time space. It
concerned with
Simpson, 22.
taxonomy.
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Analysis of data consists oi comparison of the ninety behavioral

units that are the subjects of this taxonomic research in terms of the

characterizations of these units according to the systems classifi-

cation approaches or schemes. Before looking at some of the results

.

of analysis and conclusions that can be drawn, it is important to dis-

cuss brie4y the ways the classifications of the behavioral units

according to the various schemes were analyzed. Following this

examination of analysis procedure, the results of analysis and rele-

vant conclusions can be more meaningfully treated. The results of

analysis (the sorting or grouping of behavior units and discussion

of the groupings) can then be placed in appropriate taxonomic per-

specttve in order to facilitate generalization and, later, the dis-

cussion of the implications of this aspect of the larger study.

Procedure

Classification approach.`One (the Comprehensive Systems Charac-

t?.rization Scheme) was designed to organize each behavioral unit or

specimen into a workable "whole" in systems terms and to reduce data

relative to each behavioral unit into a form amenable to inspection

and/or content analysis for sorting purposes. This approach served

well its first purpose and was functional to the oVerall classifiea-

tion process in terms of organizing the behavioral units into more

manageable entities. Inspection analysis, however, failed to sort
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the behavioral units into meaningful taxonomic groupings. Due to the

e7;:ent of verbal, .descript.ive data in the scheme one classifications,

groupings tended to be characterized more in terms of standard organ-

izational terminology than systems concepts. Analyscs of this scheme

was not pursued further since little pramise of more productiye re-

sults through content analysis (due to.the limitations of the verbal

Yiato could be anticipated.

Classifications of the behavioral units according to approaches

two (Input-Output Linkage'Scheme) and three (knalyais of System Pro-

perties--States. and Processes) were subjected to computer analysis

to determine (1) those characteristics in the schemes used in

classifying the behavioral units that are the subjects of this tax-

onomic inquiry, (2) overlap in the use of these characteristics,

and (3) overlap in characteristics between the behavioral units in

the study sample. Cards were punched recording presence or absence

of eadh of the characteristics on the worksheets for schemes two and

three foL each behavioral unit. These were then processed and form

the basis for the sorting of behavioral units into taxonomic group-

ings. 'Three kinds of information resulted from the computer ana-

lysis and the use of each relative to this analysis section can be

briefly explicated. First, the computer analysis revealed the ex-

tent to which each characteristic was used in classifying the behav-
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ioral units or specimcns and 'Which characteristics were not'used.

This can be utilized to describe the domain represented by the spe-

cimens in systems teras and to point to potentially:discriminating

characteristics or setp of characteristics. Second, the use over .

lap for each of the characteristics with each other characteristic

in these two scilemes was indicated. This can be used to reveal

.4ef

.those characteristic6 that tend to DO i*A* d. or found together

in the behavioral unit sample or which are synonomous or tend to

characterize or measure the same thing. Third, the number'of.char-

acteristics shared in common in terms of presence or absenae (over-

lap) between each behavioral unit with each other behavioral unii was

obtained. In addition to positive overlap, negative averlakqchose

characteristics commonly absent from each pair of compared units)

and total. overlap (positive plus negative) were also revealed. plis

analysis can be employed to compare behavioral units or specimens

in terms of similarities and dissimilarities and as a basis for

plac.ing behavioral units intO taxonomic groupings.

Classification approach foar (Output Analysis Scheme) was de-

vised and developed later in the course of this research and was

analyzed only bVinspection. Since characterizations of behavioral

units by this scheme are in terms of profiles, they lend themselves

well to manual inspection analysis procedures. In this research
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Oiese characteri2ations
functioned hest to corroborate the results of

elle analysis of claisification approaches two nd three end in terms

of checking on the "openness" (essentially an output state) of the

units and the taxonomic groupings evinced.

yhe Results of Classification

General Characteristics of,the Domain-41 number of generalizations

about the organizations studied can be made as a result of analysis

revealing frequency of use for each characteristic in classification

schemes two and three; These generalizations are descriptive o the

domain represented by the subjects of this taxonomic inquiry in

systems terminology and relative to basi:c systems concepts. They

:can be set forth in both general and more specific terms.

In gene',:al, r3lative to concepts imbraced by the input-output

linkage scheme (classification approach II), this organizational

behavior in education'can be ^haracterized as having multiple inputs

in the form of operands and operators and multiple outputs in the form

of products, affects, did feedback. As could be expected when

foCuslaig on members of administrative positions-in an organization,

inptits were channeled most often into the administrative subsystem

for processing into output(s). In regard to feedback, the "openness"

of the organizational systems studied is attested by the fact that in

9
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only a few of the behavioral units was feedback not evinced.

Other more specific observations can be made.about the analysis

of.the scheme two classifications. First, information inputs were

most prevalent. In terms of behaviOral input, individual performance

and interactive behavior occurred with equal frequency. Human re-

sources were operated on, however, considerably more than were ma-

terial resources. In tems of operator inputs the legitimized.formal

cokitrol structure' was used predominantly and decision, commdnication,

and routine work proces;ses typify the behavioral units. Interestingly,

individual work as opposed to group work predominated.in spite of the

fact that operand inputs involved performances and interactions almost

equally.

As has been indicated, most input was channeled into the admin-

istrative subsystem. The decision-making and cimmuncation sub.

aystems of this subsystem were most frequently used, followed by the

routine work subsystem. The client-constituent relations subsystem

and personnel subs3istem were next most often utilized in processing

system input

In regard to output information, decisions and operational plans

represent in almost equal amounts the majority of product outputs in

these specimens. Information transmission occurred most often as
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performance productivity. Output affectivity was evinced most in

terms.of. the *organization itself and/or organizational personnel.

Next most often affected by output were clients, the immediate en. .

vironment, and individuals in the profession. Feedback tended to be

positive (reinforcing) rather than negative (against the direction

of activity) and predominantly internal as opposed to external.39

The analysis of the scheme three (systems properties--states and

prodesses) classifications indicate that it can generally be state&

that these behavioral units exhibit the qualities of "openness" and

to a lesser or greater extent the full range of characteristic pro-r

perties of open systems. More specifically, input and output

'states tended to be routine.or normative (65 and 67/90 respective2y)

and to have a direct relationship (88/90). Although inputs were

mostly action oriented (54/90), a number (32/90) were concerned with

organizational structure and maintenance. Outputs.were almost

391t should be noted that according. to Miller ("Toward a General

Theory for the Behavioral Sciences," op. cit., p. 529).negative

feedback is necessary for the maintenance of an open system's steady

state and, thus, is a factor enhancing system "openness." One' Can,

therefore, question the extent to which a system which is character-

ized by positive feedback is, in fact, "open" or at least maximally

open. The same point can as well be made relative to internal and

external feedback, the latter a more s.4nificant factor in enhancing

system "openness."
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totally (83/90) functional. Although system steady state wts main-

tained'unehanged in over 85% of the behavioral units (78/90), a Pro-

gressive modification was noted in 12% (11/90) of the Specimens.

Steady state thus tended to be stdble (72/90) but was more likely .

adaptive (40/90) or responsive (32/90) than inflexible. ,Functional

subsystems were related formally (85/90) in most of the units and at

least at a Workable level. Self regulaiion was essentially coml.-

plete (69/90) and immediate (85.90). Formal feedback (79/90)

of an unlimited nature (56/90) predominated and in only four beha-

vioral units was no feedback evinced. Negentropy was present to

same degree in all but'one specimen and the expected inverse re-

lationship of it and equilibrium was revealed. In only a few specimens

was negentropy decreasing (3/90) and equilibrium increasing (4/90).

Progressive mechanization was noted in over one-half (47/90) of

the units although progressive segregation was evidenced in only

20% (18/90) of the specimens. This attests to the formalization

of the organizational systems studied, and the extent of already

prescribed channels and to some lesser extent procedures.

It is apparent fram the foregoing description of the domain re-

presented by the subjects of this taxonomic inquiry that a great deal

of homogeniety exists. This in no way indicates a lack of discrim-

inatory power on the part of the devised classification schemes.
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Rather, and as most students of organization would expect, behavioral
.11

units from a two member sample would tend to be homogeneous to a

'noticeable extent. Before it can be determined that the classifi-

cation schemes are low in discriminatory power, application needs to

be made to a gre6ter number .and kinds of educational organizations.

In fact, as will be seen in the next two parts of this analysis

section, the systems Schemes (II, III, and IV) exhibit considerable

discriminatory power with the rather homogeneous domain represented

by the behavioral unit sample.

A complete tabulation of the use of the characteristics on

worksheets two and three appears in. Chapter Addendum II. Those

groups of characteristics that tend to discriminate can readaY

be noted along with those that have low discriminatory power. The

former are the groups, sets or pairs of specific characteristics

that tend to be used relatively equally while the latter are those

whidh load relative to one characteristic in the group oeset.

It should be noted, however, that all Sets that load on a given char-

acteristic may not be of low discriminatory power since they may,

in combination with other characteristics, contribute to the sorting

of behavioral units.

Overlapping Characteristics - A number of characterities on classi-
ammr.maammionstm. WsMG=.*,1 IPAR.Vae...t*.M.kftao~rw8MVIA.1.3.0,0

fication schemes two and three wre revealed by computer analysis



to appear consistently together in the classifications of the behav-

ioral units. These overlaps were examined to determine whether such

pairs of characteristics tended merely to be found together or whether

they were synonomous and, thus, characterized the same thing. In no

instance could it be deteimined that 'any of these-items were, in fact,

synonomous or characterized the same thing. Apparently they simply

had a tendency to occur simultaneously whether by accident or design.

In no instance did such overlap occur at a level of significance that

ensures that when one is present or not present the other will be like-

'wise present or not present. It can only.be concluded that the char-

acteristics Which were found Or not found together occur by chance or

some causal element not ravealed by the analysis. It is, of course,

possible that the homogeniety of the sample domain is a factor in this

regard.

Those characteristics whidh consistently appeared together were

the characteristics that tended to be used most often in classifying

.the behavioral units. Most of the characteristics which averlapped

extensively appear in classification scheme III and can be readily

identified by examining Chapter Addendum II.

Toward Taxonomic Groupings--The ultimate aim of taxonomic inquiry is

the sorting or ordering of phenomena or objects into groups or classes

so that they can be better understood. The placement of objects into

taxonomic groupings not only facilitates the understanding of like



objects but also helps in understanding toe differences and rela-

ti,onships between More or less similar objects and categories of

objects. Two criteria uay be applied in assessing the viability of

a classification scheme (or set of schemes) for taxonomic inquiry.

First, and quite simply, doei the scheme (or schemes) sort the ob-

jects being studied? Second, and of significant import, do the tax-

onomic groupings derived contribute to the understanding of the ob-

jeeps or phenomena so Ordered?

, .:).040%...14.

It is to these ultimate purposes of taxonomic inquiry that we now

turn. Although a number of the characteristics in the systems
L.

'schemes two and threo were not used in classifying the 90 behavioral

units, and a. number of others were tised so extensively as to charac-

terize th'e domain of objects it will be seen that the schemes did

provide a basis for sorting the behavioral units or.specimens and

that the resulting groupings can be desCribed in terms of systems

'concepts. It should be cautioned that a taxonomy was not produced;

certainly the number of specimens studied and the exploratory nature

of th application of the classification schemes militate agaivist any

.such a pretentious notion. None-the-less similarities between be-

havioral unit6 were revealed by the classificationsoand the schemes

together functioned to place specimens into distinct groupings.



Once classification strategies have been developed and the sub-

jects of taxonomic research classified, the taxonomist is confronted

with two approaches for forming classes or taxonomic groupings. As

discussed in detail in Chapter II the available approaches are.those

of (1) empirical (or numerical). taxonomy and (2) theoretical taxonomy.

Obviously some meshing of these approaches does take place in taxono-

mic research, and, depending upon the purposes of taxonomic inquiry,

/le approach or the other night be more utilitarian. Oertainly_both

approaches have their advantages or strengths as well as weaknesses,

both singly and in combination.

Since this research is basically exploratory and is concerned
;

more with testing classification strategies than producing a taxo-.

nomy, the two available approaches for formulating taxonomic groupings

.will be pursued relative to testing the systems classifications as

means for formulating groupings that enable the phenomena under study

to ba better understood, It is recognized that .some blending of the

approaches might potentially be of greatest value. However, at this

point in the development and testing of classification devices for

'taxonomic inquiry into organizational behavior in education it is felt

that the pure polar approaches will better indicate the viability of

the schemes.
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Followirig is the application ci:f the empirical and theoretical

approaches toward the formulation of taxonomic groupings based on

the syfJtems classifications of the Subjects of this research.

TaxgnomiCSETailss Usinniricalffiumerioach-7-As noted

in Chapter II, the empirical or numerical approach to formulating

taxonomic groupings is based upon (1) the strategy of identifying

an extensive nUmber of characteristics for use in classifying ob-

jects and (2) the derivation of groupings on the basis of similarity

or number of overlapping characteristics between the objects clas-.

sifted. The systems schemes as developed (particularly schemes two

and three) lend themselves well to such an approach. These schemes

contain an'extensive number of discrete characteristics whidh can

function in terms of their presence or absence to provide a basis fox%

establishing similarity (or degree of) between the behavioral units

classified.

Similarities in the empirical.approach can be established be-

tween two objects in terms of characteristics in common (positive

overlap of characteristics) and in terms of common absence of certain

characteristics (negative overlap). Just as the presence of certain-

body characteristics may help in classifying animals, the absence of

horns or other characteristics may also be of value. According to any

classification scheme, positive and,negative Overlap can be used in
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assessing degree of similarity. By using both of these dimensions

of overlap, minuteness of reseMblence and multiplicity.of similarit);

dore.
wx. maximized. Simpson has noted that this is important in any taxo-

/1
40

nomic work, but when dealing with taxonomic inquiry into organizational

behavior in education, a rather delimited domain, such maximization

is essential. The subjects of this study may be put in perspective

in Linnaean terms to reveal this necessity for maximizing the com-

parison base:

Kingdom: puman Behavior

Phylum: Human Behavior in Western Cultures

Class: Human Behavior in America

Order: Human Behavior in Organizations

Family: Human Behavior in Public Organizations

Genus: Human Behavior in Educational Organizations

Species: The results of this inquiry

It follows that.to group specimens at such a level in a hier-

archy of human'behavior, a substantial number of characteristics miust

be'used and a high degree of overlap (positive, or positive and

negative) must be evinced. Systems schemes two and three together

provide a total of 312 potential characteristics. Use of the schemes

in this study indicates the characteristics can in fact be found in

specimens of behavior from educational organizations and that they are

4/101pWOM41111.11111.11111110111MAIMUMN1111011NONINIM110

40simpson, 911.. cit.
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not duplicative or redundant. The toeal number of characteristics

should, tiowever, be reduced to 267, since in scheme two a number o'.7

*the more generic', hierarchical (or embracing) concepts were not used.

(The hierarchical nature of this scheme rules out the use of some

characteristics even though it is often not possible tc work at the

finest level of specificity due to data limitations.) At times,

higher order categories must be employed in any such schema. Some

were, but 45 of the more generic categories were not and this reduced

the number of usable characteristics in the two schemes to 267.

Since no established criteria exist relative to determining the

degree of overlap needed for formulating taxonomic groupings using

.the numerical aPProach and any such criteria as are used relate ul-

timately to the purpose at hand, it was decided to examine the degree

of overlap between all pairs of specimens and to det.ermine from this

examination a level that would begin to order the specimens into

distinct groupings.' Perusal of the computer data on overlap between

each specimen and each oth.er specimen ravealed that two pairs of

specimens overlapped at a 97% level when accounting for common pre-

sence and absence (positive and negative overlap) relative 'to the

267 usable characterl.stics. Another pair of specimens overlapped at

a 06% level and five pairs of specimeils had a 95% overlap lavel. It

seems almost too obvious to point out that these overlap levels cer7

tainly are,indicative of similarity. On same 8 pairs of specimens,
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positive and negative overlap (common presence or absence of char-

acteristics) using the systems classifications (schemes two and

three) was 95% or greater.

Sinee only 12 of the total of 90 specimens overlapped at the

95% or better level it was deemed advisable to seek overlaps at a

lower percentage level. The 937. (or greater) level was then used
!

ta see the extent to which specimen similarities existed. For spe-

cimevs to have at least 93% attribute commonality, a total of 247 char.

acteristics would need to be shared either positively and/or ne4a...

tively. The pairs of behavioral units that averlap at this criterion

level (or better) are listed in Chart I.

From this listing of paired relationships, it can be seen.that a

number of specimens or behavioral units overlap with several other

units.. For examples behavioral unit-75 overlaps with unit 70 at the

97% level, wl.th unit 71 at the 967. level, with units 66 and 45 at the

94% level and others at the 93% level. Also, unit 65 overlaps with

units 66 and.88 at the 95Zlevel and with unit 75 at the 93% level.

At the 937. criterion level, it is apparent that several behavioral

unips begin to cluster togeher and fall into.distinct.groupings.

For example, units 2 and 4 overlap at the 94% level, units 2' and 7

at the 94% level,,alld units 4 and 7 at the 937. level. It follows



CHART

.
Paired Relationships of Behavioral

Units at Selected Overlap Percentage Levels Using
Systems Classification Schemes Two and Three*

PSSLItla ESS.21:it.a.ge

97%

96%

95% '.-

94%

93%

INIMPUIParrielirlanemiamorooromaaffaseumprosmassodays

Behavioral

48 and 51;

71 and 75

41 and 83;
66 and 71;

2 and 4; 2
11 and 68;
41 and 61;
66 and 75;
76 and 79

Units

70 and 75

65.and
69 and

and 7;
19 and
45 and
69 and

66; 65-and 88;
84

10 and
70; 40
75; 64
77; 70

11;

and
and
and

41;
73;
'71;

4 and 7; 14 and 19; 35 and 70;
35 and. 75; 39 and 75; 43 and 80;
50 and 84; 56 and 75; 60 and 77;
61 and 76; 63 and 78; 65 and 75;
69..and 75; 70 and 88; 71 and 88;
83 and 86; 83 and 87

.1

*Numbers other than percentages in this chart refer to the

behavioral units that were the objects classified in this study.
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that units 2, 4, and 7 together may form a potentially usable tax-

: onomic group. Such a grouping may possibly be at the species level

(see the Linnaean hierarchy above) relative to an ultimate taxonomy

of human behavior. tt;

The clustering of specimens or the taxonomic.groupings re6Ul-

ting from the systems characterization of the subjects of this in-

quiry can be best illustrated by observing the linkage of paired

relationships between behavioral units at two arbitrary overlap

percentage levels. First, if we look at.the clusteri,ng of specimens

or behavioral units sharing at least 95% of their characteristics

with at least one other specimen, four distinct clusters emerge.

These taxonomic groupings appear in Figure 7. Three of the clusters

involve only two behavioral units but one cluster contains six

behavioral units. Each may be conceived as a species of organiza-

tional behavior in education and the one species embracing six be-

hgvioral units may potentially contain several subspecies.

The 5% overlap level accounts for only 12 (or 13%) of the 0-
,

:-

jects classified in this taxonomic inquiry and, at best, is an arbi-

trary designation of criter4on level. It is important to look fur-

ther and to observe the kind of clustering that occurs using another

criterion level. Using the 93% (or better) level of -overlap, 40

behavioral units or approximately one-half of the classified object6

fall into taxonomic groupings. These are revealed in Figure 8,
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It can be seen that the behavioral units or specimens in'Figure

8 fall into eight rather than four distinct groupings. By moving

to a lower overlap level, one of the groups (the largest in the

previous cluster diagram) it linked to. another of the formerly

district groupings and five additional taxonomic groups emerge.

At this criterion level,,subspecies clusters are more graphically

revealed within the distinct (or species) groupings. Particularly

within the group or species with the largest membership, a number of

possible subspecies may be identified.

These groupings can be put into perspective in still another

way. Marney and Smith in their rudimentary taxonomy of adaptive

systems offer the following model of the process of the development

of adaptive systems .41

man!' Organization

De"
Competition
Variation
Duplication
Partition

Increasing Variety,

Undifferentiated
Uhitary Systems
(Initial Unstable
State)

'leedtion

Ormitlatenavosmammilnormatromisaremum..--AVVO=CIMICSAV

/
//

/ Static

41
N. Smithp and M. C. Narney, o, cit0 p p* 115.
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In terms of the evolutionary dimension of organization and organi-

zational behavior, the objects classified in this.research can be

placed roughly in the area "X!' on the Marney-Smith 'model. Clues to

-this placement are the greater tendency toward negentropy than equi-

librium in the specimens, the lack of progressive' segregation found

indicating a high level Aof system differentiation, the ability of the

organizations to maintain and even move their 'steady states to a

higher level, and the tendency to regulate their steady states

quidkly, to name a few for illustratkve purposed. These species

are at an intermediate level of organizatiOnlal development and may

V*

tend to be different from species derived from organizational con-

texts which would fall at other points along the Narney-Smith

developmental model.

It can be seen that systems classification schemes two and

three do provide characterizations that could be used to sort

specimens and generate taxonomic groupings through the numerical

approach to taxonomy and that these groupings can be placed into an

evolutional perspective.

Inspection analysis of the results of the output analysis clas-

sification scheme (systems scheme four) in terms of scale profiles

supports the groupings generated by the paired overlap relationships

resulting from classifications according to schemes two and three

L.,
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42 /Members of the groupings as delineated in Figure 8, whether

at the sspecies or subspecies level, have identical or quite similar

profiles in terms of the systems scheme four classificatiOns.

'An additional analysis of scheme two and three classifications

using only positive overlap of characteristics andoperating on a

70% or better criterion level resulted in a similar set of groupings.

,Although these\groupings (see Chapter Addendum III) did not corrobor-

ate completely those in Figure 8 to the degree that the scheme four

profile analysis did, ihe similarity between the classes or species

generated is quite interesting. It should be noted that in using

only positive overlap scheme three tended to,exhibit greater dis-

criminatory power than scheme two. Obviously, further analysis is

required to fully comprehend the similarities and differences in the

positive, and positive and negative overlap generated groupings.

Although the foregoing analysis is arbitrary and terse, some

potential of the schemes and systems theory as a basis for taxonomic

research into organizational behavior can be witnessed. Before the

full potential of these schemes and systems concepts can be assessed,

G-trzikey
the more significant test of a dlassification for taltonomic inquiry

41

IlmitS1,7?..arvinanasomewissywrionr.2.adcwoomeamirgAshadlctosnase

42The comparison of profiles for members of the groupings gen-

erated by overlap relationships revealed a high degree of similarity

within groupings° .Dissimilarity was likewise evinced between

groupings.



must be applied: do fhe above taxonomic groupings have a potential

to.00ntribute to the understanding of the behavioral units so grouped?

This question, although most pertinent, cannot be as easily answered

as the first criterion question (Do the sChemes sort the behavioral

units?) due to the exploratory nature of this research, the limited

number of behavioral units classified, and the extent of analysis

undertaken.

By examining the characteristics of members of the groupings

manifest in Figure 8, some indication can be givento the ultimate

question relating to the potential of the systems approach for pro-

ducing groupings which contribute to the understanding of the behav-

ioral units studied. Since each linked pair of units overlaps at a

high percentage level and a great number of characteristics are sim-

ilar,.the classifications of members of'each species and subspecies

in Figure 8 were examined to determine essential characteristiCs or

those characteristics that appeared determinant in the generation of.

the groupings of the behavioral units. Such characteristics nay be

construed as the "essence" of the similarity of the members of each

species. Charts 11 and III set forth the essential characteristics

of selected Species and subspecies from the groupings in Figure.8.

It can be observed that these characteristics not only differentiate

the groupings but also have a potential for use in deriving arche-



CHART II

Essential Characteristics
as Revealed by the Classifications

of Behavioral Units in Species II, VI, VII
and VIII*

I. Input-Output' Linkage Scheme:

Species II

Input/ .13
25
28
40
47

Subsystem 51

Output

193
212
220
221

1 4/
474.

gl2sies VI s91.921II .
VIII

Input 4
13
25
27
35
40.

Subsystem/ 51)

k101
102

P."

Output 158
173
179
182
192
212
218

Input 2
9

17
28
30
35
.46

Subsystem 52

Output 158
179
180
1.80

185
217

II, .System States and ProCesses Scheme:

a2R12.1II

Input 304
Steady State 327
Feedback '.47

and 353
Negentropy '364
Equilibrium 363

EutsLas_JI

Input 304
( Steady State 32

Feedback 34
Negentropy 356

or0,360
Equilibrium367

and- 383

III. Output Analysis Scheme:

pmej.es IIvormow
SpecieG VI

Less Open System Open System

110001Mr. wia~simmoonowa.r./~mworoll.~.

12.9.212.1=

Input 304
Subsystems 330

or 331
Feedback 351
Negentropy 360
Equilibrium367

.§22.919.A.111

Less Open System

Input 2
17
25
28
35
40

Subsystem 60

61
) 118

Output 158
182
187
188
193
196

SpRcies VIII

Input 303
Steady State 327
Subsystems 330
Negentropy,_,360

Equilibrium 367
and'Th83

apcies VIII

Open System

*Numbers in this chart refer to the numbered characteristics on

systems worksheets II and III used to classify the behavioral units

or subjects of this study.

Li
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CHART III

Essential Characteristics
as Revealed by the Classifications

of Behavioral Units in Subspecies Ia, Ic, and Ig*

Input-Output Scheme:

Sul222.9.91taIE §Al2P.:722.921-Ps 1c

Input 3
28
40
46 or 47

Subsystem 51
74

Output 159 or 11
196
217 or 221

Input 2
3
28
34
40

Subsystem 51

Output 159
217

paapeciesa.%

2
3
4

13
33
46

Subsystem 52
107

Output 158
182
196
217

7Y-

11. System States and Processes Scheme:

gaspapies Ia §022122.9.129_19. P.11.12E22.2.122..T.E_

Inyut 303. .piput e--)301
Steady State

and,i326 or
327

Subsystems
Negentropy

330
356 or

360
andr-m372

Equilibrium ''367
andfl383

and 303)

Output 307
Subsystems 330
Negentropy 356

Equilibrium 367
or 371

III. Output Ana1ysi6 Scheme:

Subspcies Ia

Open System

Input 300
I-0 Relationship318

Steady State 326

Feedback 353
Negentropy 360)

(and:D72)
Equilibrium 367

and' 383

Subs-oecies Ic Sul1922.912Ig

Somewhat Less Open System Open System

ft,

14.111110110111MPIVILMIN

*Numbers in this chart refer to the numbered characteristics on

systems worksheets II and III used to classify the behavioral units

or subjects of this study.



4fjtypes and relating species at higher taxonomic levels.

Note in Chart 11 that the species selected for illustration can

be differentiated, for example, in terms of operand input. In species

11 and VI, the behavioral inpUt is rational; in species VIII it is

irrational; and in species VII, it is both rational and irrational.

Dirrerentiation can also be evidenced in terms of the functional

subsystem(s) used to transform input into output. Species II reveals

use of the administrative subsystem of decision-making and species

VI of the administrative subsystem of decision-making and the per-

sonnel subsystems of recruitment and selection. Species VII evinces

use of the administrative subsystem of communic.ation and species VIII

the administrative subsystem of ru1es and regulation enforcement

.and interpretation as well as the personnel subsystem of pupil con-

trol. Further, output characterization contributes to differentiation.

In species II, operational plans are produced, in species VI infor-

mation and operational plans result, in species VII information is

produced, and in species VIII information is produced and trans-

mitted. Finally, the species can:be differentiated in terms of

several systems properties (e.g., tendency toward negentropy or

equilibrium) and "openness." And, as can be expected (at the

SS IMC WV 4,VO .y, M WIPMT 7,0 IV ONOW 'MX

43Simpson, op. cit., p. 47 ff.



ppecles level) similarities between the groupings can be noted in

Chart 11. These similarities indicate potentially useful character-

istics for grouping at higher taxonOmic levels and can be used in

formulating archetypes.

The selected subspecies in chart III can likewise be analyzed,

but space limitations dictate against this.

From the above terse discussion of Chart II, and analysis of the

taxonomic groupings, it is held that each of the generated taxonomic

groups can be described in terms.of concepts fram systems theory and

such a. description differs from one drawing on existing conceptual

framewofks in the field of educational administration. To the extent

that systems theory has a potential for advancing the understanding

of behavioral phenomena, the systems aliproach to taxonomy has poten-

tial for realizing the understanding criterion discussed earlier. At

least, evidence is given that taxonomic groupings resulting from the

numerical analysis of systems.characterizations may facilitate under-

standing of the objects classified through concepts that have been

useful in a number of fields and which differ from current organi-

zational nomenclatures.

Taxonomic Groupings Using the Theoretical 1122,112,qch-LThe theoretical .

approach to formulating taxonomic groupings as pointed out in Chapter
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II involveS a prior conception of the key or important properties

or characteristics to be used in ordering the phenomena under study.

These characteristics (attrl.butes and/or.variables) are derived lo-

gically.or deductively from a body of theory and resulting taxonomic

. classes or groupings are theoretical entities. Although the cystems

classification'schemes were devised to maximize the number of char.

acteristics used in classifying the subjects of this research and

lend themselves well to the numerical approach, the schemes can as

well provide data that can be used in generating theoretical taxo-

nomic groupings. In shifting to theoretical analysis it is obvious

that a selection process is required to get at the key properties

or concepts from systems theory for grouping behavioral units or

specimens into taxonomic .groups.

The application of the theoretical approach to formulating taxo-
.

14.titeje--a)

nomic grouping)As inv Wed a logical strategy to mave from systems

4

theory to usable 'characteristics in systems classification schemes

two and three.ifFrom the literature'on open systems the key property

of open systems seemil to. be that'of growth or development in terms of

increasing differentiation, order, -Variation, and complexity. As an

open system evolves it combats the entropic tendency 'bydrawing upon

itself, its resources, and its environment in order to maintain its

life state. It does this through the processes of dtfferentiation,



ordering, and variation.

as 'ae
Alter having identified the above deseribzd ittly property of

79

open systems, the concepts of systems theory were explored to deter-

mine the dimensions of open system activity which contribute to the

property of increasing differentiation, order, variation and complex-

ity (or system "opennesi"). Three such dimensions or "factors" were

deducedrationality, feedback (evaluative information), and steady

state (or the dynamic ratio between system Components). Obviously

.

rationality (reason and purpose) is essential to the development of

an open system in that maximizing growth involves conscious, well-

designed, and reasoned strategies for utilizing resources and dl:awing

upon the environment. Likewise, eValuative information is required

by a system in ak4d: sing the wisdom and viability of its selected

courses of action anditcapitalizing on experience. Finally, steady

state maintenance and development is necessary in sustaining a dy-

namic and maximizing relationship," among system components.

The systems classification schemes two and three were thea

e%amined to identify characteristics in the schemes that could be

used to characterize the foregoing dimensions or factors. It was

found that the rationality and irrationality of input and output

could be assessed through scheme two along with the formality or in-.

formality of control structures:(' These characteristics of a behav-

A
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ioral unit.would give indication of the factor rationality. The

'feedback factor could be characterized by the positive or negative,

external or internal, and ongoing or post facto feedback concepts

LK,
on classification scheme two and by the unlimited-limited-none

zoncept, from scheme three. To characterize the steady state factor,

the input-output relationship, steady state characteristics, and the

relationship of functional'subsystems as classified in scheme three

could be employed. Each of the above characteristics or sets of

characteristics were explored in terms of discriminatory power to

assess their grouping potential. Due to trequency of use (the loading

in certain sets of characteristics) four were eliminated since tbey

'tended no.t to discriminate between the subjects of this study.

Resulting from the "logical" or deductive "factor analysis" the,

key property of open systems was identified, three faztors (or

dimensions of system activity) that contribute to the key property

were deduced, and eight sets of characteristics for assessing the

factors were determined from:systems classification schemes two and

three. Chart IV 'shows the theoretical analysis scheme developed for

grouping the subjects of this study into taxonomic groups using the .

theoretical approach.

The data m Oassification schemes two and three were used to

characterize each behavioral unit oc specimen according to the theo-



CHART IV

rhC,.ept-e.t-icck(
ilAnalysis Schema for Formulating
Taxonomic Groupings Using Systems

Theory

!Key P;.operty of
IOpen Systems \

;Increasing order,
idifferentiation,
ivariation, and com-
plexity

.do

Factors

Rationality

Feedback

1

1
Steady

iLState

i

input

utput

tirft
Amount

/ Kind

Nature
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Characteristics
(Rational
4fRational and

Irrational
tIrrational

i.

lational
Rational and

Irrational
Irrational

imlimited
Limited
None

eRegative
INegative and

Positive
Positive

iaroingoing

Ongoing and Post
facto

Post/acto

I-0 Re- (increase

lationship?Equivalence
(Energy) tr:oss

Steady Responsive
State . Adaptive
(Type) linflexible

Functional Close
Sub- Workable
system tlfpeded
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retical analySis sc!leme. in Chart IV. For example, input was checked

as being rational, rational and irrational, or irrational. Amount

of feedback was checked as being unlimited, limited, or non-existent

(none). The other characteristics were checked in the same manner.

Following the classification of the 90 behavioral units, the classi-

fications were analyzed in order to,0 determine,/X whether taxonomic

groupings could generated, and (2) whether the groupings would con-

tribute to the understanding of the objects classified.

told co b q)ec les
Figure.9 reveals the groupings (or species of organizational

behavior) that resulted from the theoretical analysis. Members of

any .grouping are identical on at least seven of the eight character-

istics. (A. criterion specification allowing variation on one charac

teristic was employed.)

Fram Figure 9 it can be witnessed that the theoretical approach

using data from the systems classification schemes two and three also

sorts or orders the subjects of this research into taxonomic groups.

Note in Figure 9 the similarity'and differences between the groupings.

.appearing in Figure 8. Several of the species formulated by the two

approaches are identical, others show some variation, and.still others

are different. Over all, mc,r,t distinct groupings (13 as opposed to 8)

are generated by the theoretical approa ch and the membership size of.

the groupings.tends not to be as large as in the numerical. approaCh.
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As in the numerical approach, the characteristics of the members

of the theoretically generated groupings were examined in order to

assess the more basic criterion question of do the groupings contri-

bute to the understanding of the behavioral units .so grouped. Again,

due to the exploratory nature of this researchl the limited sample,

and the extent of analysis realized, this criterion question, though

fundamental, is more difficult to answer. For illustrative purposes

Chart V shows\the characterizations of four selected species iener-

ated by the theoretical approach to formulatigtaxonomic groupings.

The Chart reveals that although the species have some similar char-

acteristics, when compared one to another, in general, the character-
/rand

izations differ in a number of ways. For example, in speciesWI the

input and output are rational, in species VII the input and output

are both rational and irrational, and in species VIIrthe input is

Milopi ( RI new i et,( k el S Ls
j
rational. Note that in species yin the amount of feedback is un-

liMited, the feedback is ongoing, the steady state is responsive and

the input-output relationshW tends to be maximizing (in terms of

energy equivalence or increase). In contrast, species VII is char-

acterized by limited feedback, an inflexible steady state, and an

input-output relationship that results in energy equivalence.

Such generalizations and Others that could be made indicate

(as in the numerical approach analysis) thatthe systems derived

taxonomic groupings can be described by concepts differing from



CHART V
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standard conceptual,frameworks as are found in the literature on

educational organization and administration. Since these descriptive

and explanatory concepts are in fact systems concepts, it can be

concluded that to the extent systems theory is useful in understanding

social and behavioral systems, the systems generated taxonomic group-

ings may also contribute.to increased understanding.

.assam--Systems theory is revealed through this analysis as a pro-

mising theoretical catizarzalv for taxonomic inquiry into organizational

behavior in eduCation. The classification schemes'devised and tested

in this study proved to be usable devices for classifying behavioral

units and the classifications of the subjects of this study could be

sorted or ordered into taxonomic groupings using both the empirical

(numerical) and theoretical approaches to formulating such groups.

The resulting groupings could, further, be placed into evolutional

perspective and described in terms of a number of systems concepts.

Actually, the analysis opens 111=0 avenues for exploration than

it provided closure relative to explanation or fanswers to questions.

In addition to further application of the systems schemes to organ-

izational behavior, more extensive analysis of cxisting classifica-

tions and data is mandated. Unfortunately, tirz prevented the re-

searchers fram exhausting the many leads and int:ciguing possibilities

uneawthed by the terse analysis 'already completIA. Apologies, how-

ever, are not being offered since the goal of any researdh is to un-
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Over new and more exciting arenas for inquiry. To the extent that

Jlis has been achieved the effort is significant,

.
Conclusions and tmplications

This chapter attests to the prospects of systems theory as a

:lassification approach and taxonomic device. Not only do the devised

:lassification sbhemes give evidence of providing a basis for sorting

specimens into differentiated groupings but.also the resulting group-

ings can be characterized in terms of concepts that offer new and

fruitful ways for analyzing and explaining organizational behavior in

education.

Some caution must however, be extended.in that this is a first

venture into taxonomic inquiry using behavioral units as objects of

classification. The devised classification schemes are not tested or

refined instruments for taxonomic research but represent, rather, an

initial attempt at using systems concepts in a specific taxonamic

endeavor. Before the schemes can be claimed valid and reliable addi-

tional anal)isis of data needs to be made and numerous applications to

more and different behavioral specimens should be undertaken.

Also, the products of data analysis need to be viewed as merely

ecticcihr
tentative zi indicative. Interestingly, and not expected, the

analysis potential of the systems classifications exceeds the scope of

this project. Therefore, the taxonomic groupings (species and sub-



species) herein discussed are not the products of as rigorous

analj.sis as the data appear to warrant. The groupings are to an

extent arbitrary and are genPrated for illustrative purposes to show

the potential of the systems schemes for taxonomic work. 'More inten-

sive analysis may sdbstantiate that achieved at present but could well

go beydnd the current findings and reveal even more productive taxo-

mimic groupings and relationships.

As a result of this aspect of the larger research project, a

. number of leads are provided for taxonomic research using systems

approadhes. First, additional analysis of the classifications of the

subjects of this-taxonomic inquiry needs to be undertaken. Unfor-

tunately, analysis of the classifications, in effect, merely skims

the surface relative to ultimate possibilities. Second, applications

of the schemes to behavioral units from other educational organiza-
)

tional contexts. should be made and appropriate analyses accomplished.

Third, the systems schemes should be applied to other levels of be-

havioral units even to long-tezm histories of organizations to see

if the approach may be applicable at various levels of behavioral

analysis. Fourth, the numerical and theoretical approaches as well

as blends of the approaches warrallt additional exploration to deter-

procecki r
mine the most viable sfe=ezczy car generating taxonomic groupings.

Fifth, and as a result of further applications, an attempt should

be made to see if the taxonomic groupings resulting from the systems



Iclassiflation approach can facilitate the development of an evolu-

.tionary taxonomy of organizational behavior.

JNot all of the research implications of this chapter are for

taxonomic research. Suggested as well are a number of directions for

normative and experimental research. In regard to,the former, such

lmncerns as the following might be investigated: What are the kinds

'of input variables that impinge on educational organizations? What

resources are used (and how are they used) by members.of educational

organitions in processing orianizational work? What organizational

subsystems are most.and least well developed (and functional) in

educational organizatiohs? What dimensions of output are emphasized

in work in educational organizations? and What is the nature of feed-

A4
back (both external and internal) in and to educational organizations?

In regard to'the latter (experimental iesearch), inquiry might seek

to test the quantitative and qualitative effects of categories of

input on subsequent output; to check the relative productivity of

system activity through various processing subsystems; to assess the

effects of positive and negative feedback in the educational organ-

44Or, is the nature of feedback in educational organizations such
that it enhances the dynamic qualities of the system, Or permits max-
:imal organizational development and/or change? If the nature of feed.'
back as revealed in the units of behavior in -tbis-study is typical of
organizational feedback in education one can wonder whether educational
organizations are relatively open or relatively closed."(Cf., footnote

-39, above).
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izational context; to discover process and relational variables that

enhance the maximization of organizational (system) openness; and.to

predict post4.ble means for combating organizational equilibrium (en-

tropy) in complex, structured organizations.

Airther, it is hoped that curious readers will find in the brief

and indicative analysis in this chapter leads to specific research

hypothesis. Illustrative of this possibility are the following:

1. If maximal use of functional processing subsystems is made

then organizational productivity will be maximized.

2. If negative feedback is encoura&d and used then organiza-

tional development (growth) will be enhanced.

3. If external feedback is encouraged and used then organiza-

tional development (growth) will be facilitated.

If.an organizational system increases its processing of

special or unique inputs then organizational differentiation,

variation, and complexity will be increased,

5. If a high degree of irrationality exists in the behavior in

an organization then organizational "openness" will be re-

stricted,

6. If informal control structures are used to proccs irrational

input then output will exhibit a high degree of irrationality

Implications can also be drawn from this chapter relatkve to

the development:of theoretical and conceptual formulations. Certainl,
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the systems classification and grouping of behavioral units involves

. the use of new and different concepts for explaining organizational-

phenomena and their relationehips, similarities, and dissimilarities.

Hopofully, such concepts will provide vehicles for more.meaningful

descriptions of organizations and organizational behavior or will, at

least, enhance our current understanding of such phenomena. It is

ticipated that the theoretician can find here numerous systems con-

cepts and relationships of value to his work. The products of systems

approachcts in taxonomic research, should they be expanded and empiri-

cally productive, can assist greatly in codifying, classifying, placing

in perspective,*and relating various aspects and dynamics of organi-

zational behavior. The analysis in this chapter suggests increased

use of systems notions by organizational theorists in the immediate

future as heuristic means toward eplanation and prediction of behav-

ioral events and sequences.

All in all, increased exploration along the above lines offers

intriguing directions for advancing the study of organizational be-

havior in education. This systems approach to taxonomic inquiry has

indic:ated the potential of.this mode of thought as voiced in the dia-

logues of systems enthusiasts for some time. Systems theory appears

to be rich in explanatory and relational power.
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Definitions of Terms, on the
'Systems Classification; Worksheets

Operational Definitions--Worksheet
Comprehensive Systems Characterization Scheme

Acrtxmv Active participants (conversants or listeners) in a behavioral
situation. (This does not include extra- or intra-system forces
Who function as stimuli cqternal to, but effective upon, the
situation participants.)

yaws: System stimuli, resources, controls, and processes.

arunizational Mechanism: Devices or means used by an organizational system
in generating output (e.g., meetings, conferences, interviews
individual work processes, etc.)

agagzational Sub-Uspem: An arbStrary sub-divisian of a larger system.
This concept usually encompasses role specification, hierardhical
levels of operation, and certain organizational means of tadk
accoRilishment.

OutEal: The productive and/or affective results or outcomes of system
action.

Locus 2f Forces: Places from whidh arise or originate impingements on the
system which may be expressed relative to sub-systems, the system
itself, and/or the environment. Sudh impingements.may be rela-
tively equivalent in impact or of major or mdnor import.
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11. Operational DefinitionsWorksheet II
Input-Output Linkage (Subsystems) Scheme

Inputs: Action stimuli (variables); the state of a system at
some initial time, Tl.

922sals: Those (input) variables which are acted upon.

1.11 Information: Stimuli transmitted to the system either as vis-
ually, orally, or in written form.

1.111 Message: A written or spoken commmication transmitted direct-

ly or indirectly to or within the system.

1.112 Inquiry: A written or spoken query or request transmitted dir-
ectly to or within the system.

1.113 Expectatiars: The anticipation of specific system action.

1.114 Strategy: A. planned approach or method of operation developed

to guide system action.

Energy: (behavior))Behavioral stimuli transmitted to the system.
--47k
Rational Behavior: Reasoned (purposive) action or speech.

Performance: Execution or accomplishment of an act.
kIMIONNO

1.1212 Interaction: Execution or accomplishment of an aet through
intercommunication by participants or actors. -

1.122 Irrational Behavior: Expressive action or speech which gives
Mom. WIDOWS

evidence of no prior sensible or reasoned consideration°

1.1221 Performance: cf. 1;1211

1.1222

1.13

1.2

1.21

Interaction: cf. 1.1212

Resourc,RE: Materials (supplier or commodities) or human poten-
tialities transmitted to the system, which may be pro-
cessed, used or acted upon in system action.

Operators: Thobe (input) variables which act upon operand(s).

*input so as to transform iteinto output.

Control Structures: Organizational criteria in the form of di-
vision oriao, specification of authority and responsi-

bility, and functional role prescriptiaa through which oper .

and(s) input is acted upon.



WORKSBEET II - Definitions continued

1.211

1.2111

1.2112

1 212

1.22

1.221

1.222

1.223

.94

Formal: The conscious or unconscious prescription of organ-
izational behavior.

Legitimized: The consciously devised,.sanctioned prescription,
or establishment of organizational behavior.

Institutionalized: iihe emerging or accepted (traditional)
mode of organizational behavior.

Informal (operative role): Deliberate or casual action per-
formed without consideration of prescription or acceptance.

2pmaSi2ps (processes): Work processes through which-operand(s
input is acted upon.

Decoding: The process by Which information is translated into
a form usable in system information and.action.

Advisory: The process in: which iaformation is transferred.
with concomitant cautiOn and/or recommendation.

Decisionignaking: The process where alternative of action are
considered and a choice of action is made.

1.224 Communication: The process.of transferring information.

1.225 Memory- The process whereby previously accumulated data are
stored.

1.2251 Formal memory: The conscious storage of previously accumulated
data.

1.2252 Informal memory: The unconscious storage of previously accum.
ulated data.

1.226 Work: The process whereby tasks are performed.

1.2261 Routine: The process whereby customary tasks are.performed.

1.2262

1.227

1.228

Eks9111: The process whereby unique tasks are performed.

Rectification: The process wherein information is amended or

checked to establish accuracy and/or refinement,

Encoding: The process whereby informatlon is reduced to a
usiT.Sie form,
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WORKSHEET 11 - Definitions continued.

1,23 Personnel: System members who actively process loperand(s)

input.

1.231 Individual: One person within the system who actively and

singly processes operand i4ut1

WA" VeitOre Pc?e',5044S
1.232 Individuals: TwodApzrz-on nbt working together who actively and

singly process operand input.

1.233 Small group: Two to fifteen persons who work together to

actively probess operand input.

1.234 .1.,..Eats.mm: Fifteen or more persons who work together to

actively process operand input.

2.0 Functional Sub-Systems: An arbitrarily delimited dynamic sub-

division of a system. j

2.1 Administrative: That subsystem Which engages in organizational

eicecutive and managOrial functions'aneprocesses.

2.11 Decision-making: The subsystem function whereby alternatives

of action are considered and a choice for action is made.

2.12 .
Communication: 'The subsystem function of transferring infor

mation.

2.13 Policy: The subsystem function of determining organizational

mission and courses of action.

2.14 Rules and Regulations: The subsystem function providing dir-

ectives and operational specifications of organizationa

member conduct and action.

2.15 Arbitration (of conflict): The subsystem function concerned

with resolution or settlement of dispute.

2.16 Research: Systematic study, investigation and inquiry within a

designated area of knowledge or about a given'problem.

2.17 Work: The subsystem function whereby tasks are'performed.

2.2 Supervisory: That subsystem whien engages in the regulation

and improvement of organizational members.

2.21 Control: The subsystem function in which work or workers are

regulated through application of ol:ganizational authority

and constraints.
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WORKSHEET II - Definitions continued

2.22 Development: The subsystem function whereby organization mem-
. bers improve their skills and competencies.

.2.23 Adv-Tsory- The subsystem function through which information is
transferred with concbmitant caution and/or recommendation.

2.3 Instructional: That subsystem which enga..ges in the planning,
development, execution,evaluation, and revision of the full
range of school program activities, materials and processes.

2.31 Teaching: The' subsystem function of providing learning exper-
iences for clients.

2.32 Curriculum: The subsystem function of specifying formal
learning experiences for clients.

2.33 Extra-curriculum: The subsystem function of specifying learn-
ing activities which may take place outside the formal
classroam situation (as may occur in clubs, organized
sports, etc.). -

...--

2.34 Materials: The subsystem function whereby means, mechanical
and written, are provided which abet the teacher and the
learner in fulfilling learning objectives.

2.35 Facilitation: The subsystem function which, through policy or
other means, makes the fulfillment of -leaxning objectives
more easily attainable.

2.4 Turpost.p......teLrLipzslcs: That subsystem which engages in the
formulation and exi5lication of desired organizational out-
comes in terms of goals and operational objectives.

2.41 Coals (educational): The subsystem function which determines
school-wide general educational outcomes.

2.42 Objectives: The subsystem function through which operational
specification of desired organizational behaviors is de-
termined.

2.5 Personnel: That.subsystem which engages in the maintenance of
human organizational components at various levels of the
organizational hierarchy incl.uding staff (professional and
non-professional) and clianea.
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, 2.51 Organitional Staff: Those personnel who function within .the
arc' of organizational action toward the accomplishment of
organizational goals ana objectives.

<.?

2.52 Pupil Services: Those functions which are directed toward
organizational clients but which are not specifically in-
volved in 61assroom teaching.

2.6 Rocord Keeping: That subsystem which engages in-the codifica-
tion, maintenance, and retrieval of the totality of organ-

.

izational information.

2.61 Staff: System personnel, both professional and non-professional.

2.62 Student: Those clients (enrollees) of the school who are the
ONR.W.0.4M.rtaw.e.m.er

object of the school functioning.

2.63 Fiscal: The subsystem function concerned with financial mat-
ters relating to system action.

weLP.Vt.
2.64 Facilities: Those buildings and grounds togetheriotEi-ah the

material resoUrces they encompass which are aesigned for
system use.

2.7 Client-Constituent Relations: That subsystem which engages in
maintenance and implementation of informational and coop-
erative, functional arrangements with the proximal and
distal human environment.

2.71 Information: The subsystem function Which promulgates and
corrects communication from the system io its environment.

2.72 Participation: The involvement and/or interaction of personnel
of the system with non-system members for the purpose of
achieving mutual goals and objectives.

2.8 Business Management: That subsystem which engages in organi-
zational functions and processes relevant to fiscal affairs
and physical facilities.

2.81 Financial Affairs: The subsystem function of management of
revenue and expenditures.

2.82 Physical Plant: The subsystem function of management of .the
buildings, grounds, and material furnishings in which
system action is performed.
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2.9 Negotiation: *That sub-system which engages in consensual

functions and processes relative to the organization (in-

cluding both system and supra-system variables.)

2.91 Employees: Salaried members Of the organization.

2.92 Other Governmental Agencies: Departments of the local, inter-

mediate, st -an xe eral governments.atf...

,2.93 Conmunity: The population entity served by the school organ-

ization.

9.91212 Outcome variables; the state of a srstem at some

terminal time, T2.

3.1 Productivity: Tangible results or substantive outcomes of

system action.

3.11

3.111

3.1111-

.3.1112

3.112

3.113

3.1131

3.1132

3.114

3.1141

Product: The material outcome of system action.

Information: Communication in visual, oral,,or written form.

Written: rf;:z Frinted or otherwise recorded information,

Oral: Spoken information.

EmiaLaRkl: Choice(s) of actfon.

Policy: Statement of organizational mission or course.of

action.

Epsmulation: The defihition of a new mission or plan of action.

Revision: The alteration through incrementation or abridge-

ment of an existing mission or plan of action.

Rules and Regulations: Directives and operational specifica-

tions governing organization member conduct and action.

nrmuLation: The definition of new directivea and operational

specifications governing organization member conduct and

action.

.
3.1142 Revision: The alteration through incrementation or abridge-

mud of directives and operational specifications governing

organization member conduct and action.
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3.115 Resources: Eaterials (supplies or commodities) or human po-
tentialities resulting from system action.

3.1151 Personnel: Organizational members and clients.
Wm4441144~.4044...=470.yso

3.1152

3.1153

3.1154

3 116

3.1161

3.1162

3.117

3.118

3.119

3.12

3.121

3.1211

3.1212

3.122

3.123

Course of Study: The curriculum of the school.

coi4V0*--
Facilities: Buildings and grounds togetherAw-Ith their material

resources which they encompass and which are designed for
syslzem use.

Fiscal: Revenue for the funding of system action.

Planning: The design for future action.

Strategy:,,1,S'ystematica11y designed approach or method for
system action.

aii...ationa...1,ZIAns: Explicit procedural specifications for
system work.

11.2pords: Representation of previously transacted business,
communications, and/or accomplishments as transmitted to
formal and/or informal manuscripts and sorted into orderly
collections for future references.

Research: Vstematic study, investigation, and inquiry con-
cerning a problem within a designated area of knowledge.

Contract: Written and/or verbal agreement (pforceable by law)
between the formal system and others (iV members or the
extra-organizational milieu).

Nerfornaance: The execution or accomplishment of an act.

Behavior: The conduct of organizational members.
0..4444.1ars 0..4,1f.VF44

Ratimal: Clearly reasoned action or speech.

Irrational: Expressive action or speech which gives evidence
or no prior sensible or reasoned consideration.

Decision Transmission: The communication of a decision to
persons within or without the system.

Information Transmission: The communication of system know-
. ledge to iiersons within or without the system.

4
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3.124 Policy: Stateme-o. of oi.ganizational mission or course of action.

3.1241 Enforcement: Compling -system personnel, clients or constit-
uents to adhere to policy.

3.1242 Interpretation: The formulation of judgments applicable to
specific situations based upon established.system policy.

3.125 Rules and Regulations: Directives or operational.speCifica-
. tions governing organization member conduct and action.

3.1251 Enforcement: Compelling system personnel, clients or constit-
uents to adhere to rules and regulations.

3.1252 InSyspretation: The formulation of judgments applicable to spe-
cific situations based on established system rules and
regulations.

3.126 Arbitration: Resolution or settlement Of dispute.

3.127 Consultation: The meeting of personnel within the system, or
of system personnel with those from without the system in
order to discuss organizationally relevant matters and to
provide relevant information.

3.128 Work: Task performance.

3.2 Affectivity: Sensed impact or intangible outcomes of system
action.: -

3.21 Orpanization: The total school system including ,its members
and resources.

3.211 Professional Staff: Those personnel within.the system who are
engaged in work which requires degrees of specialized
training and certification from a profession.

3.212 Non:professional.Staff: Those personnel within the system
whose wo:1 iles.in areas designated as unskilled, semi-
skilled, and skilled, and wh6 are not certified profes-
sionally.

3.22 Clients: Those persons (that population of the environment)
for which the system exists (operates).
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3.221 Students: Those clients (enrollees) of the school who are the

objects of the school.functioning.

3.222 Parents: The fathers and mothers and/or guardians of those

enrolled in the school.

3.23 Interstitial Grouns: Those groups related by function to the

organization out waica are not a component of the organi-

zation and wLich derive membership from both within and

without the organization.

3.231 Board of Education: The local repeyesentative polity body

charged with the operation ofechool(s).

3.232 P.T.A.: Any organization whose meMbership includes teachers,

administrators, and parents of students who join together

for the advancement of mutual goals, relevant to the school

and/or the school system.

3.233. Citizens AdviAaajLnam Those groups formed by designated

action of the school board and/or the school, and which

function in a fact-finding and/or recommendation-making

sense with no legal powers.
a

3.234 Other: Groups of an interstitial nature not classifiable in the

above categories.

3.24 amk111,EAL9ime2ipations: Agencies or political enti-

ties which have legal powers and which nay regulate action

of systems at lower echelons.

3.241 Intermediate (Count Agencies or political entities existing

on the coun6y or comparable level of government.

3.242 State:. Agencies or political entities with legislative and

regulatory powers at the state level.

3.243 Federal: Agencies or political entities at the national level.

3.26 Profession: Specialists in the field of education, both

teachers ana administrators.

3.261 Individuals: Administrators or teachers affeced singly.
wa0.,...

3.262 Associations: Organized groups of to:
areas) and administrators.

subiect
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3.263 Movements: Ideological activities undertaken by members of a

3.3

3.31

3.311

3.3111

3.3112

profession.

Feedback: Evaluative information channel.,ed into the system
resulting fram outcomes of system acapn (leads to adjust-
ment of future conduct in relation t634t performance).

Internal: Originating from within the system or subsystem.

Positive: Information reinforcing system action.

Itgoing: Continuous information throughout system action.

Post Facto: Information following the termination of system
action.

.3.312 Negative: Information opposing system action.

3.3121 SymolLaa: Continuous information throughout system action.

3.3122 Post Facto: Information following the terminaaon of system
action.

3.32

3.321

3.3211

3.3212

3.322

3.3221

External: Originating from without the system (proximal and/
or distal environment.)

Positive: Information reinforcing system action.

Ongoing.: Continuous information throughout system'action.

Post Facto: Information following the termination of system
action.

antiya: Information opposing system action.

Ongoing: Continuous information throughout system action.

303222 Post Facto: Information following the termination of system
action.

. .



III. Operational DefinitionsWorksheet III

Analysis of .System Properties--States and Processes

kat: State of the system at some initial time, Tl. This state nay

be described as usual, ordinary, or normative to the system

(toutine), as peculiar to the system (special), or as criti-

cal to.the steady state of the system (crisis). Such states

inlay be classified in terms of system work (action), system

structure and maintenance (orgaization), or system purpose

determination (policy).

Output,: State of the byscem at some terminal time, T2. This state

nay be described as usual, ordinary)or normative to the

system (routine), as peculiar to the system (apecial), or as

-critical to the steady state of the system (crisis). Such

states may positively fulfill system purposes (functional),

may negatively fulfill system.purposk)s (dysfunctional), or

may fulfill no system, purposes (non-functional),

kautgaLatiplationship: The linkage of the initial and terminal

states of system action. This linkage may be characterized

by an immediate effective consequential relationship (direct),

or one in which other system action may intervene (indirect),

or one in ithich no congruency is apparent (none). The link-

age may be further characterized when the output is of the

same order as the input (undhanged), when the output is sim-

ilar to the input (adapted),.or when the output is completely

dissimilar to the input (changed). Output may exceed in-

put (energy increase), may equal input (energy equivalency),

or may be less than input (energy loss).

Steqp State (System Life State): A level of system integ.?mtion

characterized by a dynamic ratio of system components and

properties. The "life" state of a system. As a result of

system action system steady state may remain unaltered (main-

tained unchanged), may result in change to a more dynamic

and/or functional state (progressive modification), or may

revert to a prior or less dynamic and/or functional state

(regressive modification), The steady state of a system may

be able to withstand impinging forces (stable) or may be

affected by impinging forces (permeable). Further, it may

.be cognizant of impinging forces and initiate action (respon-

sive), may consciously or unconsciously encompass impinging.

forces (adaptive), or may not be affected by and/or ignore

impinging forces (inflexale).

-74*.



WORKSHEET III - Definitions continued

Relationship of Functional Subsystems: The proximity, interdepen- .

dency, iii717=terconnections. of functional subsystems. (h

functional subsystem is an arbitrar4y delimited dynamic sub-

division of the system.) This relationship may be maximizing

(close), operationally facilitating (workable), hampered or

strained (impeded), or may not exist (nione). The relation-

ship way be prescribed through the legitimized organizational

structure (formal) or may result from institutionalized or

ongoing role behavior Or interaction (informal). Further,

it may be.fixed by informal or formal structure (programmed)

or nay evolve in the course of system action (spontaneous).

alftEtaalaual: The'balanCing and controlling of variables for pur-

poses of survival (homeostasis). This balancing and control-

ling may be observed to be total (complete), sufacient for

purposes of steady state maintenance (partial), less than

adequate for this maintenance (minimal), or may not be ob-

served to exist (none). This self-regulation may result

from impromptu or specially devised means (ad hoc), or from

non-conscious or chance means (accidental). Further, it may

be mechanistic (reflexive), or result:Z:3 fram rational means

(cognitive) which may be either immediate or delayed.

Feedback: Evaluative information used by the system in adjustment of

future conduct relative to past performance. Such informa-

tion may be unimpeded (unlimited) or restricted (limited) or

non-existent (Inane), and may flow via prescribed channels

(formal) or may not adhere to fixed communication arrange-

ments (informal). Feedback may be monitored at certain time

intervals (intermittent) or continuously (continuous); it

also may exist in proportion to the magnitude of difference

between the required and actual .value of the controlled

quantity (proportional), Dr may exist in terms of dichotamous

magnitudes--"on" and "off" (relay);

Negentray: The state of order, differentiation and complexity.

essive Segrega4.52n: The hierarchical ordering of subsystems

.
leading to their consequent independence.

Proaressive Mechanization: The ordering of certain processes as

fixed arrangements.

Equilibrium: The state o.1a resulting from balancing or inter-

cancellation of system forces or variables.
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-IV. Operational Definitions Worksheet IV

Output Analysis Scheme
(Output-outcomes of system activity)

PRODUCTIVITY - The attainment of organizational goals, fulfill-
ment of organizational purpose. (This can be de-
fined as a relation between a system and the rel-
evadt parts of the external system in which it
acts or operates. This relatl.on can be conceived
as the maximization relative to the relevant con-
ditions such as costs and obstacless.of some
category of output of the system to objects or
'systems in the external situation.)

PRODUCT UTILITY - The usefulness to the system or the external
system of goods which are either consumable or
which serve as instruments for a further phase
of production by the system or the external
system.

SERVICES UTILITY - The usefulness to the systeM or the external
system of capacities or assistance-potential or
task-completing-potentiality which serve as in-
struments for a further phase of activities by the
system or the external system,

II. ORGANIZATIONAL HEALTH - The ability of an organization to main-
tain itself and its productivity in terms of
dynamic interaction of the organization and its
environment.

LDAPTABILITY 6. The extent to which an organization solves prob-
lems and reacts with flexibility to changing
environw-ntal demands.

IDENTITY SENSE - The extent to which an orgnnization evinces
knowledge and insight into what the organization
is, what its goals are and what it is to do.
(Pertinent questions are: To what extent are
goals understood and shared widely by members of.
the organization, and to what extent is self-per-
ception on the part of organization medbers in
line with the perceptions of die organization by
others?)
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WORKSHEET IV - Definitions continued

CAPACITY TO TEST REALITY - The extent to which an organization
searches out, accurately perceives, and correctly
interprets the real properties of the environment,
particularly those which have relevance for the.
functioning of the organization.

INTEGRATION POTENTIAL - The ability of the organization to mesh
the needs of the individuals 4nd/or groups within
the organization to organizational goals.

SELF-ACTUALIZATION - The extent to which the individual as a
member of the organization realizes his hIghest
petsonal goals (attained or attainable through
the acceptance, willingness and/or encouragement
of the organization).

GROUP DECISION-MAKING - The extent to which the individual wor-
ker or group of workers is involved with manage-

.

sent in making decision regarding the achievement
of organizational goals.'

INDIVIDUALS' FLEXIBIL7TY TO CHANGE - The extent to which the
individual worker and/or worker groups willingly
attempts and/or accepts innovation. (Its basis
rests primarily in the security of the worker in

his position or in the organization.)

TV. FEEDBACK - This is organizational evaluation (inspection
and/or modification of its inputs as related to
the response of the organization based upon the
output a.2 the system action).

DESIRABILITY OF - The degree to which or the amount of feed-
back encouraged and wanted by the organization,
as reflected especially by those directly governed.

PENETRATION OF - The degree to which or distance which feed-
,

back covers fram the point of re-entering the
organization until it reaches the person most
responsible for and holding commensurate authority
for implementing change.

, -
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CHAPTER ADDENDUM II

Tabulation of the Use e Characteristics on Classification Work-
sheet II in C1assifyin4; the Subjects of this Research

Times Used

% . 1,0 INPUTS
1.1 Operands

1 17671.11 Information
2 T67-1.111 Message
3 45 1.112 Inquiry
4 57 1.113 Expectations
5 .11.114 Strategy
6 1.12 Energy (behavior)
7 11.121 Rational Behavior

. 8 1.1211 Performance
9 31 1.12111 Individual

(10 :221.12112 Individuals

1

11 1.12113 Group(s)
12 -1.1212 Interaction
13 4D.12121 Individuals
14 1.12122 Groups
15 -1.122 Irrational Behavior
16 -1.1221 Performance

1

17 T71.12211 Individual
18 -8171.12212 Individuals

. 19 7:71.12213 Group(s)
20 :-1.1222 Interaction
21 .2_1.12221 Individuals

i24 1T1.13

22 1.12222 Groups
23 7-1.13 Resources

1 Material
(25 4E1.132 Human

...1.2 Operators

1

7.3:11 C2=1 Structures

28 6f...1.2111 Legitimized
29 8 1.2112 Institutionalized
(30)14 1.212 Informal (Operative

role)
(31 1.22 Operations (processes

(34 47 1.223 Decision-making1

(32 2 1.221 Decoding
(33 781.222 Advisory

(39411.224 Communication
(36 1.225 Memory
(37 3 1.2251 Formal (conscious)
(38 -1-1.2252 Informal(unconscious
39 1 1.226 Work
40 55 1.2261 Routine
41 12 1.2262 Special
(42).2..1.227 Rectification(check)
(43 5 .1.228 Encoding

1

45 ___,1.23 Personnel
46 31_1.231 Individual
47 44 1.232 Individuals
48 24-1.233 Small Group
(49 .221.234 Large Group

Times

(50) 2
(51)54

r94-6--..

54 "2"2.131
i55 17-2.132
56 7-2.133
57 2.134

(58) 2.14
(59) -'2.141
(60

62
63
64
(65
(66

Used
2.0 FUNCTIONAL SUB-SYSTEMS
2.1 Administrative
2.11 Decision baking
2.12 Communication
2.13 Policy

Formulation
Interpretation

-Enforcing
Revision
Rules and Regulations
Formulation

5 2.142 Interpretation
4 2.143 Enforcing
-2.144 Revision

2.15 Arbitration(of conflic
=2.151 Intra-organizational

2.152 Interstitial
2.153 Extra-organizational

1 /

67 1 2.154 Between Spheres
68 2.16 Research
69 2 2.161 Operations
70 2.162 Program

1

(71 1 2.163 Personnel
(72 1 2.164 Clientp
(73 2.17 Work i

(74 222.171 Routine

(75r-2.172 Special
(76 2.2 Supervisory
(77) 2.21 Control

79
(8o
(81

iT 2.22 Development .

2.221 Orientation
2.222 Improvement
2.223 Re-training

(82)-2,23 Advisory
(83) 2.3 Instructional

(815 2.32 Curriculum
2.31 Teaching

(8
(86 -7-2.321 Development
(87 2.322 Testing
(88 7-2.323 Implementation
(89 -1-.2.24 Modification
x(99-2-.2.325 Revision
)(91 -7-2.33 Extra-curriculum
(92).-3-2.34 Materials
c93L _2.35 Facilitation
04) 2.4 Purpose Determination
(95 =2.41 Goals (educationa))
(96r 2.42 Objectives

97)-4"-M.421 Operation
98 -W-2.422 Program
99 -2.5 Personnel .

(100 =2.51 Organizational Staff

(101)-8-2.511 Recruitment
(102)-B-2.512 Selection
(103) 7 2.513 Assignment



Times Used

1

i

104 .1.2.514 Orientation
105 ...2.515 Development
106 1 2.516 Separation
107 .1.2.52 Pupil Services
108 2.521 Health
109 a:2.5211 Physical
(110 2.5212 Mental
(111)---2.522 Testing
(112).0.523 Advisory
(113).4.2.5231 Guidance
(114)...2.5232 Counselling
(115).5.2.5233 Placement

2.524 Food

118 .1_2.526 Control
117 1122.525 Transportation

119). 2.6 Record Kbeping
Staff

121 ...2.611 Professional
122 ...2.612 Non-professional

1

123).1_2.62 Student
124) 2.621 .Health
125)23).622 Academic

127 .1.2.64 Facilities
Fiscal

128 ...2.7 Client-Constituent

t'oS9

Tipes Used

3.0 OUTPUT
3.1 Productivity

(155) 3.11 Pröduct-
(156) 3.111 Information
(157).2.3.1111 Written
(158)51.3.1112 Oral
(159)47 3.112 Decisions
(3_60).5.3.113 Policy
(161) 1,3.1131. Formulation
(162) 3.1132 Revision
(163) 3.114 Rules and Regulations
(164) 3.1141 Formulation
(165) 3.1142 Revision
(166).1:3.115 Resources
(167).4.3.1151 Personnel
(168) 3.1152 Course of Study
(169) 3.1153 Facilities
(170)...3.1154 Fiscal
(171) 3.116 Planning
(172).1.3.1161 Strategy
(173)5,01.3.1162 Operational Plans

1

174 3.117 Records
175 3.118 Research
176 .4.3.119 Contract
177 3.12 Performance

Relations (178) 3.121 Behavior
(129) 2.71 Information (179)22.3.1211 Rational
(130a01.2.711 Dissemination (180)16.3.1212 Irrational
(131).4. 2.712 Clarification (181)a9.3.122 Decision Transmission
132 .2:2.72 Participation

134 7=2.722 Assistance

(182)423.123 Information Trans-

(135 2.723 Developmental
3.124 Policy

(184 =3.1241 Enforcement

mission133 2.721 Maintenance

(136)----.2.8 Business Management (185 15.3.1242 Interpretation
.(137).5.2.81 Financial Affairs (186) 3.125 Rules and Regulations

(138).2.2.811 Budgeting (alloca-(187)=3.1251 Enforcement
tion of funds)(188).5.3.1252 Interpretation

139).3.2.83_2 Purchasing (189).1_3.126 Arbitration
140..6.2.813 Remuneration (190).5.3.127 Consultation
141 2.82 Physical Plant
142 1.2.821 Planning
(143) 2.822 Maintenance
(144).2.2.823 Modification
(145). 2.824 Improvement
(146) 2.825 Addition
(147).1_2.9 Negotiation

(191).a.3.128 Work
3.2 Affectivity

(192)41,3.21 Organization
(193)16.3.211 Professional Staff
(194).1.3.212 Non-professional Staff
(195).1.3.22 Clients
(196) 3.221 Students'

(148) 2.91 Employees (197)16-3.222 larents

149) 2.911 Professional Staff(198).ip.23 Interstitial Groups

150
151
152
(153
(154

2.912 Non-professional (199).2.3.231 Board of Education

2.92 Other Govt. Agencies
1.2.93 Community (200) 3.232 P.T.A.

_2.931 At large (201) _3.233 Citizen Advisory

2.932 Groups Groups

. (202).13.234 OtherOS7*,..111.00



Time Used

203 3.24 Supra-Educational Organizations

204 1 3.241 Intermediate (County)

205 23.242 State
206 173.243 Federal
207 73.25 Extra-Organizational
208 4 3.251 Parents
209 73.252 Citizens
210 7-3.253 Community

(211 ) _1 3.26 Profession
(212 11 3.261 Individuals

(213 2 3.262 Associations
(214 3.263 .Novements

3.3 Feedback

(216 ."73.311 Positive
Internal

(217 W 3.3111 Ongoing
Post facto

219 3.312 Negative
220 27-3.3121. Ongoing
221 1E73.3122 Post facto

222 3.32 External
(223 3.321 Positive
(224 3.3211 Ongoing
(225 -) -73.3212 Post facto

226 . 3.322 Negative
227 3.3221 Ongoing
228 7-.3.3222 . Post facto

lag



Tabulation of the Use of Characteristics on Classification

Worksheet II in Classifying the Subjects of this Research

1. Input:

f,301 alSpecial

65Routine

302 2Crisis

2. Output:
(306)67 Routine
(307)0-Special
(304:ECrisis

3. Input-Output
Direct

1 None
(313 1 Indirect
(314

(Ordinary) i303)54 Action
304)32 Organization
305) 3 Policy

(03.:4dinary) (309)83 Functional
(310) 3 Dysfunctional
(311)7-Non-functional

Relationship:
4315)69 Unchanged
(316)17 Adapted
(317) 4 Changed

INNI.

4. Steady State (System Life State):
32178 Maintained Unchanged (324)72
322 11 Progressive Modification (325)5:8-

323Wlegressive Nodification

5. Relationship of F

/

(329 34 Close
(330 Ay Workable
(331 g-Impeded
(332 .2_None

6. System Self-rega
(337)69 Complete
r338)17 Partial
339)-7-Minimal
40):17None

19Energy Increase
319 a:Energy Equivalence
320 -15Energy Loss

Stable (326)32 Responsive
Permeable (327)40 Adaptive

(328)T8-Inflexible

unctional Subsystems:*
(333 )85 Formal (335)58 Programmed

(334).5...Informal .(336)32.Spontaneous

ation:
i341)36 Fixed
342)53_Ad hoc
343):P_Accidental

7. Feedback (Information Flow):

(347)56 Unlimited (350)79 Formal

(348)75-Limited (351) 9 Informal

(349)2:None

(Tendencies toward0

8. Negentropy
9. Progressive

Segregation
10. Progressive
Mechanization
11. Equilibrium

p44) 4 Reflexive
345)75 Cognitive Imme-

diate
(346)10 Cognitive Delayed

(352) 0 Intermittent
(35T2_Continuous
(354 29 Proportional
(355)17 Relay

.101111.j.

Defrree of Existence

OL....

( 356)
0

.13,5,71

35,I...(3621
2

...115.9)

I;;.1:oLd.

(16_91
9
(361)

Iga_INoT 1

(364 )1 _116.JD l'

9 1 71. 1
(365)! (369)

26

17

1363

20 I
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CHAPTER <IWO

SYNTHESIS AND CONCLUSIONS

Daniel E. Griffiths and Frank W. Lutz

The Search for a Single Taxonomy

As indicated in the title of this work, the task was to

develop taxonomies of organizational behavior in education, not a

single taxonomy. It was proposed that four theories be utilized in

the development of the taxonomies in order to produce sdhemata for

the classification of orcanizationR1 behavior. The development and

utilization of these four schemata is discussed in earlier chapters.

In spite of the difficulty of synthesizing schemata developed from

theories as diversified as bureaucracy, compliance, decision-making,

and general systems, the research team hoped that it would be

possible to demonstrate that certain parts of one schema bad

particular relationship to certain parts of other schema. The

research team does not believe it successfully accomplished this

objective. This chapter will describe what was done in an effort to

meet the objective, what was accomplished and why more was impossible--

at least at this point in the development of a science of administration.

Logical Analysis

It is clear that there is nothing like complete over1Pro on any

of the four scoring schemata. In a large measure, each tends to

classify different elements of the organization. Even when a mord

such as pomer is used in two schemata, i.e., in bureaucracy and



compliance, the word is defined differently by the separate theories

and thus defined differently in each classification schema. The

resulting classification of any OTU through the use of the concept

power will then be considerably different depending on the way the

concept is defined in the particular theory and schema. An analysis

of the classifications resulting from the use of the concept power

as used in the bureaucratic and compliance schemata showed almost

no overlap between the concept as used in eadh. That is to say,

one cannot predict how power will be scored according to the compliance

classification based on the way power is scored according to bureau-

cratic classification. To use another example, while one schema is

very concerned about whether the behavior in an organization is bureau-

cratic or nonbureaucratic, the other schemata are not the least concerned

with that fact. Because outputs of the organization may be either

bureaucratic or nonbureaucratic; and because a decision to postpone

may be either bureaucratic or nonbureaucratic; and because a

compliant behavior directed toward some goal may be either bureau-

cratic or nonbureaucratic in nature, none of these areas are

predictable from the data obtained by scoring the behavior along

the bureaucratic-nonbureauceatic continuum. While it is not

impossible that any two or three things may occur at the same time,

thus producing some correlation, still the one is independent of the

other.

Another area to which the research group gave considerable

attention was that of the completeness of any single theory and thus
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of any single schema based on that theory. Granting that theories

in the social sciences are incomnlete, still each schema with

the exception of one was able to score every OTU, That schema

(the Bureaucratic Classification) omitted only one OTU which

had taken place outside the boundaries of the organization, as

defined by that system of classification. While it is not claimed

that the data used in this study mere obtained by sampling the total

universe of behavior in educational organizations, they are am

extensive sample of behavior in one educational organization, a public

school district. In addition, the total group of OTU's includes

a group of behaviors from another educational organization, higher

education. These reDresent a different organization both institutionally,

geographically and behaviorally. Each schema ms complete enough to

allow scoring of all of these data. Each could score all behaviors of

the educational organization collected in the sample While this fact

speaks well for the individual theories upon which the schemata were

built and the taxonomists who built the schemata, it creates a problem

when trying to synthesize tbe schemata. If everything is to be

classified in one schema, the other schema i not necessary for class-

ification. In a moment it will be seen that this statement is too

strong simply because while the organizational behavior may be classified

according to one sdhema, it may be necessary to classify it according

to another schema in order to fulfill another purpose of analysis.

For the moment, howover, the statement serves to indicate that once

one can classify all units or samples according to his purpose, there



is little need of using another schema.

Certain statistical processes were used in an attempt to

determine whether overlaps among schemata took place. Several

problems existed which rendered this attempt rather fruitless.

While some theories allowed the taxonomists to indicate the degree

of presence of an element, other theories only enabled taxonomists

to score elements as present or absent. This created a prdblem

of either ignoring or making tenous assumptions about other data.

For instance, in some circles there is general agreement that with

large samples, parametric procedures may be app/ied to certain scales

which are not equal-interval scales. Other statisticians are still

offended by this process. Inasmuch as our sample included only

ninety OTU's, we were somewhat loath to call it statistically a

large sample.

Further, there was a prdblem of the size of matrices which

could be utilized even with the most modern computers and programs.

To include all elements of all schemata would have necessitated a

matrix of over one thousand by one thousand. To reduce the matrix

by merely eliminating the finer conceptual sUbdivisions of the

more gldbal elements throi_th arbitrary redudtion would result

in considerable (almost complete) overlap of all schemata. This

was done, in fact, and the predicted result obtained. While it was

possible to run a matrix as large as would have been needed to

include all elements, the process was not considered feasiblP within

the parameters of this proposal. Methods which would have required



sudh a matrix are described in Principles of Numerical Taxonomy.1

Such a process may prove fruitful in future research.

Raving attempted some statistical techniques without success,

and rejecting others as not within the scope of this project,

the project team turned to the production of frequencies of overlap

and a theoretical explanation where possible. When discussing

the theoretical rationale for using one schema over the other,

two questions will be discussed:

(1) Under what conditions may one classification schema
prow more useful than another?

(2) What theoretical relationships may exist between the
four schema?

As one discusses the first of these questions he really must

talk about the purposes of the inquirer in wishing to select a schema

for classifying organizational behavior. A simple illustration served

to emphasize this point for the research team. The group had been

discussing the synthesis possibilities of the schemata for a day and

a half when Jdhn Hemphill picked up six dbjects which were on the

table: a water glass; a round glass ash tray; a package of cigarettes;

a paper match book; an dblong tobacco pouch; and a coffee cup. He

pointed out that depending on a person's purpose, he might group

these dbjects many ways: (1) smoking versus non-smoking objects;

1
Rdbert R. Sokal and Peter H. A. Sneath, Principles of Numerical

Taxonomy (San Francisco, Calif.: W. H. Freeman and Co.7-1719677



(2) round versus angular objects; (3) containers versus non-

containers; (4) transparent versus non-transparent; (5) flexible

versus non-flexible, etc. There seemed to be an almost infinite

number cf possibilities and eadh resulted in a different grouping

which, depending cn the purpose, was better than any other grouping.

It became clear that no one taxonomy of organizational behavior

based on present theories would be desirable even if it could

be produeed. Rather, what the team had before them were four

ways of classifying organizational behavior, each as useful as

tile other and as necessary as the other, depending on the class-

ification purposes. Perhaps some overlaps among classification

schemata and relationships between theories from which the schemata

were derived could be derived. Still the research team could not

emerge with a single taxonomy.

Statistical Procedures for Examining Overlaps

To determine where characteristics within one schemata over-

lapped characteristics in any other schemata (were used the same

way in scoring the theories), it was decided to compare all pairs

of characteristics by using the Phi coefficient as a measure of

overlap. This coefficient may be interpreted in much the same

manner as a correlation coefficient (i.e., a coefficient of 1.0

describes perfect overlap.) The formula for 0 is indicated by



Guilford as:
1

AD-BC

=

A+B D+C

When 1 = the presence of a concept and 0 = its absence and

A = the nuMber of (1-1) combinations -- the presence
of both concepts;

B = the nuMber of (0-1) combinations -- the absence of
one but the presence of the other;

C = the number of (1-0) combinations -- the presence
of one but the absence of the other;

D = the number of (0-0) combinations -- the absence of
both concepts

For example, if in five occurrences of a phenomenon one were

to test for the overlap of two characteristics and were to find

that in occurrence one and in occurrence three both were pre.lent

but in occurrences two, four and five neither were present, we

would have perfect overlap as Phi would be:

6

or -1/ 36

Therefore: 0 = 1.0

There is a danger in using Phi as an indicator of overlap,

however. Suppose for some reason two characteristics did not

J.P. Guilford. Fundamentals of Statistics in Ps chology and
Education (New York: McGraw-Hill, 195 p. 312.
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occur within the sample of specimen collected. In addition,

suppose these characteristics were dissimilar and if they had

appeared, they would not appear together except by chance

(i.e., there was no relationship between the two). In our for-

mula the 0-0 occurrence is the same as the 1-1 oc,mrrence,

however. For this reason any characteristic which was never

scored within the sample of the ninety OTU's was dropped fram

the tabulation.

While it is easy to see why 0-0 is the same as 1-1, it

still creates problems when using Phi for our purpose. If two

characteristics are actually the same, one will always be present

when the other is present and if the one is not present, neither

can the other be presenz. If every woman were a nother and every

mother were a woman, then there would be perfect correspondence.

Thankfully this is not the case, and while the latter produces

all 1-1 occurrences, the former produces considerable 0-1 occur-

rences (particularly in unmarried women). Thus, the two classifi-

cations do not completely overlap. But suppose we were to test

these characteristics (of mother and woman) on a sample choosing

mothers only. Suppose one had an infinite sample of mothers.

A spurious 0 of 1.0 would be obtained. Merely dropping classifi-

cations which never appeared would not correct the difficulty

because both classifi%.ations, woman and mother, would appear. In

addition to this problem, two characteristics could have occurred

together (1-1) one time in our ninety OTU's simply by chance. If
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both failed to appear again in the remaining eighty-nine OTU's

(0-0) then the Phi would be 1.0 when it should actually perhaps

be 0.0. Thus, the following rule of thumb was developed. The

total occurrence of the characteristics must be at least nine

(ten percent) in the ninety OTU's; the positive overlaps (1-1)

must be larger than the sum of the negative overlaps (0-1) $ k (1-0).

Only pairs of characteristics fitting this rule are reported. In

addition, we report here only the overlaps between schema.

Our procedure for calculation was as follows. Numbering all

characteristics one through four hundred thirty-six (having dropped

those characteristics which were never used in scoring the ninety

OTU's) each characteristic was recorded as present (1) or not

present (0) in each of the ninety OTU's. The (1-1), (0-1),

(1-0), and (0-0) occurrences were tabulated. The Phi coefficient

was then calculated and pairs of characteristics were grouped

into clusters of Phi equal to 1.0 to .91; .90 to .81; .80 to .71;

.70. to .61; .60 to .51; and .50 to .41. These were then inspec-

ted to see if they fit the rule developed to protect against

spurious conclusions regarding correspondence of characteristics.

The following pairs of characteristics produced the Phi indicated

while not violating the required frequencies set by the rule:
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OVERLAPS OF CHARACTERISTICS BETWEEN SCHEMA

Phi Schemata and Characteristic with

.90 - .81

.90 - .81 Compliance
Programmed task -

staff

.80 to .71 Compliance
Programmed task -
lations

Compliance
Productive Goal

professional

pupil irregu-

.80 to .71 Compliance
Programmed task - professional

staff

.60 - .51 Bureaucracy
High universalistic

.60 - .51 Decision Naking
Who carries out decision? - self

.60 - .51 Decision Naking
Decision made or in process

.60 - .51 Decision Nhking
Nature of problem - personnel
or staff

.50 - .41 Bureaucracy
High rational

.50 - .41 Bureaucracy
High universalistic

.50 - .41 Decision Making
Decision made, or procedure set
or decision in process

Schemata and Characteristic

Decision Making
Central actor - authority
position - board

General Systems
Functional sUbsystem -
petsonnel selection

General Systems
Output productivity -
enforcement of rules and

regulations

General Systems
Output productivity
professional, individual(s)

General Systems
Feedback - limited

General Systems
Input operation - decision

making

General Systems
Functional sub-system
decision making

General Systems
Output productivity -
performance of work

General Systems
Feedback - limited

General Systems
System-self regulation
fixed

General Systems
Input - decision making



In the compliance schemata there were four characteristics

which overlapped above the .70 level with characteristics from

either schemata. These were higher than the overlaps discovered

with any other schemata. Pll overlaps of characteristics from

the compliance schemata were above .70 and all overlaps between

schemata above .70 were with characteristics from compliance.

It is interesting to note that productive goals overlapped between

.90 and .81 with the decision making characteristic of authority

position, board. Thus, in our sample, productive goals (those

goals which are related to extend or improved opportunities for

pupils to prepare for vocational, family and financial problems)

were highly related to the school board in an authority position

to the central actor of the unit (usually the superintendent).

This could be interpreted to mean that where improvement or

extension of educational opportunity is involved, one must seek

board approval. 'Further, it seems that most issues in the system

studied must have centered Jrn productive rather than intellectual

goals under the major heading cultural goals. As one might expect,

the classifications of programmed tasks of professional staff and

pupil irregulation are related to the general systems classifica-

tions of personnel selection and enforcement of rules and regula-

tions respectively. The characteristic professional personnel is

also related to the general systems characteristic professional

productivity of individual(s). These could have been predicted

systematically.
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Some Interesting overlaps occurred with the bureaucratic

schema. All bhose characteristics which relate to high bureau-

cratic operation of the organization (e.g., high rational, high

specific, high universalistic) overlapped with the general systems

characteristic, feedback limited. High universalistic is also

related to the general systems characteristic of self regulation -

fixed. At first these overlaps seemed unusual. Upon further

reflection it is clear that the occurrence of overlap are predic-

table fram bureaucratic theory. If the bureaucracy is functioning

there is feedback, but this feedback is specified (fixed) and it

should be limited to the %mount and means specified by the bureau-

cratic procedure. Thus, the overlaps which occurred "fit" the

theory.

One overlap with the decision-making schemata has been

discussed in the paragraph on compliance overlaps. Four other

overlaps of decision-making characteristics occurred, all with

general systems characteristics. Again, most of these could be

predicted semantically. The characteristics of self carrying

out a decision is relate4 to the functional subsystem of decision-

making. When the nature of the problem is personnel or staff,

the productivity output was performance of work. Finally the

decision-making
characteristic of decision made, or procedure

set, or decision in progress, was related to the input of decision-

making. In every one of these four cases the decision-making

characteristic is mentioned first and the general systems



characteristic second.

There were eleven characteristics of the general systems

schemata which were found to overlap with other schemata. This

was the largest number of overlapping characteristics in any one

schema. It compares with ..L'our from the compliance, four fram

the bureaucracy, and five from the decision making schemata- -LA

all cases, of course, the general systems characteristic overlapped

with a characteristic fram some other schema. All overlapping

characteristicE, from general systems have been discussed previously

and shall not be discussed again except to explain a possible

reason why general systems has more than twice the overlaps of

any other schma. There are two possible answers. First, general

systems is perhaps the broadest of the four theories used in

"Developing Taxonomies of Organizational Behavior in Education."

And second, there were more characteristics in the general

systems schemata and, therefore, greater opportunity for overlaps

to occur.

It is, of course, apparent that the overlaps and the discussion

of them have done little to synthesize the theories used in

developing the taxonomies. Neither has one taxonomy emerged.

While in one sense this is disappointing, it points to a new idea

about the behavioral theories upon which the practice of adminis-

tration rests. Perhaps these theories are (1) more complete, and

(2) more separate than is supposed. This research would seem to

point in that direction.



THE DECISION-MAKING CLASSIFICATION SCHEMA

Theoretical Base

The theory upon which the decision-making s.chama is based

was developed in a study by Griffiths, Heraphill and Frederikson

during an extensive study of the elenentary principalship. In

that study two secondary factorp related to decision-making

merged. Factor X concerned the activity of preparing for a

decision vs.'taking final action, and Factor Y concerned the

amount of work expended in handling the item. Factor X, then,

focused upon the process of making the decision and Factor Y

focused upon or accounted for much of the non-decision-making

behavior. Drawing heavily from these factors as well as other

decisions-making concepts, a decision-making classification

schema was developed. This schema, 'while neither mathematic-

ally nor systematically pleasing, resulted in a system of

one hundred forty-two categories which established some

relationships between the decision-making concepts.

The theory and the resulting classification schema are

based on the following three assumptions:

1. Administration is a generalized type of lahavior

found in all human organizations.

2. Administration is the process of directing and

controlling life in a social organization.

3. The specifIc function of administration is to

develop and regulate the decision-making process

in the most effective nanner possible.
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The schema and the theory that fostered it views the process

of administration as the monitoring of decisions made in the

organization and holds that administrative behavior can be

described and understood in terms of decision-making or the

monitoring ofdecisiono in the organization.

Thus, the classification system includes one hundred

fortyatwo characteristics arranged in an ordered relationship

that is described by the following diagram:

Input
al j,

Decision-rlakingii
ao
`-Output4E.0''

Outputs may occur either along path al, a2 (making a decision)

or path b (without a decision being made). This schema accounts

for the range of behaviors that must be considered in the

description of administrators at work and thus the behavior

of the organization.

Followiug classification of the ninety OTU's several types

of analyses were peeormed2 these incluiLed: frequency counts

of used and unused categories, cluster formation, and content

analysis of clusters. Four clusters were thus isolated and

were augmented by examining scoring categories used to describe

each OTU. A two level classification system resulted in Whidh

43 OTUts were able to be classified. Thus, a new classification

system was devised in Which two sets of OTUts were identified

as: 1) information exchanging and 2) decision-making. If one

is ready to accept a set which includes 86 of the 90, then all

the OTUIs could be classified by the decision based theory. A



set of this size was rejected as being useless for classi-

fication'purposes.

Future Research

This initial taxonomy attempt opens the door to what now

seems almost endless research in decision-making. Only 90 of

the one hundrad forty-two classification were used in classi-

fying the OTU's of the educational organization picked for the

field study. Will additional educational organizations provide

behaviors that require the use of the other classifications

specified in the schema? If so, what different educational

aspirations, organizational structures, administrative behaviors,

goals, etc., will tend to elicit these other decision-making

behaviors? If not, do the decision-making behaviors occur in

other types of organizations? If so, why should educational

organizations not exhibit the same behaviors? Could educational

organizations benefit from the adoption of decision-making

patterns used in industry and vice versa? Are there cross

cultural differentes in decision-making patterns: What are

the reasons for such differences and possible similarities?

How are differences in decision-making patterns related to

1) communication, 2) organizational morale, 3) size of staff,

4) training of the chief administrator and other administrators,

5) affect on public support? The list of such questions is

almost infinite. Several doctoral dissertations are presently

in process in an attempt to answer such questions but the surface

has hardly been scratched, much less depleted. It is hoped

that the establishment of this present decision-making schema



will not be viewed as the final word in decision-making taxonway

or theory but merely a new portal through -which researchers

may view the world of research possibilities in educational

administration,

Practitioner Usefulness

It is not unusual that a large segment of sdhoolmen view

any researdh project in terms of its immediate and pragmatic

possibilities. At one report of this research, an old gentle-

man rose to ask, "I have been a principal for thirty-five years,

and I would like to know how this work will enable me to do a

better job in my building?" Perhaps this is a short-sighted

approach to any research but from the viewpoint of the

individual administrator, it is a fair question. Researdu in

administration has as its final, if not immediate goal, the

improvement of the practice of administration. The present

classification schema can provide the practicing administrator

with the tool to describe the decision-making in this organi-

zation. Decisions are made at several levels of any educational

organization and each has its affect on the organization as a

whole. The Board of Education makes policy decisions. This

process should be of prime importance to the chief school

administrator, The decision-making schema will enable him to

classify and thus begin to analyze this process. Certain

decisions must be made by building principals. What is the

nature of these decisions and how are they made? What part

does the central office staff play in decision-making? Again

the list could be expanded to the limits of the imagination of



the practitioner. The better his grasp of the theory upon

which the schema is built, the more relationdhips be will

understand. But all from the most naive to the most sophis-

ticated practitioner will be able to make some use of the

schema.

One word of caution in conclusion. In this schema as

in the other schemata, the questions raised for application

may seem to some as elementary and ones to which any practical

administrator has ready answers. To others the conclusions

that are possible based upon such a theory will seem definite

and enduring. Both observations will be ill-founded. No

question about organizations is so simple that it deservcs

no thought. This schema ia a tool for thinking or re-thinking

the organizational process in terms of decision-making. What

seemed self-evident will sometimes prove false. What appeared

tenuous and unlikely may result in the solution to a long

standing problem. On the other hand, our theory is not so

well developed and our schema not so complete as to provide

indisputable answers, nor should it result in unquestionable

and infallible administration. It does provide a tool for

analysis and a guide for action which can result in predict-

able ends.



The Compliance Theory Classification Schema

Theoretical Base

This compliance classification schema of organizational

behavior in education is based on the theory of Amatai Etzioni

which is explained in considerable detail in Chapter V. The

theory defines the relationships between organizational superiors

and their subordinates in terms of the power used by the superior

and the response of the subordinates to that power. These deter-

mine the degree of compliance obtained including the structural

and motivational aspects of that compliance.

Structural aspects of power, as defined by the theory,

consider both the kinds of power used by the organization and

the distribution of that power. Three kinds of power are then

identified: a) coercive, b) utilitarian and c) normative. These

superiors use in obtaining compliance from subordinates. The

three kinds of power interact with three types of superiordinate-

subordinate involvement: a) alienative, b) claculative, and c)

moral. The interaction of these three kinds of power and three

types of Involvement produce nine contributions which are illus-

trated in Chart on page

A third classification suggested by the theory was that of

organizational goals. Again, three types of goals are identified.

These are: a) order, b) economic, and c) cultural. Finally,

three classifications of organizational tasks: a) routine, b)

instrumental and c) expressive, combine to complete the theore-

tical grid of classification cells. This grid which contains
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eighty-one cells is set forth in chart page

Future Research

While eighty-one cells were created by combining each of

the four classifications (e.g., power, involvement, goals and

tasks) it may well be that there is something lss than eighty-

one'which empirically exist. Only twenty-seven were used in

identifying the ninety samples of behavior used in this study.

However, ninety are certainly too few upon which to come to

the conclusion that the other fifty,-four are nothing but

figments of a mathematical imagination.

Other questions also remain. While this study has demons-

trated the usefulness of compliance theory in building a classi-

fication scheme, we still know relatively little about the rela-

tionships between the schemata and other organizational variables.

For instance, how might the power and involvement in an open

educational system differ from the power and involvement in a

closed system? In the ninety OTU's scored in this project, two

types of behavior were dominant. These were behaviors that were

0 N CaR (a routine task with an order goal using normative power

and obtaining calculative involvenent) and E N CaR (a routine

task, an economic goal, using normative power and obtaining

calculative involvement). Would these patterns be found in all

public school organizations or if not, what differences in the

educational process obtained in educational organizations exhibit

other patterns? These and other questions can be formulated by
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the careful reader of Chapter V. They provide a wealth of

hypotheses for future research concerning educational organi-

zations.

Practitioner Usefulness

Developments based on theory are always better used by

those who underutand the theory upon which the functional

"thing" was based. So a physician is best able to use penicillin

if he knows chemical composition and the biochemistry. Army

medics have, however, saved many lives through the use of

penicillin without having the theoretical knowledge possessed by

the physician. So it is with the practitioner of educational

administration. Operating in the field, he must have the tools

to "treat" the organization, least it die. The compliance

schema provides one such diagnostic tool where by particular

problems may be identified before the "patient" is critically "ill."

The interpersonal relationships between superordinates and

subordinates has long been recognized as a critical element in

the organization. The time honored, even if rather shop worn,

concept of morale contemplates a total process whose elements are,

at least in the past, described by the compliance schema. Thus,

this schema makes the concept of organizational morale, about

which the practitioner has for many years been concerned, a more

practical and manageable matter. If the practitioner classifies

particular units of behavior exhibited by certain superovdtaatea

and finds them to use coercive power consistently and that the
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involvement of subordinates is alienated, he has a good lead as

to where the chief administrator must begin in order to improve

morale. True, on an initiative basis the talented practitioner

always "knew" this. But this schema provides him with an objec-

tive nethod of determining the situation. Another interesting

aspect of this is that confronted by objective evidence (e.g.,

scores on his own organizational behavior), the superordinate

who was exhibiting coercive power in instances where other power

would have sufficed may voluntarily and even eagerly modify his

behavior. There are only a few men 'who want to be despots but

many are unaware of their behavior and reluctant to modify it

based on another's subjective judgments. After all, their action

is as good as another's and the despot does not think of himself

as such. The ability to present more objective data may prove

helpful to the organization.

The above discussion is but one example of how the compliance

schema should prove useful. Many other examples present themselves

to the imaginative mind. The three listed below should prove

interesting to administrator and board member alike.

1. Do particular tasks present themselves in the total

organizational behavior more often than the chief

administrator had imagined?

2. If the mission of public education is largely

cultural, are cultural goals more evident than the

other goals in the schema?



3. How does the school board operate in terms of power,

goals, and tasks? Is a modification called for?

A practitioner might well spend tim aAAVeving such

questions and the compliance schema will prove a helpful tool.



The Bureaucratic Classification Schema

Theoretical Base

In Chapter VI a taxonomical schema for classifying the

bureacratic behavior of nen in modern organizations was pre-

sented. The schema is a tri-dimensional theoretical conceptua-

lizatioa based primarily on the works of three behavioral scien-

tists: Max Weber, Robert Merton and Talcott Parsons.

Weber employed ideal type constructs to account for the

structural aspects of bureaucratic organizations. He saw

behavior in these modern organizations as rational in which the

members engaged in activities that are coordinated toward specific

goals which organizations seek to accomplish.

Robert Merton emphasized the importance and the utility of

Weber's ideal type constructs. However, his chief concern was

with the functional and disfunctional aspects of bureaucratic

organizations, i.e., the unanticipated consequences of rational

or nonrational behavior.

Talcott Parsons conceptualized. modern organizations as

social systems, i.e., the nature of the relationships between

individuals (actors) in organizations. He saw these relationships

as interactions occurring within a framework of superordination-

subordination hose affectivity (feelings) could be characterized

as particularistic or universalistic.

The works of these three social scientists provided the

theoretical foundation for constructing a "theoretical model" for
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classifying and observing bureaucratic behavior in complex

modern organizations. In addition, tbe tri-diracusionalthebretical

model is based on a strategy outlined by Arthur P. Coladarci

and Jacob W. Getzels for observing and analyzing Administrative

behavior in educational organizations. The model deals with

(1) the goal direction (structural) of the behavior; (2) the

role parameters (functional) of the behavior; and (3) the affec-

tivity (inter-personal character) of the behavior of administra-

tive personnel as they engage in activitfes of the organization.

The model has been applied to data collected in the field

study described elsewhere in this volume. Thus, it was possible

to determine the utility of the theoretical schema in terms of

how well .4.; would account for behavior in educational organiza-

tions and whether one could classify bureaucratic behavior in

such organizations. Eight classes of bureaucratic behavior emerged

fram the application. These classes represent distinct categories

of behavior that can be observed in educational organizations and

are specified earlier in Chapter VI.

"Pieces" of bureaucratic behavior were dbserved and classi-

fied from ninety OTU's from field study data. While the classifi-

cations generated from the model must be conceived as theoretical

entities, nevertheless it becomes clear that these concepts can

be utilized for operational purposes. They can also be viewed

in terms of categoric logic to which quantitative measures and

statistical concepts can be applied. However, up to this point
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only elementary and somewhat primitive measures have been established.

A more refined and definite statistical approach is indicated

fram this initial taxonomic exercise.

Future Research

Educational researchers who wish to classify, observe and

analyze behavior of personnel in school organizations will find

this tri-dimensional theoretical schema particularly useful.

Several doctoral dissertations that employ the schema are presently

in process. By employing the schema, one is able not only to

dbserve the relationship between variables as employed in the

theoretical framework, but to present them graphically and in

measurable terms. The researcher can also examine microscopically

"slices" of bureaucratic behavior within the organization under

dbservation. While these microscopic pictures cannot be compre-

hended in and of themselves, they can be inspected macroscopically

for the patterns of relations they may have with others. Moreover,

the distribution and magnitude of bureaucratic behavior can be

shown graphically as they occur in complex organizations. Such

graphs provide the research analyst with "stop action" pit.tures

of the behavior dbserved and classified in the organlzation. In

addition, such pictures present clues and insights for more inten-

sive inspection of the educational organization.

Perhaps the overall utility of this theoretical strategy for

studying bureaucratic behavior of organizations is that it establi-

Ohes important empirical baselines for deriving researchable



hypotheses for testing relationships between and among variables

that affect the equilibrium of educational organizations. This

schema points the direction of fruitful research in this area

during the next decade.

Practitioner Usefulness

Many school administrators will raise questions concerning

the practical value of this relatively new thrust in educational

research. Some of the practical uses of a bureaucratic taxonomy

in the administration of school organizations may be suggestive

by a few categorical statements:

1. The schema places the school executive in a better

position to raise the "right" questions concerning

his school organization. Thus,-a taxonomy may be

used as an initial diognostic instrument.

2. The school executive who is concerned with the

maintenance of this organization uill become more

knowledgeable about where to look for information.

3. He will also be able to examine the decision-making

process in his organization and learn what and where

to look for the outcome of decisions in terms of the

organization's bureaucratic structure.



The Systems Theory Classification Shema

Theoretical Base

The theoretical base for the systems approach to building

the taxonomy or systems classification schema presented in this

work is taken from theories of "open" systems. Open systems

are those systems which exchange energy and. natter with their

environment. By virtue of their ability to interact with their

environment, such systems exist in a dynamic life state charac-

terized by order, differentiation, variation, and increasing

complexity. That schools or educational organizations are o-ln

systems is obvious; theories of open systems, thus, have clear

relevance for studying and analyzing organizational behavior

in education.

When examining the theories of open systems it is apparent

that no single general or all-inclusive theory of open systems

exists. Although based on commonly shared assumptions and

propositions, current theories describe and dimensionalize

open systems in a variety of ways. As noted earlier in

Chapter VII, open systems can be viewed as generic "wholes,"

in terms of the processing of inputs into outputs, in terms of

the universal states and processes of all open systems, and in

terms of the outcomes of system activity.

As a result of the differing emphasis noted in open system

theories, a multi-scheme approach for taxonomic research was de-

veloped in this research project. Four discrete classification
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schemes were constructed and used in the study. The schemata

and an indication of their theoretical antecedents can be tersely

reviewed as follows:

1. clugs.t.9siaoch I: Caprehensive Systems

Characterization Schema--This schema was derived

from "systems theories of the whole" or comprehen-

sive systems theories. These theories focus gene-

rally and often subjectively on total or "whole"

systems and their components, the components' at-

tributes, and the relationships between the com-

ponents and their attributes.

2. Classification ADDroach II: Input-Output Linkage

(Subsystems) Schema--This schema was derived from

"process" or subsystem theories. Theories of this

type are concerned with microscopic analysis and

focus on the processing of inputs through system

subsystems into output.

3. Classification Approach III: Analysis of System

Properties: States and Processes--This schema was

derived from theories of the universal properties

of open systems. Such theories represent macroscopic

analysis and are based upon the recurring properties

and states evinced in the life-space of a wide variety

of systems.

. Classification A proach IV: Output Analysis Schema--



This schema was derived from output theories or

system output or outcome analysis. Theories of

this type focus on the products or outcomes of

system activity relative to their impact on the

system and/or its ervironment.

These classification schemata represent four different ways

of looking at the educational organization. Together they permit

a detailed and comprehensive picture. Individually they provide

specific kinds of views of organizational behavior in terms of

specific purposes identified above. Thus, the classification

approaches or schemata have a potential for application in

total, or individually in terns of particular purposes under

consideration.

The research utility or Qs systeos aoheitatelhas

already been dealt with in same detail in ChapteraNg. The

systems schemata also have a potential at,' a framework for

organizational analysis. In the latter vein these schemata can

be used to assess various aspects and levels of behavior either

within the organization or emitted by the organization, The

potential for analysis extends from the assessnent of parti-

cular events (e.g., a meeting of the administrative cabinet)

or situations of long-term periods of organizational activity

(e.g., the preparation and passage of a budget.) They can be

used either for purely descriptive or for clinical and/or diag-

nostic purposes. Although the schemata are not panaceas as



analytic vehicles and do, for proper application, require more

than a layman's conception of "systems," individually and

collectively they can be viable devices for assessing organi-

zational behavior in education for the less theoretically

trained.

Future Research

Not only are there extensive possibilities for taxonomic

research into organizational behavior in education using the

systems schemata, but also there are already a number of

emerging leads for basic descriptive and experimental research

as well. Certainly from the limited application of the schemata

to date, a number of cogent questions and testable hypotheses

have been generated. Additionally, it is hoped that the theore-

tician will likewise be able to unearth relationships, linkages,

and dynamics in and through the application of the schemata.

Practitioner Usefulness

The value of the systems theory schemata is not, however,

limited to the more scholarly aspects of the study of organi-

zational behavior in education. The schemata can well be used

in an on-the-job analysis and assessment of organizational

activity. Here, whether in the hands of the external organi-

zational consultant or interested members of an organization,

they can serve a variety of purposes. In general, they can

be used to describe the actions and behavior of organizations

or organization members to provide a framework for action
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research or developmental programs and to function as a concep-

tual base for the clinical
analysis of an organization, including

its components, processes, and procedures.

Systems schema one, (the comprehensive systems characteri-

zation scheme), permits a
description of a behavioral event

(e.g..amoccurrence3 a decision
situation, or a meeting) in

terms of its salient features. Through the identification and

description of inputs according to this echema, what ia being

acted upon becomes apparent. The identification of actors,

organizational
mechanisms, and organizational subsystems

shows how that which is being acted upon is processed by the

organization. By identifying the locus of forces involved, an

accurate assessment of the organization-environmental
dynamic

is revealed. And, finally, in recording the output or outcomes,

end products of action are delimited. This scheme enables an

dbserver to record in a systems framework on a single sheet of

paper the essential aspects of a behavioral
situation that may

in all of its complexity and detail be of much greater length.

Analysis by such a procedure forces the analyst (a) to look at

specific units of behavior in their entirety rather than at

sequences of more or less related behaviors many of which are

not resolved or relevant, and (b) to look at the key aspects of

systems activity: inputs, process, and output.

The second systems schema, (the input-output linkage schema),

provides a framework for the microscopic assessment of organiza-

tional behavior. By checking the presence or absence of each



of the detailed characteristics (essentially a "go," "no-go"

procedure), a number of relevant questions about an organiza-

tion's processing of work can be answered. Through the use of

this schema, questions such as the following can be focused

upon: (1) What resources are used in processing work in

educational organization? (2) How are resources used in

processing work in educational organizations? (3) How is

work processed in the educational organization? (4) What

subsystems process the most and/or the least work in educational

organizations? (5) What are the outputs (outcomes of work

done) of educational organizations? (6) To what extent are

people or specific groups involved in educational organiza-

tional work? (7) What are the patterns of action in doing

work in an educational organization? Although this schema can

be used to analyze a single event or situation, it is expected

that a "log" of such analyses over time will be even more

revealing. For example, in our analyses of the classifications

made in this study me found certain patterns were revealed when

we totaled the use of each characteristic in terms of the total

sample of behaviors. Illustrative are .he following conclusions

that resulted from our data analysis: (1) Individuals tended

to process organizational work rather than groups. (2) Most

organizational work in our sample was processed through the

administrative subsystem regardless of whether or not another

subsystem, such as the personnel or supervisory subsystems, was
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more appropriate. (3) Greater concern for product output than

for affectivity or feedback output was indicated. Such genera-

lizations based upon systematic, recorded observations permit

a more valid assessment of an educational organization than

do random and/or subjective dbservations.

Use of the third systems schema, (the analysis of system

properties states and processes schema), in analyzing organi-

zational behavior in education can provide several kinds of

information for the organizational analyst or practitioner.

First, this scheme can be used to indicate organizational

"openness." To illustrate, the more special and unique inputs

are processed, the higher the level of negentrophy and the

lower the level of equilibrium, as these are defined in Chapter

VII, the more "open" is the organization. Also, through this

macroscopic scheme, the bureacracy of an organization can be

revealed. Obviously organizations that use formal and fixed

arrangements and exhibit high degrees of increasing progressive

mechanization are more bureaucratic than those not so prone.

This schema is further helpful in assessing the kinds of work

processed in an educational organization, the internal dynamics

of organizational systems (e.g., relationship of subsystems, or

the nature of feedback mechanisms), and the extent of ordering

or differentiation in system action. It should be noted that

this schema can be applied equally well to behavioral units

ranging from single events to case studies or histories of
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several years of organizational activity.

The final systems schema, (output analysis), may well

have the most import for on-the-jdb organizational analysis.

This scheme reveals the multi-dimensionality of organiza-

tional output and forces one to assess organizational out-

comes as more than productivity (in terms of a full range

of possible consequences). Although somewhat sdbjective,

this scheme is the most readily used of the four systems

schemata by the non-systems oriented practitioner. The

schema has been operationalized to the extent it can be

easily applied to the organizational context. Also, its

profile scale presents a graphic picture of output. The

comparability of several such profiles has distinct advan-

tages. In assessing an educational organization using this

device, preoccupation with certain categories of output

(e.g., products) and lack of attention to others (e.g.,

identity sense) are revealed. Since over or under attention

to certain kinds of output may be highly dysfunctional, it

behooves those in an organization to carefully and system-

atically assess such outcomes. This kind of analysis is

a check on process or microscopic analysis, and, though

subjective, is a step to a qualitative assessment of

organizational activity.

Summary

That this project did not develop a single taxonomy

of organizational behavior in education is evident to even

the casual reader.
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It did,however, accomplish the objectives stated in

the original proposal. Taking those Objectives in the order

listed in chapter one, eadh was met as explained below.

1. To define more clearly the conceptual boundaries

of organizational behrwior in education and to give more

precise definition to areas of knowledge which fall within

these boundaries.

Four theories which might be described as areas of

knowledge, wtre selected from which classification schemata

were developed. The concepts outlined in the theories were

identified and extended. The resulting concepts were defined

so that classifications of organizational behavior can now

be made through the schema based on four theories. Thus,

the boundaries of the theories were on the one hand more

clearly defined and on the other hand extended.

2. To provide useful guide lines for selecting and

abstracting content on educational administration which

may be used for laying a sound base of information retrieval

systems which undoubtedly will be developed within the next

decade.

Eadh of the four classification systems provides a base

from which abstracting content in educational administration

can proceed. Retrieval systems can be built upon these

classification systems directing students and scholars in

educational administration to information concerning decision-

making, interpersonal relationships, bureaucratic behavior

and the general system properties of educational organizations.

4
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3. To furnish guides for use in developing instructional

materials to prepare administrators.

Beside the value of classifying and retrieving info .

mation, the taxonomies point out areas where instructional

materials are presently lacking. In addition, the organiza .

tional taxonomic units themselves should prove a useful

instructional aid in the preparation of educational adminis-

trators.

4. To encourage and provide guides for use in synthe .

sizing knowledge on educational administration.

The synthesis attempt among theories was not as success-

fully met as were some of the other objectives of this study.

The study team was unable to provide a synthesis of the four

theories. Perhaps this in itself may be a guide for a new

emphasis with regard to synthesis. Additional research may

corroborate the finding that present theories in educational

administration are more distinct and more complete than some

authors have previously proposed.

5. To identify areas of educational administration

where there is meager researdh and areas where additional

inquiry is badly needed.

Eadh theory was expanded through the process of sdhema

development and final OTU classification. This aspect of

the researdh is described in the separate chapters, Also,

new areas of research in educational administration have been

opened through the development of each classification schema.



6. To develop and evaluate methods of taxonomic

inquiry which should usefully facilitate further inquiry.

The methods used in the development of this research

and the evaluation of the results of these methods are

carefully explained in chapters two and eight. These

procedures and the experience cf this research team should

prove to be useful to others who wish to continue to

develop taxonomic inquiry in educational organizations.

This chapter has attempted to set forth the procedures

carried out by the research team in an effort to move toward

the development of taxonomies of organizational behavior in

education. The small and simple "fits" discovered have been

indicated and explained. The possible reasons for not being

able to go beyoad the original task of building taxonomies

to the greater task of synthes47ihg into a single taxonomy

have been presented. This chapter has summari7ed the theory,

implications for future researdh, and pragmatic usefulness

(with particular exphasis on the practitioner) of each schema.

While the schemata provide useful tools for the practi-

tioner of educational organizations (and perhaps administra-

tors of other kinds of organizations as well), of particular

interest to the authors are the opportunities for future

research generated by the study. The students of educational

administration have been directed to a vast uncharted area

on the map of organizational theory. To the "explorer" of

knowledge this should provide an interesting challenge. The

vastness of this area testifies to the infancy of this area

of taxonomy of organizations which has begun here.


